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Dear Colleagues,

It is a true pleasure for me to welcome the exhibitors, delegates and all the participants of the NEVA 2023 International Exhibition!

The NEVA exhibition is one of the most functional platforms for business negotiations and professional discussions about 
civil shipbuilding, shipping, port operations and ocean and shelf development. NEVA generally gathers the main actors in 
the shipbuilding and shipping market to demonstrate the progress achieved, discuss the ways to solve existing problems, and 
coordinate their investment programs and production plans.

Over the last few years, the civil shipbuilding industry has been regaining its positions, which were lost in the post-Soviet 
period, and mastering new types of equipment. PKS-180 and PV300 cruise ships were built, three Type-00840 cruise 
ships of the river-sea class being supported by the Government of the Russian Federation as part of the river fleet renewal 
program were laid down in 2023. Modernized hydrofoil ships Kometa, Meteor, Valdai are under construction. This line 
includes Ecocruiser and Ecobus electric catamarans, the latter has already started functioning as public transport in the 
capital city. 

Large-capacity shipbuilding is being mastered by Zvezda shipyard in the Far East. The shipyard has already delivered the 
first Aframax tankers and is building vessels for the Northern Sea Route.

The icebreaking fleet, which is among the main priorities for our country, is being actively replenished. Three Type-22220 
icebreakers have already been commissioned; the next icebreaker is to be commissioned at the end of 2024. Much attention 
is paid to fishing vessels. In this area, we are operating jointly with the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia and the Federal 
Agency for Fishery using the ‘keel-quota’ mechanism. 

Certainly, shipbuilding like the entire Russian industry has faced restrictions due to the sanctions, a break in the previously 
established supply chains of imported equipment and components. 

Under the new conditions, it was required to consolidate efforts in order to find alternative solutions and develop our 
own competitive products.  As time passes, we see that the industry has largely coped with the challenges and has made 
significant progress as regards the technological independence. The greatest success has been achieved in the icebreaker 
fleet, but other areas are also developing the same way. 

In 2022, the Government of the Russian Federation provided a special subsidy for developing facilities for ship components 
manufacture. Already implemented as well as planned operations will ensure the launch of the most important products to 
the market starting from 2025. Up to this point, it is necessary to actively involve alternative options for supplying equipment 
from friendly countries. In general, our goal is to accelerate the use of the Russian scientific and industrial base for the entire 
production cycle. In this context, cooperation and horizontal ties are crucial.

I would like to invite all concerned parties to take an active part in the NEVA exposition and business program and jointly 
develop common approaches to the further effective development of this industry.  

I wish the participants of the NEVA 2023 International Exhibition fruitful work, interesting discussions and new business 
contacts!

MESSAGES OF WELCOME AND SUPPORT

Denis Manturov
Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation,
Minister of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation 
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MESSAGES OF WELCOME AND SUPPORT

Dear colleagues, 

On behalf of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation and on behalf of myself, I would like to welcome the participants of 
the International Exhibition and Conference on Civil Shipbuilding and Shipping NEVA 2023.

Sea and river shipping operations historically used to have a particular place in the Russian transport system, play an important role by 
forming key logistics corridors, and contribute to the strengthening of interregional and international relations. 

Today the industry is facing the task of innovative development on the basis of domestic technologies. We are improving the port 
infrastructure, building the most powerful icebreaking fleet in the world, gradually increasing cargo and passenger flows. 

The industry is being digitalized at a rapid pace. The Autonomous Navigation project will ensure the operation of two autonomous 
ferries on the route from St. Petersburg to Kaliningrad this year.

The federal project on the Development of Seaports is going on and provides a systematic growth in port capacity. An important task 
is to increase the capacity of the river fleet as well. Until 2035 the need for construction is estimated at more than 500 units. The 
government is providing lots of effective measures to support the industry and stimulate the fleet renewal. 

I am confident that being broadly represented by government and business, the NEVA 2023 Exhibition and Conference is an efficient 
business platform for representatives of business, professional communities and government agencies, which ensures a balance of 
interests and a fruitful dialogue at the same time. 

I wish all the participants interesting and productive discussions, development of business contacts and success in achieving their goals! 

Vitaly Saveliev 
Minister of Transport of the Russian Federation
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Аlexander Beglov
Governor of St.Petersburg 

MESSAGES OF WELCOME AND SUPPORT

Dear Friends! 

I am pleased to welcome participants and guests of the XVII International Exhibition and Conference on Civil Shipbuilding, 
Shipping, Port Operations and Ocean and Shelf Development NEVA-2023 in St.Petersburg! 

Shipbuilding is one of the most important industries in St. Petersburg, the sea capital of Russia. The products manufactured 
by the shipbuilding sector today account for more than 20% of the entire transport engineering industry in the city. 

It is a great honor for us to host the largest national industry exhibition, which has been held on the banks of the Neva for 
more than 30 years. This important event provides a unique opportunity to get familiar with the best innovative solutions in 
the field of civil shipbuilding, shipping, port operations, to exchange experiences, and conclude good deals. 

The business agenda includes the most vital issues of the industry development: fleet `renewal, navigation safety, support 
tools to be provided by the government.

St. Petersburg has been and remains the center of the Russian shipbuilding. We are constructing first-class warships for the 
Navy, powerful icebreakers, modern fishing vessels. More than 40 specialized companies such as design organizations, ship 
equipment manufacturers, shipyards are operating in the industry. Among our leaders are Admiralty Shipyards, Severnaya 
Verf Shipyard, Baltiysky Zavod Shipyard, Sredne-Nevsky Shipyard, Krylov State Research Center, Shipbuilding and 
Shiprepair Technology Center, Central Design Bureau of Marine Engineering Rubin.

The companies included in the United Shipbuilding Corporation form the basis of the shipbuilding cluster in St. Petersburg.

I wish you all successful and fruitful work, promising projects and new achievements! 
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MESSAGES OF WELCOME AND SUPPORT

Dear participants of NEVA 2023, the 17th International Exhibition and Conference for Commercial Shipping, Shipbuilding, 
Ports, Oceanography and Offshore Development!

On behalf of the Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation let me welcome you on this respected event in the commercial 
shipbuilding industry. 

NEVA Exhibition is a unique platform which brings together scientists and experts, shipbuilders and instrument makers, 
government officials and representatives of commercial shipbuilding industry from all over the world. The dialogue between 
professionals, which became possible thanks to NEVA, helps industry members  to rapidly share the information  , to 
develop innovative solutions which can improve the efficiency and safety of maritime and river transport, as well as promote 
economic development and open up  new horizons of productivity and sustainability.  

Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation which was founded in 2020 integrates the largest manufacturers of integrated 
informational and control systems, radar and hydroacoustic equipment, navigation and connection systems such as Concern 
Morinformsystem-Agat JSC, Concern Okeanpribor JSC, Concern NPO Aurora JSC, CSRI Elektropribor JSC. Marine 
Equipment Engineering Corporation JSC has (is provided) the leading role in creation and production not only of the most 
important means and complexes of electronic weapons for the ships of the Russian Navy, but also electronic equipment for 
civilian consumers of marine equipment in the domestic and foreign markets. This year of Marine Equipment Engineering 
Corporation JSC participates in the largest event of commercial shipbuilding with the joint booth where all four Concerns 
are represented. 

I believe the participation in 17th International Exhibition and Conference for Commercial Shipping, Shipbuilding, Ports, 
Oceanography and Offshore Development will become for you not only the important information source, but also the 
place to inspire and discover new development vectors. Together we can do more and create the best future for the Russian 
industry of shipbuilding and marine instrumentation. 

I wish all the participants of NEVA 2023 the efficient work, mutually beneficial agreements and fruitful dialogues during the 
Exhibition.

Leonid Strugov
Head of the Marine Instrumentation Corporation JSC
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MESSAGES OF WELCOME AND SUPPORT

Welcome, the participants of the 17th International Maritime Exhibition and Conference for Commercial Shipping, 
Shipbuilding, Offshore Energy, Ports, Inland Waterways and Oceanography NEVA 2023!

One of the largest in the world international shipbuilding exhibitions is held in St. Petersburg already for the 17th time. St. 
Petersburg is the sea capital city of Russia, the leading center of competences in shipbuilding and seafaring. Almost all types 
and classes of ships are built in St. Petersburg shipyards, from river boats and fishing vessels to nuclear power icebreakers 
and warships of the Russian Federation Navy. The shipbuilding industry is one of the principal ones in the GRP of the city 
on the Neva river.

Over 700 exhibiting participants and over 30,000 professionals from Russia, CIS states, India, China, Turkey, Indonesia, 
Vietnam, the Republic of Korea, South Africa and other states will assemble in the ExpoForum for the most important 
trade event of the year. This exhibition is unprecedented in its scales. For the first time, it will occupy all the four pavilions 
of the ExpoForum, and the area will exceed 30,000 square meters. JSC United Shipbuilding Corporation, Rosatom State 
Nuclear Energy Corporation, Zvezda Shipbuilding Complex LTD, JSC Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation, JSC 
Ak Bars Shipbuilding Corporation and other companies will present their achievements.

Shipbuilding industry, sea transports and icebreakers, passenger as well as cargo and passenger vessels, navigation systems 
and communications, hydraulic engineering and transport construction, materials, components, equipment, safety and 
security of seafaring and many other issues are among the thematic tracks.

Special attention is paid to the development of the Arctic regions with one of the most important logistic routes, the Northern 
Sea Route. The exposition of the St. Petersburg Committee for the Arctic will present the Arctic development and shipping 
development in the region. The Arctic business hall will operate as well.

The chief executives of shipbuilding companies, representatives of state authorities, relevant agencies, business and science 
will discuss the key trends of the industry – digitalization, development of local technologies and import substitution, staff 
potential. The business programme includes two big thematic sections: “Shipbuilding as the Driver of Russian Industry” and 

“Shipbuilding and Innovations in Today’s Reality”.

The key events are the plenary meeting “The Maritime Industry of Russia: the New Priorities with Global Challenges as the 
Background”, conferences “The Staff in Shipbuilding: to Overcome the Shortage and to Build up the Potential”, “Fishing 
Fleet Renovation and Development: Constructive Dialogue for the Common Cause”, “The Northern Sea Route as the Basis 
of Economic Sovereignty and the Factor of the New Global Logistics: the Route’s Potential Is Put into Effect”, strategic 
session “Russian Ports: the New Impetus for the Development of the Port Services”, roundtables “Floating Power Units and 
an Up-to-Date and Environmentally Friendly Way for Energy Supply of Coastal and Remote Areas and Industrial Facilities”, 

“Sea Carriage in the Direction of the Kaliningrad Region: Special Features and Rules for the Application of Preferential 
Rates”.  

International business dialogues Russia – China and Russia – Turkey will be held. Employing joint efforts with our international 
partners, we’ll be able to find answers to the global challenges of the time in the shipbuilding industry.

The sports programme is included in the exhibition for the first time – billiards and table tennis tournaments.

I wish you successful work, productive meetings, useful contacts and new contracts!

Sergey Voronkov
CEO of ExpoForum International
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SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

Government of the Russian Federation

Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation 

Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation 

Government of St. Petersburg

United Shipbuilding Corporation USC 

Maritime Board under the Government of the Russian Federation

Maritime Council under the Government of St. Petersburg

Russian chamber of shipping

Association of Maritime Trade Ports
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PARTNERS

TITLE PARTNER
State atomic energy corporation ROSATOM 
www.rosatom.en

STRATEGIC PARTNER
Marine equipment engineering corporation
www.aokmp.ru

INNOVATIVE PARTNER
Shipbuilding corporation AK BARS 
www.en.sk-akbars.ru

OFFICIAL PARTNER
FSUE ROSMORPORT 
www.rosmorport.com

BUSINESS PARTNERS

CULTURAL PROGRAMME PARTNER
Neva Travel Company
www.neva.travel/ru

SPORT DAY PARTNER
Vineta Ltd.
www.vineta.en

BUSINESS PROGRAMME PARTNERS

VARPE
www.varpe.org

Gazprombank Leasing Company
www.gpbl.en

Krylov State Research Centre
www.krylov-centre.en
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• Vitaly Saveliev
Minister of Transport of the Russian Federation 
(co-Chairman of organizing committee) 

• Alexander Beglov 
the Governor of Saint Petersburg (co-Chairman of organizing 
committee) 

• Viktor Evtukhov
The State Secretary - Deputy Minister of Industry and Trade 
of the Russian Federation (Deputy Chairman of the organizing 
committee)

• Vladimir Zapevalov
Head of the Representative Office of the Russian Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs in Saint Petersburg (Deputy Chairman of 
organizing committee) 

• Kirill Polyakov 
Vice-governor of Saint Petersburg (Deputy Chairman of 
organizing committee)

• Alexandr Poshivai
Deputy Minister of Transport of the Russian Federation 
(Deputy Chairman of the organizing committee)

• Mikhail Aleksandrov
CEO of Shipbuilding & Shiprepair Technology Center JSC 
 

• Rishat Bagautdinov 
Head of VODOHOD LLC

• Sergey Baryshnikov 
Rector of Admiral Makarov State University of Maritime and 
Inland Shipping

Alexander Bengert
CEO of Hydrographic Enterprise FSUE 

• Sergey Buyanov 
CEO of General of Central Marine Research and Design 
Institute

• Pavel Vinogradov 
CEO of Volga Shipping Company
 

• Sergei Voronkov
CEO of ExpoForum International 

• Igor Gapeshko
CEO of Transas Navigator LLC

• Evgeny Grigoriev 
Member of the Government of Saint Petersburg, Chairman of 
the Committee for External Relations of St. Petersburg 

• Yuri Gordienko
CEO of Baltic Shipyard JSC

• Zakhariy Dzhioev
Head of the Federal Agency for Maritime and River Transport 
(Rosmorrechflot)

• Valentin Enokaev 
Chairman of the Transport Committee of Saint Petersburg

• Serik Zhusupov
Executive Director of Association of Sea Trading Ports of 
Russia (ASTP)

• German Zverev 
President of All-Russian Association of Fisheries Enterprises, 
Entrepreneurs and Exporters 

• Vitaly Klyuev 
Director of the Department of State Policy for Maritime and 
River Transport of Russia’s Ministry of Transport

• Boris Kabakov 
Head of shipbuilding industry and marine facilities department, 
Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russia

• Alexey Klyavin
President of All-Russian branch association of employers 

“Russian Chamber of Shipping”

ORGANISING COMMITTEE
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• Sergey Kulikov
General Director of FAI Russian Maritime Register of Shipping (RS) 

• Alexander Makarov
Director of Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute 

• Renat Mistakhov 
CEO of Ak Bars Shipbuilding Corporation JSC

• Igor Orlov 
CEO of Northern Shipyard Sdn. Bhd. 

• Aleksey Oryshchenko
General Director of FSUE CRISM “Prometey” of National 
Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” 

• Vladimir Panov
Special Representative for the Development of the Arctic, State 
Atomic Energy Corporation ROSATOM; Deputy Chairman, 
State Commission for the Development of the Arctic

• Peotr Parinov 
Head of the Administration of Baltic Sea Ports 

• Georgy Poltavchenko
Chairman of the Board of Directors of “United Shipbuilding 
Corporation”

• Sergey Pylin 
CEO of Rosmorport FSUE 

• Alexey Rakhmanov 
CEO of “United Shipbuilding Corporation”

• Rodionov Vladimir
President of the Association of owners of passenger ships of 
Saint Petersburg 

• Natalia Rubtsova
Director of the Alliance of Welders of St. Petersburg and 
North-West Region

• Vyacheslav Ruksha
Deputy  CEO – Director for the Northern Sea Route 
Directorate, State Atomic Energy Corporation ROSATOM

• Oleg Savchenko
CEO of Krylov State Research Center 

• Kirill Soloveichik 
Chairman of the Committee of Industrial Policy and Innovations 
of Saint Petersburg 

• Leonid Strugov 
Head of the Marine Instrumentation Corporation JSC 

• Igor Tonkovidov
CEO of PAO Sovcomflot 

• Gleb Turichin
Rector of St. Petersburg State Marine Technical University

• Evgeniy Trunin 
CEO of Russian River Register FAI 

• Tatyana Chekalova
Secretary-General of the Maritime Council under the 
Government of Saint-Petersburg

•  Ilya Shastakov
Head of Federal Agency for Fisheries (Rosrybolovstvo)
 

• German Shirokov 
Chairman of the Staint Petersburg Committee on Arctic Affairs

• Igor Shumakov
Head of the Federal Service for Hydrometeorology and 
Environmental Monitoring 

• Aleksandr Ulianov 
CEO of NEVA International LTD. (Executive secretary) 

ORGANISING COMMITTEE
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 EXHIBITION ORGANISER 
The projects of NEVA-International promote and develop the shipbuilding industry worldwide strengthening the image of 
Russia as a powerful shipbuilding nation. 
 
The International Exhibition for Commercial Shipping, Shipbuilding, Offshore Energy, Ports, Inland Waterways and 
Oceanography  is one of the world’s ten largest maritime industry fairs. The event is held on odd-numbered years in Saint 
Petersburg, the maritime capital of Russia.
 
Russian Maritime Congress is a competent platform for discussion the actual issues of functioning of sea and river 
transport industry in Russia. The congress brings together industry leaders and distinguishes with the chamber 
atmosphere in combination with the high-quality service. Responding the needs of the industry, it is held in the regions 
where the shipbuilding industry is especially developed.
 
NEVA International Ltd. organizes the international business missions to promote the industry and strength the 
connections with foreign companies.

«NEVA-International» Ltd.
196605, St. Petersburg, Shushary, Petersburg highway, 62 building 4, office 925

+7 (812) 944-25-71

info@nevainter.com
www.en.nevainter.com

MEDIA CENTRE 
PRESS INFORMATION AND CO-ORDINATION 

The NEVA 2023 organizer is pleased to welcome journalists and media representatives at The Maritime Exhibition 
and Conference for Commercial Shipping, Shipbuilding, Offshore Energy, Ports, Inland Waterways and 
Oceanography NEVA 2023

In the press center located in the Passage near by Organisers office you will be able to: 
• Use equipped workplaces
• Receive press releases and other content (photo/video) of events you are interested in
• See the schedule of signing ceremonies and other press events
• Get acquainted with the programme of scheduled interviews with Russian and foreign speakers
• Leave a photo shoots request
• Register as a media partner for the NEVA 2025 exhibition

Please visit www.en.nevainter.com website for the business programme and the list of exhibitors.

Press Centre operating hours:
18-21 September, 10:00-18:00

For more information about the Press Center activity, journalists and the provision of exhibition materials, please contact:
press@nevainter.com
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GRATITUDE TO THE PARTNERS

SCIENTIFIC PARTNERS

Russian Science & Technology Society named after A.N. Krylov

www.ntokrylova.ru

State Marine Technical University (SMTU) 

www.en.smtu.ru

Admiral Makarov State University of Maritime and Inland Shipping

www.gumrf.en

Volga State University of Water Transport 

www.vsuwt.en

Maritime State University named after admiral G.I.Nevelskoy

www.msun.en

SECTORAL PARTNERS

ANO Sudprom 

www.anosudprom.ru

CCPIT China Council for the Promotion of International Trade

www.en.ccpit.org

HH.RU 

www.spb.hh.ru

Alliance of Welders 

www.alians-weld.ru
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GRATITUDE TO THE PARTNERS

ORGANISATIONAL PARTNERS

GENERAL ORGANISATIONAL PARTNER
EXPOFORUM 
www.expoforum.en

LOGISTICS PARTNER
PAN-BALTService
www.pan-baltservice.ru/index.php/en

TRAVEL SERVICES PARTNER
DenRus 
www.denrus.ru

CATERING PARTNER
Caramel Catering 
www.caramel-catering.ru

GENERAL LINGUISTIC PARTNER
TTP MARINES Language Center 
www.marines.su

OFFICIAL BEVERAGE SUPPLIER
Simple Wine 
www.simplewine.ru

MARKETING PARTNER
Vector Marketing 
www.vectormarketing-russia.com

GENERAL STAND CONSTRUCTOR
EXPOFORUM DESIGN
www.ef-design.eng
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TITLE PARTNERS

STATE ATOMIC ENERGY CORPORATION ROSATOM (ROSATOM)

State Atomic Energy Corporation Rosatom (ROSATOM) is one of global technological leaders, with capacities in the nuclear 
sector and beyond, and business partners in 50 countries. As one of the pioneers of the nuclear industry, ROSATOM has 
traditionally been at the forefront of the international nuclear market, including nuclear power plant construction, uranium 
mining and enrichment, and nuclear fuel fabrication and supply. Today, thanks to the unique expertise accumulated over 
75 years, the company is conquering the markets of new promising high-tech products. Hydrogen energy, energy storage, 
nuclear medicine, wind energy, composite materials, logistics business, environmental solutions - in total, more than a 
hundred new businesses, which cement ROSATOM’s standing among the leading tech giants. The corporation includes 
about 350 enterprises and organizations employing a total of more than 290,000 people. The development of Arctic 
infrastructure and shipping as well as the new nuclear-powered icebreakers construction are among the key activities of the 
State Corporation Rosatom. In 2018, the Government of the Russian Federation empowered Rosatom as the infrastructure 
operator of the Northern Sea Route (NSR). In August 2022, Premier Mikhail Mishustin has signed a decree approving 
a plan to develop the Northern Sea Route for the period till 2035 It was created jointly with the State Atomic Energy 
Corporation Rosatom (ROSATOM).

STRATEGIC PARTNER

MARINE EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation JSC was established in accordance with a Decree of the President of the 
Russian Federation issued on 1 April 2020 No. 235 “In order to provide a management system for marine instrumentation 
organizations, preserve and develop their scientific and production potential”.

The Corporation includes the largest manufacturers of integrated combat information and control systems, radar and 
hydroacoustic equipment, navigation and communication systems, such as Concern Morinformsystem-Agat JSC, Concern 
Oceanpribor JSC, Concern Scientific and Production Association Avrora JSC, Concern CSRI Elektropribor JSC. The 
powerful integrated structure which was invented includes more than 30 enterprises with the whole quantity of more than 
20 thousand employees. 

Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation JSC is assigned a leading role in creation and production of the most valuable 
instruments and complexes of radio-electronic weapons not only for the ships of the Russian Navy, but also radio-electronic 
equipment for civilian consumers of marine equipment in the domestic and foreign markets.

TITLE PARTNERS
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INNOVATIVE PARTNER

SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION AK BARS

Ak Bars Shipbuilding Corporation JSC (Ak Bars Holding Company JSC Group) is a large geographical domestic-ship-
building cluster. The corporation specialises in the design and construction of ships, vessels and motorboats of differing types 
and purposes, the manufacturing of components, ship repair and the performance of ship repair and other types of work. 
The main mission of corporation is the consolidation and development of companies for the purpose of their further growth 
and increasing of customer satisfaction with the quality of products designing and manufacturing, staff employment support, 
increasing of profitability of enterprises and provision of social support for presence regions. One of the company’s strategic 
goals is foreign sales markets representation due to strengthening of international ties and integration, establishment of 
commercial and business relations with foreign customers.

OFFICIAL PARTNER

FSUE ROSMORPORT

FSUE ROSMORPORT is a strategically significant and system-forming enterprise of Russian port industry which owns the 
largest diesel ice-breaking flotilla in the world and the biggest dredging fleet groupings in the country.

FSUE ROSMORPORT was founded in 2003 based on a Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation for the 
stable development of country marine ports and effective exploitation of federal property. One of the key priorities of 
FSUE ROSMORPORT is to ensure navigation safety in water areas of seaports and on the ways towards them by forming 
innovative port infrastructure.

The enterprise is a customer of 21 projects of building and reconstruction of port infrastructure objects according to 
Complex plan of modernization and extending backbone infrastructure. Due to it the capacity of Russian seaports will grow 
for more than 115 millions tons by 2030 ROSMORPORT has 11 branches and provides services in 59 Russian seaports 
out of 63 Currently, there are 291 ships under the jurisdiction of the enterprise including 35 icebreakers and ice-class tugs 
performing icebreaking assistance to ships all year round, as well as 46 dredgers ensuring the achievement of navigation 
parameters of the water areas of ports. The staff includes more than 8,5 thousand people.

TITLE PARTNERS
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SPORT DAY PARTNER 

CULTURAL PROGRAMME PARTNER 

VINETA

Vineta Ltd is founded in 1996 The operating area of Vineta is situated in Nikolskoe, Leningradregion. The main field of activity is the 
production of engineering products for the ship-building, atomic industry and enterprises of gas-energy complex. Using modern 
equipment, the company is mastering the technology for the production of promising polymer composite materials, polyester 
glass-reinforced plastics, which are widely used in shipbuilding as structural and finishing materials

NEVA TRAVEL COMPANY

1995 The company owns the largest fleet in St. Petersburg and specializes in the sightseeing boat tours along rivers, canals 
and the Gulf of Finland, and in transfers on high-speed crafts to suburbs (Peterhof, Kronstadt, Oreshek Fortress, Strelna). 
Also the company provides different ships for rent.

Since 2021, the company takes part in the construction of innovative high-speed catamaran-type passenger ships. In 2023, 
the company presented the first two high-speed catamarans of project 04580 Kotlin for operation on the passenger line 
between Saint Petersburg and Kronstadt.

BUSINESS PARTNERS 

GASPROMBANK LIZING

Gazprombank Leasing Group is the leader of the Russian leasing market*. Gazprombank Leasing is part of one of the largest 
universal financial holdings in the country which was founded in 2003 Over 20 years of active work, Gazprombank Leasing 
has implemented a large number of capital-intensive projects at the regional and federal levels. The company’s clients are 
the largest enterprises in Russia.

* RA «Expert RA» dated 20.03.2023

BUSINESS PROGRAMME PARTNER
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BUSINESS PROGRAMME PARTNER

BUSINESS PROGRAMME PARTNER

KRYLOV STATE RESEARCH CENTRE

Krylov State Research Centre solves complicated issues of hydrodynamics and strength of ships and vessels, determines 
the ways of ship power plants development, conducts in-depth research and development of measures to decrease noise 
and mechanisms vibrations, power plants and vessels on the whole for reducing the levels of electromagnetic fields which 
influence people and environment. Centre also forecasts the development of world shipbuilding and substantiates the 
programs for the construction of domestic ships and vessels.

VARPE

All-Russian Association of Fishery Enterprises, Entrepreneurs and Exporters non-profit Organization was founded in 1993 
This is the leading fishery association in Russia and one of the top 5 most influential fish industry associations in the world. The 
share of participating enterprises in the annual national catch of aquatic biological resources is more than 90%. The Association 
unites 495 organizations of the fishing industry that are members of it both directly and through industry associations.

BUSINESS PARTNERS
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MEDIA PARTNERS

INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PARTNERS

GENERAL
 MEDIA PARTNER

GENERAL MULTIMEDIA
 PARTNER

GENERAL 
MEDIA PARTNER

PUBLISHER OF THE EXHIBITION 
OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER

THE MAIN TRANSPORT INDUSTRY 
MEDIA PARTNER

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL MEDIA 
PARTNER

THE MAIN FISHERIES INDUSTRY 
MEDIA PARTNER
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 MEDIA PARTNERS

RUSSIAN MEDIA PARTNERS
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MEDIA PARTNERS
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Chinese business center 

EXPOFORUM

Korabel.ru

Maritime Council

PROFESSIONALS

TASS

Vector Marketing

NAK MACHINERY

Ponton-na-Donu

SBS

Ship Systems

SMART supply and trading

FG-O 486 

FG-O 500 

FG-O 508

FG-O 219

FG-O 498

 

PASSAGE

HALL FG-O

EXHIBITORS HALLS FG-O, GH-O, PASSAGE

ISKOSH GH-O 467

HALL GH-O

Aviation paint technologies

AKVYLON

Akku-Vertrieb

AKOLEDPROM

Alfa Balt Engineering

BPN International

Venta

Geomatics Centre

Gidrobot

GT MORGEO

FLOW DYNAMICS

E-metall

Batis

Indastrial Нeating

Invention Production Center

KTL MARIN

MAGNITO-KONTAKT

MARIMETR JSC

MC&S+

MARINE BELL

Marine Technical Centre

R&D Enterprise «Fort XXI»

PORTOVIY KONTROL

Ruspetrol

SISTEMATICS

SPb UPP-5

STAN

NPF Polytechnic

TDS

TDS NEWINEX

Trionix LAB.

Energoreshenie

UVAS-TRANS

SHANGHAI BAOLUO STAINLESS STEEL TUBE CO., LTD.

Shiyan Judi Metal Pipe Industry Co., Ltd

West Nautical Service

Е 504 

Е 455 

E 481 

Е 449 

Е 456 

E 506 

E 474

Е 490 

Е 459 

Е 472 

Е 325 

Е 514 

Е 467 

E 501

E 483 

E 445 

Е 476 

Е 463 

EXHIBITORS HALL E

Е 457 

Е 488 

Е 485

Е 458 

Е 505 

E 477 

E 482 

Е 503 

Е 509 

E 510

E 450

E 450

E 471 

Е 451 

Е 495 

E 494 

Е 478

E 491 
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AAI

ABS Hydro

Ada Shipyard

Admiral Makarov SUMIS

Admiralty Shipyards

AIS-NN

Alexeev’s Hydrofoil Design Bureau

Almar

ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU

AMEO

Amur Shipbuilding Plant

ANTARES

ANTARSAT

Аnti-corrosion protective coatings SPb

ARK SHIPPING

ASCON

Astra Marine Software

AVA Hydrosystems

Avrora

A-Z MARINE GROUP

Baltic Shipyard

Besiktas Marine

BGMZ

BIC-Inform

Bulutlu Marine

CDB ME «RUBIN»

Central Research Institute of Marine Engineering  

Central Research Institute «Kurs»

СK Engineering

CNIIMF

Communication & Radionavigation SPb

Company Volgo Diesel – MAMINS

Concern «Oceanpribor»

Concern “Granit-Electron“

Concern Morinformsystem-Agat

CRANESHIP

DASHA SHIPPING

DELTA PLUS

Denizsan

DENKAR SHIP REPAIR

DENTAS SHIPYARD

Desan Shipyard

DKC

DOGRUYOL SHIPYARD

ElectroRadioAvtomatica

ELEKTROPRIBOR CSRI Concern

EMLAK

ENGINEERING CENTER OF INFORMATION 

& CONTROL SYSTEMS

EOS GROUP

ESMS SHIPPING

F2 190 

F3 051 

F4 425 

F1 270 

F1 475

F7 018 

F6 276

F4 439 

F1 475 

F8 022 

F6 005

F6 128 

F7 008 

F7 101

F5 440 

F1 475 

F2 206 

F3 051 

F2 190 

F6 154 

F1 475 

F4 349 

F7 037 

F5 100 

F4 355 

F1 475 

F1 475

F2 190 

F7 046 

F1 093 

F8 117 

F6 055 

F2 190 

F3 311 

F2 190 

F5 442 

F4 350 

F6 128 

F4 375 

F4 251 

F2 513

F4 363 

F7 013 

F4 377 

F7 041 

F2 190 

F8 095 

F3 057 

F2 367 

F2 247 

EXHIBITORS HALL F
ETS

EURUS

FAI «Russian Classification Society»

Ferrum

FESCO

FLOWMASTER VALVES INC.

Force Technologies

GAIKANIPPEL

Gazpromneft Lubricants

GEFA SHIP SUPPLY

GEPA FIBERGLASS

GOBOIMAGE

GOLDA MARINE

Group of companies “Moscabelmet”

GTI-Project Bureau

Import Lubricants

Individual Entrepreneur Spiridonov Alexandr

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES

INMOR

Invest Shipping

IP RIATOM

JAC Sarapul Electric Generators

Khabarovskiy Shipyard

KRASNODAR COMPRESSOR PLANT

Kronshtadt Marine Plant

Krylov State Research Centre

KUZEY STAR SHIPYARD

Malachite 

MARINE BRIDGE & NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Marine Engineering Bureau – SPb

Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation

Marine Otomasyon Sistemleri (MOS)

MARINE SOLUTIONS

Marine Systems & Solutions

Marine Technics (MT-Group)

MarineLight

Mavi Deniz

More Shipyard

Morwenna Shipping company

MRS Electronics SPF

MUFTY NSK

MZ POTOK

NanTong Boyong Marine electrical and mechanical 

(SEALIONSAT)

NAVIS

NAVX

NAVYTEC

NE

NEFTEFLOT

NEMO

NETIZ LLC

F7 114 

F5 100 

F6 204 

F1 086 

F3 473 

F4 242 

F4 140

F7 060 

F5 141

F4 370 

F4 346 

F7 037 

F4 358

F8 035 

F5 278 

F6 427

F4 158 

F8 104 

F8 077 

F6 209 

F8 089 

F3 484

F1 475

F7 037 

F1 475 

F3 176 

F2 229  

F1 475

F8 103 

F5 082

F2 190

F4 351 

F8 069 

F7 122 

F3 295

F8 021 

F4 357 

F1 475

F5 004 

F5 016

F3 123 

F5 520 

F5 519 

F6 157 

F5 153

F7 119

F6 040 

F3 125

F6 155 

F8 034 
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Neva Travel Company

NEW SERVICE COMPANУ (NSC)

Nonius Engineering

NORDWEG

Norse Shipyard

NPC «NIIMP»

NPK Morsvyazavtomatica

NPO ENT-UV TECHNOLOGY

NSR

NTC KURS

NTI

OSATEC

OSK -Technology 

OZATA SHIPYARD

Parus electro

Perpetuum Mobile

PJSC SP «Severnaya verf»

PKB Petrobalt

PKF LENTRANS

PLANT NAME AFTER S. M .KIROW

PO Arktika 

PO «Sevmash»

Port-Service Ltd

Poseidon Company

POSEIDON MARINE

Prime Top

PRIMSETI

Production Departy

PROLETARSKY ZAVOD

PSZ «Yantar» 

Prysmian Group

Radar mms

Rawenstvo

RED ANCHOR Plant

RESAP

R-Flot group

RPF Meridian

Ruselprom 

Russian Maritime Register of Shipping

SAIT MARINE

Saratovski radiopribornyi zavod

Scientific-production enterprise “DANA”

SCREEN

Sea Project

Seadevice

SEAES

SEAPOWER ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

SEFINE SHIPYARD

SELTAS SHIPYARD

ServiceMarine

Severmek

SEVERNOYE DESIGN BUREAU

Shipbuilding & Shiprepair Technology Center

Shipbuilding Plant Vympel

Shiprepairing Center “Zvyozdochka”

Sitronics KT

Slantsy Spring Plant

SMTU

Southern Center of Shipbuilding and Ship Repair 

SOYTEKNIK

SPE «PATRIOT»

SPE «Salyut»

Specenergo-M

SpecTec

SPK GROUP

Sredne-Nevsky Shipbuilding Plant

STEELPROM

SudTehService

TALATU

TC RM-steel

TD Technodar

Technoflot

Technopole Company

TECHSERVICE

TOP MARINE Company

TRANSAS

TransTechnology

Treartex

Truwel

TURKISH SHIP YACHT AND MARINE SERVICES 

EXPORTERS’ ASSOCIATION

Turkish Shipbuilders Association (GISBIR)

Typhoon

UBM MARINE

United Shipbuilding Corporation USC 

Valcom

Vector Marketing 

Vineta

VNIIR- Progress SPb

Vyborg Shipyard  

Vyborg Machinery Plant

Vympel, design office for shipbuilding

YACHMARKET

YAF DIESEL SPARE PARTS & ENGINEERING

YAPAS ZINCIR

Zavod AKS

F4 140 

F7 037 

F3 127 

F5 098 

F4 347 

F8 042

F6 218 

F7 037 

F8 256 

F5 005 

F5 153 

F3 199 

F1 475

F2 280 

F7 046 

F6 040

F1 475 

F4 159 

F3 120 

F5 135 

F1 475

F1 475 

F6 154

F8 286

F4 426 

F6 326 

F7 037 

F6 154 

F1 475 

F1 475 

F5 277 

F6 276 

F3 311 

F6 020 

F8 428 

F8 132 

F2 190 

F4 523

F1 113 

F7 169 

F3 311 

F7 036

F5 511

F1 475 

F6 154 

F7 044 

F2 517 

F4 345 

F2 376 

F7 011 

F7 011 

F1 475

F4 259 

F1 475 

F1 475

F3 097 

F8 045 

F5 040 

F1 475

F4 354 

F3 037

F2 190

F7 001 

F2 206 

F5 329 

F1 475 

F7 195 

F7 075 

F2 339 

F3 054 

F4 158 

F5 025 

F1 083 

F7 043 

F3 012

F5 153 

F8 048 

F7 172 

F4 158 

F4 352 

F4 453 

F2 190 

F5 440

F1 475 

F7 142 

F4 522

F5 062 

F2 233 

F1 475

F7 037 

F1 475

F4 158

F4 348 

F4 356 

F7 041
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Ak Bars Shipbuilding Corporation
Aktio Rus
AKVAIR ENGINEERING (AQUAIRY)
AKZ pokrytiya
Aliaxis Utilities and Industry
Alliance of welders of St.Petersburg and north-west region
ALMET
Aluminium Association
ANCORR
APDU
Apparatus Development (ADС)
Aquatics-Pro
Armalit
Arsenal Machine-building Plant
Artbiography
Association of Nizhny Novgorod shipbuilders and shipowners
Association of Nizhny Novgorod shipbuilders and shipowners, 
St. Petersburg
Atomenergomash
ATP Nevskoe
ATS 2000 (Pty) Ltd.
Aytemiz Makelsan Marin
BALTIFLEX
BaltProekt
BBC-Teplovizor
Beluga Projects Logistic
BOLLFILTER Russland
Breezemarine service
BTM Teknik
BUTA SHIPPING COMPANY
Cable Alliance Holding
Cable factory «SegmentENERGO»
Cable plant «Spetskabel»
Center for Cartographic Technologies
CERTEX RUS
COMFLOT
Cord Group
CSMZ
CTS Vyborg
DAKA
DALGAKIRAN
Dalzavod Ship Repair Center
Design Group RICOCHET
Dialog-Technika
DVK-Electro
E-Data
EHO Valve Co., Ltd
EKM Holding Company
Elektra
Eltehcorn-Volga VP
Epotos, group of companies
ETRA
EW Enerprom
Far Eastern Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Center
Fluid-Line
GidroMotors

GlazamiDrona
GLINAR
GMFP «Seelowe»
GOOVER Tech
HAIXING
Heinen Hopman Rus
HGC group
HIGH VACUUM VENTILATION
HORIZON
HUZHOU JIBAO MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
HYDROPORT
Iceberg Central Design Bureau
ICECO LTD
IMPRO
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT CENTRE OF LENINGRAD 
REGION
INKAM
Intechcom
Intechsnab
ITC STO
ITERA
ITSK-Electro
JAMA-ENGINEERING
Justuxia TM
KANAT
KANAT (Dzerzhinsk)
Kanat Kolomna
KANO MARINE
Karaca Ship Windows & Wipers
KARNEEV SYSTEMS
Klintcy piston rings plant
KONTUR
Korabelnoe Delo
Laky Verf
Lazurit Central Design Bureau
LenGo Industrial Technics
Lenpromarmatura
LITUM
Lyen Marine
MAGMAWELD
MAP LINE LTD
MARCON-West
Marine engines plant Remdiesel
Marineq
Marinerus
Maritime Мontering
MCS
Metmash
Ministry of Transport and Communications of the RB
МorTech
MORTEST
MOVEN NN
MPS
MSC-Propulsion 
MSC LLC
M-TECH

G2 275 
G3 148 
G6 137 

G8 084 
G7 220 
G7 300 
G5 072
G4 294 
G7 264
G5 090 
G2 502 
G6 137 
G3 126
G1 067 
G2 241 

G4 405

G4 405
G3 301 
G8 161 

G2 288
G2 438
G7 099 
G6 150 
G3 058 
G8 210 
G3 185 

G6 268 
G2 493 
G4 252 
G1 049 
G7 014 
G6 026
G2 320 
G7 136 
G8 081 
G5 130 
G1 087 
G1092
G8 179 

G4 433 
G1 316 

G7 024 
G3 071 
G2 437 
G2 320 
G4 496 
G7 170 

G7 065
G3 032 
G3 139

G4 435 
G8 160 
G1 316

G2 249
G5 342 

G5 074 
G7 029 
G5 073 

G5 131 
G2 228 
G4 107 
G2 479 
G6 300 
G2 462 
G2 402
G8 332
G1 316 
G5 116

G5 061 

G4 213
G5 033 
G7 272 
G3 323 

G7 200 
G5 053 
G4 497 
G6 138 
G5 108
G5 167 
G7 162 
G8047
G4 423 
G4 343
G5 110 

G4 227 
G5 300 
G6 031
G4 213
G1 316 

G7 124 
G6 261

G3 070 
G4 309 
G4 412 
G1 152 

G5 145 
G5 211 

G7 266 
G3 111 

G4 118
G2 243
G6 168 
G4 334
G3 070
G4 298 
G6 050 

G8 133 
G6 052
G6 052 

G7 121 
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MUSTOVO
Nantong Offshore Design & Research Institute Co.,Ltd
NAVMARINE
ND MARINE
NK Tehnologija
Nordic Engineering
NORTA MIT
North-Eastern Ship Repair Center
NPO KASKAD
Onego Shipyard
ORION
OZ MARITIME
OZDE DENIZCILIK
PARMA Hovercraf
PBW BEARINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
PC Akvatoria
Pipe Time
PIPELINE SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES
PK «COURSE»
PK MS
PKF «MCS»
PKF «Nevsky Aluminium»
PLASTMASS GROUP
PNEVMAKS
Polar SPb
Popilov 
PREGOL Shiprepair Yard
Projectinterethnic
PromMash Test
PROMTORG
Proton-Electrotex
PSK «Ladoga»
PSS Corporation
QINHUANGDAO BEIFANG MARINE 
PARTS&MACHINERY IMP & EXP CO.,LTD
Qinhuangdao ChuangRui Machinery Equipment Co.,Ltd.
RCDB «Stapel»
REGENT BALTICA
Reka 21
Research and Technological Centre «ANK»
ROSATOM
Rosmorport
Rotorica
ROWEN Group of Companies
Runitor
RUSSIAN MARKING SYSTEMS
Russkie kraski
RZD-Partner Magazine
Samara plant of decorative laminates
Sarmat
SEALUR LTD
Severstal-metiz
SHANDONG NANHAI AIRBAG ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.
Shanghai Electric Machinery
Shanghai Powermaster Marine Technology
Shipborn Environmental Monitoring Systems and Marine 

Instrumentation by NAECO
Sled
SMARTOX
SPA RSP JSC 
ShipLight
Shiprepairing & Shipbuilding Corporation
SIBREZINOTEKHNIKA
Sir Meccanica Ru
Siren Maritime
SKB MAYAK
SMM Group of companies
SPA KASKAD
Special Steels and Alloys
Specsystem
Stroitelnaya i Tekhnicheskaya izolyatsiya
Stroyleaderplus
STT Marine Service
SUDOMECHANISM
Systema
Tazmar Maritime
Techelectro North-West
TERMODAT
Tetis Pro
Tianjin Hairun Marine Technical Co., Ltd.
TMS
Totalzed
Transport Lighting Solutions
TRITMENT
TTP MARINES
TURBO MEDITERRANEO
UMATEX
UNCOMTECH Trading Company
Uniflex
UNIT MARK PRO
URALGRIT
VEZA
VIBRATOR
VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT RUSSIA
VIS VANA
Vitalfarm
Volgograd ship’s engineering plant
Vostokproektverf Far Eastern Design Institute
Vsevolozhsk Crane Factory
Vzljot
Weld Expert 
Wilckens SR
WOOJU ENTEK CO
Wuxi Weilit Marine Boiler Co.,Ltd
YILDIZ ENDUSTRIYEL
ZAVOD GORELTEX
Zavod Hermes
Zavod «Phiolent»
Zavolzhsky Metalware Plant
Zvezda Shipbuilding Complex

G1 143 
G4 518 
G7 076
G7 165

G4 436 
G5 116 

G7 102 
G1 316 

G6 196 
G3 050 
G1 205
G4 358 
G4 434 
G4 213
G4 328 
G3 027 
G7 171 

G3 019 
G7 009 
G4 213 

G5 023 
G6 088 
G8 175 

G7 003 
G5 007 

H3 144, G8 310
G6 064 
G5 091 
G3 274 
G4 213 
G5 177 
G4 213 
G8 149 

G4 365
G4 287
G6 063 

G1 143
G7 059 
G1 039 
G3 301 
G1 381 
G8 193
G4 419 

G6 052 
G8 521
G8 015 

G7 078, G7 079 
G2 243 
G8 216 

G6 068
G3 166 

G2 446 
G4 424 
G4 365

G4 213 
G2 241
G2 288 
G8 257
G7 066 
G6 129 

G8 207 
G2 404 
G2 413 
G6 174 
G3 324
G7 017 
G8 178 
G3 515
G8 156
G2 399 
G7 198 
G8 223
G5 073 
G2 079 
G3 163 

G5 269
G5 010 
G4 403 
G5 105 

G7 300
G3 028 
G4 213 

G2 466 
G4 232 
G3 301 
G6 234
G6 300 
G5 401 
G5 180 
G1 085 
G5 146 

G6 094 
G4 468 
G4 213
G3 192 
G1 316 

G4 213 
G5 162 

G3 300
G3 201 
G4 298 
G4 107 
G4 263
G6 134 
G8 112

G2 275
G7 109 
G1 316 
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3D CONTROL

Akvalait

AN Marine Consulting

Anhui Yatai Anchor Chain Manufacturing Co., Ltd

APPARATDIESEL

Arctic-Consulting-Service

ARKHANGELSK ELECTROCEH

Arkhangelsk Fleet Repair and Maintenance Base

Arkhangelsk Trawl Fleet

Association of Oil and Gas Suppliers SOZVEZDYE

Atlantium Technologies

Avial

AZZURRO TRADE

Baku Shipyard

Baltic Boats Company

Bearings SPB Co.Ltd.

Bee Pitron

BSK

Business support centre of Kaliningrad region Fund

Cety-Telekom

CHINA MARINE EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATION (CMEA)

China Marine Rubber (Qingdao) Industrial

China Shipping Import&Export (Suqian)

Cluster of Shipbuilding of the Arkhangelsk Region

COMPAS-R

COMPOSIT

Compressor

Dalian Kangli Machinery & Electronics

Design Invest

DEZHOU HENGLI ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

Dorado

E8

Eco Shipping

EKB Sudoproect

Elektroavtomat

Elom Motor Group

EMIS

Energometall

Energoservice Trading House

Energotransmash-NN

Engineering Center ART

ERNC

EVRO-MARINE

EVROPROM

Exel

FEEC Ltd.

Fengfan

Final of the Championship of Professional Excellence 

 «The Professionals» 

FR Engineering Centre of Fire Robots Technology

FUZHOU FMEC INDUSTRY CO LTD

Gansu Hehong New Materials Co.,Ltd

GOREX

Hangzhou Advance Gearbox Group Co., Ltd

Hansun Rus

HCZG

Hebei Grande Precision Machinery

HELIDRIVE LOGISTICS

HG MACHINERY GROUP

HK MARLINE TRADING

Holding OSK Group

INTEL

INVARD

ISKOSH

IVANOVO PLANT OF METAL STRUCTURES

Izhorа Hydrosystems

IZOLIT-DETAL

Jiangsu Changlong Petrochemical Co., Ltd. (CCLPEC)

Jiangsu OUCO Heavy Industry and Technology Co., Ltd

JIANGYIN CITY CHENKANG MACHINE LIFTING TOOLS

JIANGYIN JOYWELL MARINE ENGINEERING CO.,LTD

KAMPO

Kamsky foundry and Mechanical Plant

KINGISEPPSKIY MASHINOSTROITELNIY ZAVOD

Kloska Filter

Kostroma Marine Engineering Factory

Kotlasskij Himzavod

LASERCUT

Lenplast

Life-Saving Appliances Inspection Department

Ltd Constanta-2

Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works

MALAMUT TRANS

Mareqs Design

MARINE ENGINEERING CENTER SPb

Marine House

Marlin-Yug

Matrix Marine Engineering

MegaRex

MicroEM Technologies

Micron-Marine

MITSAR

MKANAT

MOBAT 

MRF

Н3 237 

Н2 258 

H3 248 

H4 430 

Н1 191 

H1 444 

H1 194

H1 444 

H1 444 

H1 444 

Н4 381 

H2 337 

H3 144 

H2 421 

Н2 315

Н2 285 

Н2 340 

H1 444 

Н3 327 

Н1 222 

H2 262 

H4 384 

H4 373 

H1 194 

Н4 410 

H3 224 

H3 187 

H4 431 

Н3 240

H4 408 

H3 212 

H1 235

H1 444 

H3 144

H1 284

H2 336

Н1 296 

H3 115 

Н3 237 

Н2 255

Н3 188 

Н1 231 

Н1 225 

Н2 304 

Н2 333 

Н2 407 

H4 401 

H4 400

Н2 267 

H4 371 

H4 317 

Н2 344 

H4 443

H2 366

H4 416 

H4 452 

H3 239 

H4 386 

Н2 282 

H3 289 

Н4 391 

Н1 260 

Н3 297 

Н3 244

Н2 379

H1 181 

H2 402 

H4 318 

H4 441 

H2 383 

Н1 147 

Н2330

Н2 184 

Н2 279 

Н1 080 

H1 444 

Н2 460 

H2 362 

H1 194 

Н2 364 

Н1 283 

H1 444 

Н3 327 

Н3 238 

H3 245 

H3 144 

H1 194 

Н4 420 

H2 250 

Н1 215 

H2 319

H2 390 

H2 321

Н3 396 
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Murom Apparatus Producing plant

NANJING HIGH ACCURATE MARINE EQUIPMENT

Nantong Liwei Machinery Co.,Ltd.

NAVIDEVICES

New Furniture Technologies

NIIEMI SPB

Nordmodelist

NPO 812

NPO SPECKRAN

Omsk Scientific-Research Institute of Instrument Engineering

Pacific Marine Technologies

PALLANT ENGINEERING

Perm shipyard

PFK Tverdieselagregat

PFK Tverpromavtomatica

Plyterra Group

Popilov

PortEngeneering

POZHTECHNIKA

Pskov Plant of Power Transformers

Pushkin Machine-building Plant

QINGDAO DONGHENGLI NEW MATERIAL CO.,LTD

QINHUANGDAO SINO-OCEAN MARINE EQUIPMENT 

& MACHINERY CO., LTD.

Qinhuangdao Tianye Tolian Heavy Industry & Technology Co., Ltd.

RC Engenering

Research center for technical safety of water transport

RPA «R.O.S.Anticor»

RPI KurskProm

RPR service

RUNCHENG MARINE SERVICE CO., LTD.

RUSSIAN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

S.T. Technology

Saint-Petersburg

SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 

«COURSE»

Scientific-and-production enterprise «Sea Life-saving 

appliance»

SEATECHRIM

Seftra

Severnaya aurora

Severnaya Igla

SHANDONG LONGAO RUBBER CO., LTD

SHANDONG SHENLI RIGGING CO.,LTD

Shanghai Stong Industry Co. Ltd.

ShangHai SunWard Power Technology

Shen Long

Shenzhen Master Power Technology Co., Ltd

SHIP BUILDING SHIP REPAIR

Ship propulsion complexes

SIA «Аkonit»

SJMATEK MARINE MACHINE CO., LTD.

SKB EP

SMART supply and trading

Soedinitel

SPB MTA admiral Senyavin

speckraska

SPUTNIKSERVICE

SUDOPLASTSERVICE

Tatexport

TC Nord Project

Technical Engineering Systems

Tianjin Pumps & Machinery Co., Ltd

Tianjin Puyou Mech. & Elec. Equipment Corporation

TIS

TITIAR-Rus

Togliatty ship-repairing plant

Tomskcable

TRANSVIT

UNIKA

Uralelectro

Ushakovo yards

VATI-AVTO

Villina

WallCare

Weite

Winkong Marine Engineering Co.,Ltd.

WUXI MNET EQUIPMENT TECH CO., LTD

Wuxi Ruifeng Marine Propulsion

XINGLUN ROPE CABLE CO., LTD

Xinxiang Filson Filters Co.,Ltd

YANGZHOU SUPER INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD

YUHUAN HUAJI MARINE ELECTRICAL

 APPLIANCE CO., LTD.

Zavod Aviatsionnyh Profiley I Prokata

Zavod im.Gadzhieva

ZHENJIANG BAOHAI SHIPS HARDWARE CO., LTD

ZhouShan NavHouse Import & Export Co., Limited

H2 265 

H4 469

H4 453 

H2 271 

Н1 183 

Н4 391 

H1 194

Н4 507 

H3 327

H4 461 

H4 411

H2 314 

Н3 406

H1 253 

H1 253

Н1 303 

H3 144, G8 310

H2 306 

Н1 197 

Н1 203 

Н3 357 

H4 447 

H2 369 

H4 397 

H1 194

Н2 038 

H1 444 

Н3 360 

Н2 254 

H4 398 

Н2 341 

Н3 338

Н3 305 

H3 322 

Н2 325 

Н1 186 

Н3 292 

Н3 237

Н1 208 

H4 387 

H4 393 

H4 429 

H4 374 

H4 489 

H4 394 

Н2 312 

Н1 202

Н1 246 

H4 395 

Н1 217 

H2 293 

Н3 226 

H3 480 

H1 444 

H2 335 

H2 308 

H3 365

H1 444 

Н2 368

H4 388 

H4 389 

H4 380 

Н3 357

Н2 307 

Н1 189

Н1 214 

H3 331

H2 409 

Н3 327

H2 313 

Н3 221 

Н1 230 

H4 415 

H4 454 

H4 418 

H4 372 

H4 432 

H4 417 

H4 302 

 H4 385 

Н1 281 

Н3 291 

H4 151 

H4 392 
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F6 154 
A-Z MARINE GROUP
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Aerodromnaya Str., 8, Lit.A
+78123095200
team@az-marine.com
az-marine.com
.........................................................................

F2 190 
AAI
Russia, Moscow, Shvernika ul., D.4
+74997236620
info@akin.ru

JSC Andreyev Acoustics Institute, founded in 1953, is a leader in the ocean 
sound propagation research, various origins ocean noise analysis. Currently 
JSC “AKIN” develops and manufactures equipment complexes corresponding 
to the world level for carrying out marine geological exploration, underwater 
technical work, search and navigation purposes, under water security systems.
.........................................................................

F3 051 
ABS Hydro
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 45 Kurlyandskaya st., Office 1
+78126771053
info@abshydro.ru
abshydro.ru
 
«ABS HYDRO» was founded in 2009 in St. Petersburg. At present, «ABS 
HYDRO» develops and manufactures on their own ship equipment in Rus-
sia based on the principles of reducing dependence on imported devices 
and components. «ABS HYDRO» includes the production and supply of: 
Electro-hydraulic steering machines Thrusters Control systems and APS 
Rudder propellers Marine cranes hydraulic equipment We cooperate with 
leading Design Bureaus and Shipyards in Russia and the countries of the 
former USSR.
.........................................................................

F4 425 
Ada Shipyard
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi, Rauf Orbay CD.No_4
+902164474901
marketing@ada-shipyard.com
ada-shipyard.com
 
Ada Shipyard was founded in 2002 to conduct business in ship Bldg., ship 
repair, maintenance and conversion industry. Ada Shipyard is a leading 
shipbuilder and repairer in the marine industry, providing quality and cus-
tomer focused services by combining years of industry experience and ex-
pertise with rich resources. Ada Shipyard offers the best service and solu-
tions with its sensitive, talented and reliable team, whom quality, detail and 
customer satisfaction orienteD.With its state of art facilities, Ada Shipyard 
provides services which are above the standards while paying maximum at-
tention to HSE regulations.
.........................................................................

F1 270 
Admiral Makarov SUMIS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 5/7, Dvinskaya Str.
+78127489692
otd_o@gumrf.ru
gumrf.ru
 
Admiral Makarov State University of Maritime and Inland Shipping is a 
branch vertically integrated scientific and educational complex in which 
higher education programs are implemented, incl. in graduate school, sec-
ondary vocational and additional professional education, scientific research 
is carried out. The University provides scientific support for innovative in-
dustry projects in water transport: in the development of the Northern Sea 
Route, autonomous navigation; carries out laboratory tests of the seawor-
thiness of ships, simulator and mathematical modeling of navigation, inspec-
tion of the technical condition of hydraulic structures.
.........................................................................

F1 475
Admiralty Shipyards
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Nab. Reki Fontanki, 203
+78127148852
info@ashipyards.com
admship.ru
 
JSC “Admiralty Shipyards” is the basic enterprise of shipBldg. industry, the 
center of conventional submarine construction of Russia. Throughout 318 
years of operation, approximately 3 000 vessels and ships were built by 
the enterprise, many of which are unique. At present time the enterprise is 
operating at its full capacity, two series of submarines are being built as well 
as a series of ice-class patrol ships for Russian Navy and a series of large 
freezer trawlers.
.........................................................................

F7 018 
AIS-NN
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, 24 Sormovskoe Highway
+78314205220
info@aisnn.com
aisnn.com
.........................................................................

G2 275 
Ak Bars ShipBldg. Corporation
Russia, Zelenodolsk, Zavodskaya ul., D.5
+78437121166
info@sk-akbars.ru
sk-akbars.ru
.........................................................................

E 481 
Akku-Vertrieb
Russia, Moscow, Vernadskogo Pr-T, D.8A
+74952281313
av_info@akku-vertrieb.ru
akku-vertrieb.ru
 
Accu-Vertrieb is a market leader in industrial batteries in Russia and CIS. 
We offer foreign and domestically produced electric equipment for reserve 
power supply of shipping equipment. Our own production in Ryazan, the 
«Tungstone» factory, where we produce, as low-maintenance batteries with 
liquid electrolyte, and sealed maintenance-free batteries. We have been an 
exclusive distributor of industrial batteries of EXIDE company that have a 
RMRS type approval certificate and RCS recognition certificate: Sonnen-
schein A400, A500, A600 (OPzV), Marathon, Sprinter series on the ter-
ritory of the RF and CIS for 30 years.
.........................................................................

Е 449 
AKOLEDPROM
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Krupskoy ul., D.55, Lit.V
+78125011822
baa@akoled.ru
akoled.ru
 
AKOEDPROM Co., LtD.was established in 2016 as a production and trad-
ing company in St. Petersburg, Russia. The main fields are: Trade:  
• As the main partner of Chinese company CRRC in Russia to promote and 
sell its IGBT products.  
• Industrial connectors.  
• Industrial capacitors. Production:  
• Manufacturing and development of instrument and equipment bodies.  
• Manufacturing and development of shipboard machine telegraphs.  
• Manufacturing and development of lighting equipment 
ACOLEPEDPROM has obtained all necessary certificates and licenses. 
Our products are manufactured at our own production facility located in 
St. Petersburg, Russia.
.........................................................................

G3 148 
Aktio Rus
Russia, Mikhailovskaya Sloboda village, Staroryazanskaya st., 16
+74955450054
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info8@kanat-actio.ru
kanat-actio.ru

LLC “Aktio Rus” supplier and manufacturer of steel ropes. We are also 
importer of original steel ropes for Liebherr, Bauer, Casagrande ma-
chines. We also supply the freight cables of the budget segment, from 
the factories of Korea and China, meeting the European quality stand-
ards EN 12385. We have been working with ropes for more than 10 
years and our team is ready to help you as soon as possible, including 
with individual T3. Also at your service a large warehouse of finished 
products.
.........................................................................

G6 137 
AKVAIR ENGINEERING (AQUAIRY)
Russia, Novosibirsk, 6/1 Academician Lavrentiev Avenue
+73833810172
nsk@aquairy.ru
aquairy.ru
 
The company “AQUAIR ENGINEERING” (AKVAIRI) has been specializing 
in the supply of deep-sea connectors, cable assemblies and cables for more 
than 6 years. As well as the development, production and maintenance of 
deep-sea modules, mobile search complexes for search and rescue units 
and units of the Ministry of Emergency Situations, as well as the supply, 
service and maintenance of modern equipment and equipment to perform 
a wide range of work under water and on land.
.........................................................................

Н2 258 
Akvalait
Russia, Novosibirsk, Nemirovicha-Danchenko 165
+79134600691
akvaprojects@yandex.ru
akvalaitproekt.ru
 
We have extensive experience in designing ship hoisting operations and 
carrying out work on ship hoisting on roller bags. Based on the world 
experience in shipBldg. and the use of modern technologies for moving 
ships on water or on land, our specialists have developed and imple-
mented the composition of sections of project documentation accom-
panying the supply of such ship-lifting equipment as roller bags. The 
projects developed by our company allow the use of roller bags, taking 
into account.
.........................................................................

Е 455 
AKVYLON
Russia, Samara, Krasnoarmeyskaya ul., D.72
+78126791889
info@akvylon.ru
akvylon.ru
.........................................................................

G8 084 
AKZ pokrytiya
Russia, Moscow, 1 Namyotkina st.
+74953635669
info@akrus-akz.ru
akrus-akz.ru
 
Development and production of anti-corrosion, fire protection, heat-re-
sistant, waterproofing coatings of the ACRUS® brand for industrial use, 
used in such areas as civil and infrastructure construction, road construc-
tion, shipBldg. and ship repair, bridge Bldg.. The company has been on the 
market for over 15 years.
.........................................................................

F6 276
Alexeev’s Hydrofoil Design Bureau
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, Svobody ul., D.51
+78312291490, +78312730248
alekseev@ckbspk.ru
ckbspk.ru
.........................................................................

Е 456 
Alfa Balt Engineering
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Line 13-Ya V.O., House 6-8, Letter A, Room 54N
+78126434211
info@abespb.ru
abespb.ru
 
AB Service and AB Marine are included in the Alfa Balt Engineering 
group of companies. The profiles of the companies are: 1. AB Engineer-
ing: the team of experts providing the full scope of design, manufacture, 
and supply of diesel and gas power plants and boiler-houses. 2. AB 
Service: the strong and qualified service team with the best European 
and Western experience, with the required tools and equipment for jobs 
of any difficulty level. 3. AB Marine: the company solving complicated 
issues of the integrated supply of marine propulsion and power-gener-
ation equipment.
.........................................................................

G7 220 
Aliaxis Utilities and Industry
Russia, Moscow, 
3 Ivana Babushkina st.
+74957480889
info@aliaxis.ru
aliaxis.ru
 
LLC “Aliaxis Utilities & Industry” is official Russian representativity of 
STRAUB WERKE AG – world’s leading manufacturer of pipe couplings 
and and factories FIP, Durapipe, GIRPI (part of the Aliaxis group), manu-
facturers of pipeline systems, shut-off and control valves made of polymer 
materials PVC, CPVC, ABS. in 2016 there was organized a production 
site of STRAUB couplings and STRAUB clamps in Podolsk, Moscow re-
gion. In 2017 all necessary certification and approvals were done, and 
Russian as.
.........................................................................

G7 300 
Alliance of welders of St.Petersburg and north-west region
Russia, Saint Petersburg, ul. Sofiyskaya, D.66
+78124483775
ac@welding.spb.ru
alliance-welders.ru
 
Organisation of specialized exhibitions of welding equipment and 
welding materials from foreign countries in Russia as well as holding 
workshops and round taЫe discussions оп the welding technologies 
questions. PuЫishing of research and technology magazine Mir Svarki. 
Carrying out the industrial, scientific and commercial relations between 
companies in North-West of Russia and companies in other regions and 
foreign countries.
.........................................................................

F4 439 
Almar
Turkey, Istanbul., Aydinli Serbest Bolge Mah.
 Akif Kopuz CaD.No.2
+902163942082
info@almarfire.com
almarfire.com
.........................................................................

F1 475 
ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Varshavskaya ul., D.50
+78123732800
office@almaz-kb.ru

The Almaz Central Marine Design Bureau, founded in 1949, is а leading 
Russian Naval engineering company designing fast speed missile and patrol 
ships and boats. Our design activity covers the following fields:  
• research and development of innovation technologies (hydrofoils, hover-
craft, SES, ride control systems with interceptors);  
• design of corvettes, FAC, patrol ships and boats, ACV, MCM vessels, SAR 
vessels, ice-breakers, floating docks, fast ferries and more.
.........................................................................
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G5 072

ALMET
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Alexandrovskoy Fermy Pr, 33, G1
+78123270690
mail@almet.ru
almet.ru
 
Supplier of rolled metal products, semi-finished products and products 
from non-ferrous metal alloys (aluminum, copper, brass, bronze, nickel al-
loys) of copper-nickel production of Russian and foreign production.
.........................................................................

G4 294 
Aluminium Association
Russia, Moscow, Krasnopresnenskaya Naberezhnaya 8
+74956639950
info@aluminas.ru
aluminas.ru
 
Aluminium Association unites companies that produce aluminum and prod-
ucts based on it. The activities of the Association are aimed at creating op-
timal conditions for the development of the aluminum industry and related 
industries. The Association oversees over thirty large-scale projects aimed 
at expanding aluminum consumption in Russia, increasing the share of do-
mestic aluminum products in the domestic market and increasing the export 
potential of Russian aluminum enterprises.
.........................................................................

F8 022 
AMEO
Russia, Shcheglovo, 7 Injenernaya st.
+78124072353
spb.sales@uprawa.ru
uprawa.ru
.........................................................................

H3 248 
AN Marine Consulting
Russia, Moscow, Shumkina ul., D.20, Str.1
+79780450309
anmarineconsulting@yandex.ru
anmarineconsulting.ru
 
Marine design and conceptual design of ships, Design of small and high speed 
craft Design of pleasure, commercial and special service boats Competence 
in the design of catamarans Design of ship structures in composite materials 
Development of calculation software SigmaLAM and SigmaGS for compos-
ite design Marine interiors design Research & development works.
.........................................................................

G7 264
ANCORR
Russia, Yaroslavl, 2-Y Promyshlennyy Proezd, D.11
+74852595119
info@ancorr.ru
marine-coatings.ru
 
The main mission of the company is to provide shipBldg. and ship repair enter-
prises with high-quality and reliable paintwork materials. Our specialists will help 
you assess the condition of existing coatings, develop and issue optimal repair lists 
and specifications, talk about optimal coating systems, provide the best logistics  
of materials and services, and the technical support department will monitor com-
pliance with coating technology and draw up a report on the work done.
.........................................................................

H4 430 
Anhui Yatai Anchor Chain Manufacturing Co., Ltd
China, Chaohu, Hefei, No.153.Changjiang West Road
+8655182319991
sales@ahytml.com
en.ahytml.com
 
Anhui Yatai Anchor Chain Manufacturing Co.,Ltd has founded 30 years.
It includes an anchor chain factory, casting and forging factory and outfit-

ting factory. It is specialized in 12.5mm-Ф107mm M2 M3 marine anchor 
chain, buoy anchor chain, anchor chain attachment, anchor, ship outfitting, 
navigation mark, mooring buoy, ship type buoy, Ф10m marine monitoring 
buoy and navigation lights production, installation and service. It have sever-
al classification Society certificate, such as CCS, RS, ABS, GL, DNV, NK, 
KR, GL, BV, RINA and other foreign classification society factory approval.
.........................................................................

F6 128 
ANTARES
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 11 Kronshtadtskaya st., Lit.A
+78123363579
antares.2010@mail.ru
antarestorg.ru
 
Antares LLC – specializes in integrated solutions for the development, 
production and sale of special clothing, special footwear, personal and col-
lective protection equipment for industrial enterprises of shipBldg., metal-
lurgy, mechanical engineering, construction, nuclear power plants, housing 
and communal services located on the territory of the Russian Federation 
and the CIS countries.
.........................................................................

F7 008 
ANTARSAT
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 23 Sredneokhtinsky Prospect, Bldg.2
+78127777940
mail@antarsat.com
antarsat.com
.........................................................................

F7 101
Anti-corrosion protective coatings SPb
Russia, Nikolskoe, 5 ul.yanovskoe Highway
+78123359569
info@ecomast.com
ecomast.com
 
LLC “Аnti-corrosion protective coatings SPb” produces more than 200 
types of products. The company develops and produces anticorrosive in-
dustrial and marine coatings, fire retardant compositions and waterproof-
ing, polymeric industrial floors. Trade marks ECOMAST, ARBRCOAT 
and Petromast. Products are used in industrial, civil, infrastructure, road 
construction, shipBldg. and ship repair, oil and gas sector, water manage-
ment complex, bridge construction. The range of anticorrosive coatings 
includes various coatings based on polymeric binders, such as acrylates, 
modified alkyds, polyolefins, epoxides, polyurethanes, silicones and others. 
Fireproofing compositions: one-component compositions, one-component 
weatherproof compositions that do not contain hydrophilic, water-soluble 
components and can be applied in the conditions of ZMC and in the open 
atmosphere, epoxy. Waterproofing: bitumen, polymer, polymer-bitumen. 
Polymer industrial floors include primers, compounds, fillers, enamels, 
epoxy-based, polyurethane-based varnishes and water-borne coatings. 
Ship paints – coating systems for surface and underwater boards, super-
structures, masts, decks, tanks, bilges, interior and service rooms.
.........................................................................

G5 090 
APDU
Russia, Barnaul., Mayakovsky st., 18D
+73852503582
kom@altzda.ru
altzda.ru
 
LLC “Altai Plant of Diesel Units” is currently one of the leading manufac-
turers of marine power equipment, namely: Marine auxiliary, emergency 
diesel generators, marine auxiliary modules of own production with a ca-
pacity of 16 to 500 kW, manufactured according to the Technical Spec-
ifications approved by the Russian River Register (RRR) and the Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping (RMRS). Marine diesel-geared units of 
our own production with a capacity of 30 to 600 hp, manufactured ac-
cording to the Technical Specifications approved by RRR, from 310  
to 690 hp, manufactured according to the Specifications approved by the 
RMRS.
.........................................................................
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Н1 191 

APPARATDIESEL
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod
+78312778749
odv@apparatdiesel.ru
apparatdiesel.ru
 
Since 1990 APPARATDIZEL LtD.is engaged in supply and production of 
spare parts for diesel engines 6ChN 36/45, 6-8Ch 23/30, 25/34 6Ch 
18/22, 3D6, 4Ch 8.5/11, 10.5/13, 4Ch 12/14, NVD 48, 36, 26, Skoda un-
der the supervision of the Russian River Register, the repair of individual 
units of diesels. Additional direction of import and production of spare parts 
for diesel engines Weichai, Jinan, Wartsila, separators Westfalia
.........................................................................

G2 502 
Apparatus Development (ADС)
Russia, Tul.a, Demonstratsii Str., 36
+74872554090
cdbae@cdbae.ru
ckba-tula.ru
 
JSC Apparatus Development is one of the leading enterprises in the Russian 
Federation in the field of development and production of modern radar sys-
tems. It is a part of the JSC “NPO “High Precision Weapons” holding of the 
State Corporation “Rostec”. A total cycle of radar equipment creation beginning 
with design documentation development and ending with series manufacturing 
and upgrading for the benefit of the customer is implemented at the enterprise.
.........................................................................

G6 137 
Aquatics-Pro
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126772088
aquatics-pro@mail.ru
aquatics-pro.ru
.........................................................................

H1 444 
Arctic-Consulting-Service
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Karla Marksa, 15
+78182657585
office@zao-aks.ru
zao-aks.ru
 
Arctic-Consulting-Service is a leading transport and logistics company op-
erating in the Arctic since 1995. The core business is complex logistics tasks, 
industrial construction, utilization and cleaning of infrastructure in the Arctic 
region and port logistic services in Arkhangelsk. The company owns a univer-
sal year-round cargo terminal located withing the city limits of Arkhangelsk.
.........................................................................

F-GO 464 
Argo
Russia, Promzona Voyskovitsy, D.2 K.4
+79217404757
92277662019@mail.ru
.........................................................................

F5 440 
ARK SHIPPING
Russia, Moscow, 125445, G. Moscow, Leningradskoe Shosse 69, K.1
+74952588773
office@arkship.com
arkship.com
 
The company has a team of professionals and its own fleet – support ves-
sels, tugs, barges, dry cargo vessels, which allows it to quickly adapt to any 
changes in the industry, individually approach each client and select optimal 
cargo transport solutions. Bldg. a modern fleet in Russia is the main goal 
of Ark. The company has extensive experience in integrated management 
of shipBldg. projects: from ship design to commissioning. Over the last 10 
years, it has designed and built 17 vessels, customised according to various 
requests.
.........................................................................

H1 194
ARKHANGELSK ELECTROCEH
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Chumbarova-Luchinskogopr, D.43
+79095550505
arh-29@inbox.ru
ремэлектродвигатель.рф
.........................................................................

H1 444 
Arkhangelsk Fleet Repair and Maintenance Base
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Rechnikov ul., D.1
+78182455512
archrbf@yandex.ru
arh-zaton.ru
 
Joint Stock Company “Arkhangelsk Fleet Repair and Maintenance Base” 
is one of the oldest ship repair enterprises of the Arkhangelsk region. 
It was founded in 1920. Over the years, a modern multi-profile enter-
prise with a wide portfolio of ship repair and shipBldg. services has been 
formed from a small ship repair plant with one forge. Arkhangelsk Fleet 
Electronic Warfare successfully carries out a deep modernization of the 
fleet with engine replacement and class upgrade, refits vessels for the 
purposes of the customer, builds tugs and barges of various types and 
purposes. Arkhangelsk Fleet Electronic Warfare JSC has its own produc-
tion base: a G-300 slip, a covered boathouse and a protected backwater 
for inter-navigation fleet maintenance. All types of work are performed by 
highly qualified specialists.
.........................................................................

H1 444 
Arkhangelsk Trawl Fleet
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Leningradskiypr., D.324
+78182421865
priem1@oaoatf.ru
.........................................................................

G3 126
Armalit
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 2 Trefoleva st., Lit.H
+78126034077
market@armalit1.ru
armalit.ru
 
JSC Armalit deals with design, development and production of valves with 
diameters from 10mm up to 1200mm. for shipBldg. as well as for enter-
prises of nuclear, oil-and-gas, chemical and other industries. Production 
facilities of the enterprise allow to realize full cycle of works: from drawings’ 
design to supplies of ready products, commissioning and service mainte-
nance. Due to own facilities and developed cooperation, the plant offers 
complex supplies of equipment for ship’s systems.
.........................................................................

G1 067 
Arsenal Machine-Bldg. Plant
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Komsomol st., House 1-3
+78122924656
arsenal@mzarsenal.com
mzarsenal.com
 
In 2021, Arsenal started designing and manufacture of marine equipment. 
LOADER CRANE SKP3-12 –UNSOLICITED DEVELOPMENT. The key 
systems, assemblies and units of the crane are manufactured using the Rus-
sian made components, including, Hydraulic and mechanical drives, Hydraulic 
pumping station, Positive displacement hydraulic machines, Control system. 
The following in-house solutions are incorporated in the prototype: Proprietary 
software, patented boom extension system, System for force-based non-con-
tact tracking during load lifting from water, automated transition between the 
working and stowed positions, Reliable overload protection system.
.........................................................................

F1 475 
ASCON
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Odoevskogo ul., D.5, Lit.A
+78007000078
info@ascon.ru
ascon.ru
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ASCON is a Russian technology company that provides engineering soft-
ware in the areas of design, product data management, industrial manufac-
turing, architecture, engineering, and construction. We’ve delivered proven 
result to over 15,000 customers across the globe. Founded in 1989, AS-
CON is headquartered in Saint-Petersburg, Russia, with over 1000 em-
ployees at 35 locations in Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan. Since 
2000s, ASCON has been named to the Top 100 largest IT companies in 
Russia.
.........................................................................

G4 405
Association of Nizhny Novgorod shipbuilders and shipowners
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, ul. Admirala Nakhimova 13
+78312352342
onss@mail.ru
aoonss.ru
.........................................................................

G4 405
Association of Nizhny Novgorod shipbuilders and shipowners, 
St. Petersburg
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shosse Revolyutsii 58 Lit.A
+78126556610
mail@onss-spb.ru
onss-spb.ru
.........................................................................

H1 444 
Association of Oil and Gas Suppliers SOZVEZDYE
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36
+78182286910
mail@sozvezdye.org
sozvezdye.org
 
SOZVEZDYE Association was established with the objective to engage the 
Russian regions’ industrial, transport and personnel potential in the Arctic in-
frastructure and oil and gas projects, to attract technologies and to localize man-
ufacturing. SOZVEZDYE Association provides local enterprises with informa-
tion support, organizes B2B meetings with transport and logistics companies, 
mineral deposits development operators, timber and construction companies.
.........................................................................

F2 206 
Astra Marine Software
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 14Th Line V.O., 7, Lit.A, BC “Preobrazhensky”
+78126426742
info@astramarine.ru
astramarine.ru
 
Asta Marine Software LLC is a developer and owner of AMS-Complex 
enterprise management software. The company specializes in implementing 
corporate information systems in large domestic companies in the shipping, 
oil and gas and mining industries.
.........................................................................

Н4 381 
Atlantium Technologies
Russia, Murmansk, Podgornaya ul., D.92
+79600202822
mrcm@marecom.ru

Marekom LLC is the official Russian dealer of the Israeli company Atlantium 
Technologies, which produces ballast water treatment systems (BWTP). 
The company determines the optimal location of the equipment to be sold, 
selects the best configuration based on the technical specifications of the 
Customer, develops and coordinates the equipment installation project with 
the approval of the classification society (including RMRS), commissioning, 
maintenance.
.........................................................................

G3 301 
Atomenergomash
Russia, Moscow, Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya D.28, Str.3
+74956682093
aem@aem-group.ru
aem-group.ru
 

JSC Atomenergomash is a Mechanical Engineering Division of the Rosatom 
State Corporation and is one of the largest power engineering holdings in 
Russia, that offers a full range of solutions in the areas of design, manu-
facture, and supply of equipment for nuclear and thermal energy, gas and 
petrochemical, shipBldg. industries, and the market of special steels.
.........................................................................

G8 161 
ATP Nevskoe
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
69 Revolution Avenue, Lit.A
+79112500075
info@atp-nevskoe.com
atp-nevskoe.ru
 
ATP Nevskoe is the professional transporter of boats, yachts, equipment 
and oversized cargos. We have our own unique transport. Directions of 
transportation are Russia, Turkey, Kazakhstan. We also provide customs 
services in Russia, Kazakhstan and Turkey.
.........................................................................

G2 288
ATS 2000 (Pty) Ltd.
South African
+27118872605
info@ats2000.co.za
ats2000.com
.........................................................................

F3 051 
AVA Hydrosystems
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Kondratevskiypr., D.2, Lit.P
+78124490336
ava1@hydrosystem.ru
hydrosystem.ru
 
AVA Hydrosystems is an OEM, focused on hydraulic system integration, 
and a supplier of top quality hydraulic components for shipBldg., port fa-
cilities and bridgeBldg.. The company is certified by of the Russian Mari-
time Register of Shipping as an enterprise engaged in design of hydraulic 
systems, lubrication systems and hydraulic equipment. AVA Hydrosys-
tems has its own production facilities and design bureau in St. Petersburg, 
Russia.
.........................................................................

H2 337 
Avial
Russia, Moscow, Bolshaya Tatarskaya ul., D.35, Str.3
+74959517210
kontakt@zavodavial.ru
zavodavial.ru
.........................................................................

Е 504 
Aviation paint technologies
Russia, Bykovo, Ramenskoe, 
Aeroportovskaya ul., D.14
+74957883433
info@ap-tech.ru
ap-tech.ru ал-техн.рф
 
Company “Aviaton paint technologies” develops and produces APS paint 
strippers, compositions for corrosion prevention and compositions for sur-
face cleaning and treatment. APS paint strippers effectively remove alkyd, 
nitrocellulose, acrylic, epoxy, polyurethane, powder paints. They are suc-
cesefully used for repair of river and sea transport.
.........................................................................

F2 190 
Avrora
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Karbysheva Str.15
+78122972311
mail@avrorasystems.com
avrorasystems.com
.........................................................................
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AZZURRO TRADE
Russia, Sevastopol, Industrialnaya ul., D.3G
+79787772345
info@azzurro-online.com
azzurro-online.com
 
We are a multi-purpose manufacturing enterprise.. We provide high-tech 
service. For industrial enterprises, extractive industry organizations, fleets. 
In the areas of:. Repair and restoration of machines and mechanisms. Main-
tenance of internal combustion engines. Repair of electronics. Design, de-
sign and small-scale production.

B

H2 421 
Baku Shipyard
Azerbaijan, Baku, Baku-Astara Highway, 25km
+994124464946, +994502571504
marketing@bakushipyard.com
bakushipyard.com
 
The largest and modern shipyard in caspian sea.
.........................................................................

Н2 315
Baltic Boats Company
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Olgi Berggolts ul., D.35, Lit.B
+78123229118
bbc@bbc-spb.ru
bbc-spb.ru
 
Quality in everything, what we do: 
*we know synthetic teak to perfection; 
*paints a Polish brand Sea-Line – understandable quality at a reasonable 
price; 
*Russian brand OXADEN care products line helps to keep the boat in im-
maculate condition without effort and strain; 
*BBC domestic production thermal cameras have not only the highest qual-
ity and reliability, but also the best price.
.........................................................................

F1 475 
Baltic Shipyard
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Kosaya Liniya., D.16
+78123249435
zavod@bz.ru
bz.ru
 
Baltic Shipyard, JSC has been one of the leading Russian shipBldg. facilities 
since 1856. Our focus is the construction of the 1st rate ships, and ice-class 
vessels with nuclear propulsion systems. The yard has the high production 
potential enabling to fabricate ship machine Bldg. and nuclear power engi-
neering items. One of our activities is the nuclear civil shipBldg.. The nuclear 
icebreakers, project 22220 are being built at Baltic ShipyarD.The lead ice-
breaker Arktika, follow-on ice
.........................................................................

G7 099 
BALTIFLEX
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 1 Novocherkasski Prospekt, Lit.B
+78126550673
info@balticflex.ru
balticflex.ru
 
BALTICFLEX Ltd is engaged in the PRODUCTION of a full cycle of pres-
sure polyurethane lay-flat hoses, related equipment and components. 
Hoses are used for fuel bunkering, potable water. Their use is regulated 
by RMRS. Hoses can be equipped with fittings with a connecting part of 
any type, as well as winding systems for compact storage and operational 
deployment of hose lines.
.........................................................................

G6 150 
BaltProekt
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 7 Dmitrovsky Lane, Lit.A
+78122075051
baltpr@yandex.ru
.........................................................................

G4 492
BASAK POLYESTER
Turkey, Tuzla, E-Blok
+905332431798
info@basakpolyester.com
basakpolyester.com
.........................................................................

Е 467 
Batis
Russia, Omsk, Proizvodstvennaya Ploshchadka _ 1 ul., K.5
+73812956244
zbatis@wspetrol.ru
batis.ru

.........................................................................
G3 058 

BBC-Teplovizor
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 35 Olgi Berggolts st., Lit.B
+78123229118
bbc@bbc-spb.ru
bbc-teplovizor.ru
 
Baltic Boats Company has been in business since 2008, and for 10 years 
we have been producing thermal imaging systems under our own brand 
BBC-Teplovizor. Today we offer a wide range of thermal imaging systems 
on a pan and tilt basis and create customized solutions according to cus-
tomer requirements. We actively work on our initiative developments. Our 
company is guided by the experience, wishes of the clients and aspires to 
offer qualitative products at the optimum price. We are in constant contact 
with customers, visit trade fairs and always look for ways to improve our 
products.
.........................................................................

Н2 285 
Bearings SPB Co.Ltd.
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Lesnoypr., D.63, Lit.A
+78126221182
vladimirz@thordon.spb.ru
thordon.spb.ru
 
BEARINGS SPB Co. LtD.and NPP STERN SEALS manufacture supply 
the bearings of material THORDON from stock, PROP SHAFT SEALS of 
own design for marine and river ships, turbines and pumps. The bearings 
are suitable for operation in open systems with water, and into sealed sys-
tems with environmentally friendly lubricants. The warranty period of oper-
ation of the bearings into closed system is not limiteD.The high performance 
bearing systems allows increase term of service, eliminate oil pollution. The 
rudder bearings systems include rudder stock gaskets.
.........................................................................

Н2 340 
Bee Pitron
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Russia, 191014, Sankt-Peterburg, Vilenskiy Per. 4
+78127401800
all@beepitron.com
beepitron.com
 
Bee Pitron began her activities for the technical re-equipment of Rus-
sian industrial enterprises. Since 1995, we have been supplying elec-
trical components, in 2000 we opened our own design offices and 
production includes serial production plant. The company is actively 
engaged in the development and implementation of products of its own 
design. Performs design and development work for leading Russian en-
terprises. The company develops the direction of import substitution of 
electrical products.
.........................................................................
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Beluga Projects Logistic
Russia, Moscow, 5 Bryanskaya st.
+74959261643
mbd@beluga-projects.com
beluga-projects.com
 
”Beluga Projects Logistic” JSC is an integrated provider of services for 
the transportation, relocation and installation of cargo. Our own fleet of 
vehicles and technical equipment includes innovative equipment from the 
world’s leading manufacturers: Scheuerle, Faymonville, Enerpac, Greiner, 
Damen, Man, Volvo. A team of experienced technical specialists develop 
non-standard engineering solutions for industries: mechanical engineering, 
energy, metallurgy, petrochemicals and infrastructure.
.........................................................................

F4 349 
Besiktas Marine
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mah.Genc Osman CaD.No_45C
+902167011500
info@besiktasmarine.com
besiktasmarine.com
 
At Besiktas Marine,we aim to provide every customer with a service with 
quality products and competitive prices.It is always our aim to catch the lat-
est technology and information to our country with dynamic staff. We work 
understanding of combination of the cooperation with the world’s most 
famous companies and our manufacturing opportunities.Our Solutions 
include but are not limited to…Expert Ship Service and Repair Ship Chan-
dling and Technical Store,Crewing and Ship Agency Service,Provision and 
Bonded Store.Our company & service partners are approved by the major 
classification societies.
.........................................................................

F7 037 
BGMZ
Russia, Belgorod, Shchorsa ul., D.45N, Etazh 2
+79056706112
g.taraman@screw-pump.ru
screw-pump.ru
.........................................................................

F5 100 
BIC-Inform
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Bumazhnaya ul., D.9, K.1 Lit.A
+78124479555
bic@bic-inform.ru
bic-inform.ru
 
Russian manufacturer of equipment for video surveillance and machine 
vision since 1998. Video cameras, thermal imagers, bispectral cameras, 
pan&tilt units, cameras housings, zoom modules, switches, IP servers and 
other equipment for surveillance systems. Equipment for use in explosive 
zones, aggressive environments, marine climate. BSVS marine television 
surveillance system manufactured by BIC-Inform has RMRS, RRR certif-
icates, and a certificate of compliance with transport security.
.........................................................................

G3 185 
BOLLFILTER Russland
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 6 Dachnyy Prospekt, Lit.A
+78123646180
info@bollfilter.ru
.........................................................................

E 506 
BPN International
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Serdobolskaya ul., D.64, K.1
+78126480096
info@bpn-international.com
bpn-international.com/ru
 
In 2020, our team developed its own list of fully Russian marine chemical 
products for use in marine transport infrastructure and conducted a number 
of successful field tests. Having achieved successful results in industrial tests 

and quality indicators, the “VESSCHEM” product line also meets today’s 
criteria of economic feasibility in a highly competitive freight transportation.
.........................................................................

G6 268 
Breezemarine service
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Kronshtadtskaya ul., D.9, K.4
+78122421213
sales@breezemarine-service.ru
breezemarine-service.ru
.........................................................................

H1 444 
BSK
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Rechnikov 31, Str.1
+79214939102
pukanov@bsk29.ru
bsk29.ru
.........................................................................

G2 493 
BTM Teknik
Turkey, Tuzla, Karayolu Cad.No_14G
+902164475191
info@btmteknik.com.tr
btmteknik.com.tr
 
Main Engine & Auxiliary Engine overhauls, reconditioning works ,mechan-
ical works, etc. with our own team & workshop, 
• Fuel Injection Valve Refurbishment 
• Chemical / Ultrasonic Cleaning of coolers/heaters, 
• Supply & stockist of spare parts for main engine and auxiliary engines 
(OEM / Genuine spare parts for main and auxiliary engine makers – like 
MAN B&W , HANSHIN ,MAK , Mitsui MAN ,Hyundai, Daihatsu, Yanmar 
, MTU , Wartsila, Cummins, Akasaka etc. ), 
• Supply of spare parts for compressors, boilers, pumps, separators, heat 
exchangers, 
• Supply of filter elements, 
• Supply of oil testing kits,
.........................................................................

F4 355 
Bulutlu Marine
Turkey, Istanbul., Istanbul. 
EnD.Ve Tic. Serbest Bolgesi 9. Sokak No_2 _ Z01 34953 Aydinli
+902164464795
info@bulutlumarine.com
bulutlumarine.com
 
Bulutlu Marine was established in 2014, and has been growing rapidly, pro-
viding Marine Industry with top quality equipment and services thanks to 
its reputable principals and experienced team. Bulutlu Marine is involved in 
following activities;  
• Production of marine electrical systems, main switchboards, distribution 
boards, starter cabinets, drive cabinets, consoles, propulsion control sys-
tems, integrated alarm monitoring and control systems.  
• Representation of well-known international equipment manufacturers in 
the territory of Turkey, Russia, Black Sea and Caspian Sea.  
• Consultancy services for ship owners and shipyards.
.........................................................................

Н3 327 
Business support centre 
of Kaliningrad region Fund
Russia, Kaliningrad, Uralskaya ul., D.18
+74012994588
belousovdv@mbkaliningrad.ru
mbkaliningrad.ru
 
The cluster development department supervises the activities of the clusters: 
1. ShipBldg. and ship repair cluster of the Kaliningrad region; 
2. Amber cluster of the Kaliningrad region; 
3. Metal-working cluster of the Kaliningrad region; 
4. Tourist cluster of the Kaliningrad region.
.........................................................................
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BUTA SHIPPING COMPANY
Turkey, Istanbul., Guzelyali, Bekci Sokagi No 7_A
+902163951971
info@butashipping.com
butashipping.com

C

G1 049 
Cable Alliance Holding
Russia, Ekaterinburg
+78007000100
hka@holdcable.com
holdcable.com
 
The leading company in the cable industry Well-developed logistic network 
Quality management system is certified Wide selection of wires and cables, 
including MV and HV power cables rated for voltages of up 110 kV, ship 
cables including a new generation of ship cables featuring the following un-
beatable benefits: higher fire resistance and throughput, improved electri-
cal properties of the insulation, improved mechanical properties of the jack-
et, improved weight and size characteristics. The ship cables are approved 
by Russian Maritime Register of Shipping and the Russian Classification 
Society
.........................................................................

G7 014 
Cable factory “SegmentENERGO”
Russia, Moscow, 51 А/9 Bolshaya Polyanka st., Bldg.1
+74952792524
info@segmentenergo.ru
segmentenergo.ru
 
Our company is a developer, manufacturer and supplier of a number of 
unique and in-demand solutions in the cable industry, which allowed us to 
become active participants in wide industry segments of the cable products 
market of the Russian Federation in a short time. So, in particular, at the 
beginning of 2016, the specialists of our company began systematic work to 
improve the products we produce for the needs of the shipBldg. and oil and 
gas industry, as appropriate as possible to complex and sometimes extreme 
operating conditions.
.........................................................................

G6 026
Cable plant “Spetskabel”
Russia, Moscow, Biryusinka 6, Bldg.1-5
+74951342134
info@spetskabel.ru
spetskabel.ru
 
The Spetskabel plant produces ship cables for various purposes that 
meet the requirements of the Russian Ministry of Defense, the Russian 
Maritime and River Register of Shipping. Among the company’s de-
velopments are light and thin SPETSLAN cables with a service life of 
more than 30 years. They are used for installation of navigation and vid-
eo surveillance systems on large ships, where high speed, large volume 
and quality of data transfer are important. Spetskabel produces sealed 
cables, data transmission cables, RF cables, optical and coaxial cable as-
semblies. Spetskabel’s cables are resistant to aggressive environments, 
sea water and salt.
.........................................................................

F1 475 
CDB ME “RUBIN”
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Marata ul., D.90
+78124075132
neptun@ckb-rubin.ru
ckb-rubin.ru
 
JSC “CDB ME “Rubin” incorporated into JSC “United ShipBldg. Corpora-
tion” is a multi-disciplinary design bureau for marine engineering. Key areas 
of our expertise are: • Design of all classes of submarines; • Design of ma-

rine structures for various applications; • Production of training means and 
facilities for various applications; • Design, production and testing of robotic 
complexes based on Unmanned Underwater Vehicles; • Design, produc-
tion, testing and delivery of prototype and off-the-shelf ship equipment and 
devices.
.........................................................................

G2 320 
Center for Cartographic Technologies
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Marata ul., D.36-38, Lit.A
+78122922074
sales@cktspb.ru
cktspb.ru
 
«CTC» Joint Stock Company is a production-technology company in the 
field of mapping activities. The main goal is to find, develop and introduce 
new technical solutions and technologies for improvement and optimization 
of cartographic works as well as the production of maps in digital and analog 
form.
.........................................................................

F2 190 
Central Research Institute “Kurs”
Russia, Moscow, Kirpichnaya ul., D.34A
+74953651153
mail@kyrs.ru
kyrs.ru
 
JSC Central Research Institute “Kurs” – developer and integrator of ship 
and shipborne radio navigation systems; technological and refrigeration 
galley equipment; information management and integrated management 
systems.
.........................................................................

G1 316 
Central Research Institute of Marine Engineering
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Dudko ul., D.3
+78126401051
sudmash@sudmash.ru
sudmash.ru
 
Company JSC CRI of ME has been designing and supplying products 
for marine complete equipment with standard and custom solutions for 
more than 50 years. The range of produced equipment includes steering 
gears, stabilizers, manipulating complexes, marine hoisting equipment, 
anchor and mooring equipment, water treatment equipment, winches, 
launch-and-recovery systems, special complexes, hydraulic systems ar-
ticles, etc.
.........................................................................

G7 136 
CERTEX RUS
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78124412912
salesstp@certex.ru
certex.spb.ru
 
Production and sale of lifting and lashing equipment
.........................................................................

Н1 222 
Cety-Telekom
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, 21 Kovrovskaya st., Lit.A
+78314308016
info@cety-telekom.ru
cety-telekom.ru
 
Complex supplies of electrical and telecommunication equipment.
.........................................................................

H2 262 
CHINA MARINE EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATION (CMEA)
China, Rugao, Nantong, Zhongshan Bldg.A, No.1 Haiyang Road
+8615062820252
cmea2020@163.com
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The company established at 2008, focus on shipyard, owner, shipping 
companies as the main service object. We are the collection of ship export 
agent, financing, ship Bldg. and repairing consulting, import and export 
trade, Marine materials, equipment supply, ship material supply, Marine 
technical service and Marine product development is a body comprehen-
sive enterprise.
.........................................................................

H4 384 
China Marine Rubber (Qingdao) Industrial
China, Qingdao, 
No.3 Diendi Road,Jiaobei Industrial Zone, Jiaozhou
+8653288277827
info@cmrqd.com
cmrqd.com
 
China Marine Rubber (Qingdao) Industrial Co., Ltd (CMR) is a professional 
manufacturer of marine rubber fenders and engineering rubber, bollard 
products in China. CMR focuses on excellent products and reliable quali-
ty, coupled with genuine service. Located at Jiaobei Industrial Zone of Ji-
aozhou city in Qingdao, with convenient transportation.
.........................................................................

H4 373 
China Shipping Import&Export (Suqian)
China, Suqian, 
Room 419, No.12 Zijinshan Road, Susu Industrial Park
+8652387777877
aohai@anchorchaincn.com
csac-group.com
 
China Shipping Import&Export (Suqian) Co., Ltd serves customers in 
more than 60 countries and regions around the worlD.Our mission is 
to make high-quality services available in the anchor chain industry. It is 
committed to improving production technologies so as to offer innovative 
products and solutions in the industry and to adopting open business 
models, in which it achieves win-win outcomes with clients, suppliers, 
partners and employees.
.........................................................................

F7 046 
CK Engineering
Russia, Moscow
+74957255526
info@cke-coupling.ru
cke-coupling.ru
.........................................................................

H1 194 
Cluster of ShipBldg. of the Arkhangelsk Region
Russia, Arkhangelsk, 36 Northern Dvina Emb.
+78182286910
mail@sozvezdye.org
ckao.ru
 
The Arkhangelsk ShipBldg. Cluster is a group of enterprises in shipBldg., 
ship repair, transport and logistics, based in the Arkhangelsk Region. The 
Cluster aims to organize cooperation and interaction among enterprises, 
research and education institutions, development institutions and author-
ities for implementing the region-based projects in civil shipBldg., marine 
equipment, development of the Arctic fleet repair, personnel and technolo-
gy capacity Bldg. for the Cluster members.
.........................................................................

F1 093 
CNIIMF
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78122711283
cniimf@cniimf.ru
cniimf.ru
 
Ship operations organization and sea transportation technology; Port 
operations organization and practice; Fleet maintenance, upgrading and 
repair; Labour protection on sea transport; Shipping development, econ-
omy and ecology; Maritime safety, navigation and communication facili-

ties; Development of safety management systems and port facilities secu-
rity plan in compliance with SOLAS Convention; Development of quality 
management systems in compliance with international standards of the 
ISO 9000 Series; Software products development; Technical regulation, 
standardization and certification on sea transport; Information and pub-
lishing activities; Assessment of marine and inland transport personnel 
professional qualifications.
.........................................................................

G8 081 
COMFLOT
Russia, Moscow, 7A, Stroitelny Ave. 1, Office 10, Room. 1-2
+74951507505, +79857735990
snab@comflot.ru
comflot.ru
 
The COMFLOT company is a supplier of manufacturers of various ma-
rine and rescue equipment. Official dealer of manufacturers of ship pyro-
technics and rescue equipment JSC «SIGNAL» (Chelyabinsk) and JSC 
«MPZ» (Murom). Representative in Russia of products for supplying ships: 
LALIZAS (Greece), OCEAN (Italy), MAX POWER (Italy), LOFRANS (It-
aly), POLYFORM U.S. (USA), DUAL PRO (USA). We develop a dealer 
network and invite the company to cooperate.
.........................................................................

F8 117 
Communication & Radionavigation SPb
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Vindavskaya st. 2D
+78124673673
nk@cirspb.ru
cirspb.ru
.........................................................................

F6 055 
Company Volgo Diesel – MAMINS
Russia, Balakovo, 124 Kommunisticheskaya st.
+78453464508
info@vdm-plant.ru
vdm-plant.ru
 
Our factory specializes in the development, production and service of 
medium-speed diesel and gas piston units. The factory takes an active 
part both in projects for equipping ships under construction, and in 
projects for replacing equipment during the modernization of ships in 
operation. Our products are main engines, marine diesel generator sets, 
river and marine propulsion systems based on engines of our own pro-
duction with a power of up to 1264 kW. All our products are certified 
by the RMRS or the RCO. All necessary licenses and certificates are 
available.
.........................................................................

Н4 410 
COMPAS-R
Russia, Moscow, Trofimova ul., D.2A
+79262706994
mp@compas-r.ru
compas-r.ru
 
Distributor of telecommunication equipment and system integrator since 1992.
.........................................................................

H3 224 
COMPOSIT
Russia, Kursk, 49 Solovinaya st.
+74712200600
sales@composit-industrial.com
composit-industrial.com
 
For more than 30 years, Composit has been specializing in research, devel-
opment and implementation of wear-resistant rubber products – manufac-
turing of wear-resistant rubber hoses for mineral processing and dredging. 
Composit has its own laboratory and manufacturing base for the rubber 
compounds’ release, input quality control of raw materials and patented 
scientific developments.
.........................................................................
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Compressor
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
+78122955090
office@compressor.spb.ru
compressor.spb.ru
 
Сompressors with pressure from 0,7 to 40 Mpa, units for drying air and 
natural gas, installation of prepare impulse gas, sectional booster stations, 
units of filters for fuel gas, sectional container compressor stations, com-
pressors for divers and firemen. Equipment produced by JSC “Compres-
sor” is supplied for JSC “Gazprom”, ship industry and other industrial sec-
tors. Сompressor equipment is approved by RMRS. We’re ready to supply 
equipment according to import substitution.
.........................................................................

F2 190 
Concern “Oceanpribor”
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Chkalovskiypr., D.46
+78123208040
mail@oceanpribor.ru
oceanpribor.ru
 
• Concern “Oceanpribor” was established in 2006 making full of the 
Central research institute “Morphispribor” with the purpose to amalgam-
ate Russian scientific and production potential of underwater acoustics. 
There are affiliated companies from Saint-Petersburg, Leningrad Region, 
Karelia, Severodvinsk, Volgograd and Taganrog in the structure of the 
Concern. 
• Main product:
• Multifunctional integrated sonar systems for submarine and ships. 
• Stationary surveillance sonar systems. 
• Special sonar station, including commercial systems. 
• Phased antenna arrays, transducers, projectors, hydrophones, baffles for 
sonar arrays.
.........................................................................

F3 311 
Concern “Granit-Electron“
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Gospitalnaya ul., D.3
+78122714585
office@granit-electron.ru
granit-electron.ru
 
JSC “Concern “Granit-Electron“ comprises of JSC “Severniy press“, JSC 
“Rawenstvo“, JSC “Zavod Kulakova“, JSC “Ravenstvo-Service“, JSC 
“Saratovski RPZ“, JSC “Molot“. 100 years of R&D experience of sophis-
ticated high-tech products provides the development of civil engineering: 
coastal mobile and stationary radars for vessels traffic control; automated 
ship and coastal navigation radars; medical complexes; simulators (trainers).
.........................................................................

F2 190 
Concern Morinformsystem-Agat
Russia, Moscow, Entuziastov Sh., D.29
+74956734063
info@concern-agat.ru
concern-agat.ru
 
Concern Morinformsystem-Agat JSC is increasing the share of high-tech 
civilian products. The main directions implemented within the framework of 
this technological platform are: 
• marine robotic systems; 
• ship accessories and marine engineering; 
• equipment for the development of the shelf and resources of the world’s oceans; 
• low-temperature and medical equipment; 
• integrated security and control systems.
.........................................................................

G5 130 
Cord Group
Russia, Vladivostok, 
+74232427728
mail@cord.su
cord.su
 

Cord Group Co., Ltd., established in 1994, sells and provides installa-
tion and service of telecommunication, navigation and sounding equip-
ment for marine and river vessels and onshore projects. Installation and 
service are performed by experienced engineers certified by manufac-
turers.
.........................................................................

F5 442 
CRANESHIP
Russia, Temryuk, Karla Libknekhta ul., D.4
+78614860362
craneship@craneship.ru
......................................................................... 

G1 087 
CSMZ
Russia, Tsimlyansk
+78639150041
info@csmz.ru
csmz.ru
.........................................................................

F6 005
CTS Vyborg
Russia, Vyborg
+78123204048
cts03@kemppi-vbg.ru
cts-kemppi.ru
 
CTS Vyborg, LLC – is a Russian company which has specialized since 1988 
in complex deliveries of technological equipment of the leading European 
manufacturers for metal processing and, first of all, welding equipment of 
the Finnish company «Kemppi» – one of the trusted world leaders. Over 
the years, we have accumulated considerable experience in supply of more 
than 30 000 units of equipment in deliver on turnkey basis, as well as in 
warranty and post-warranty maintenance.

D

G8 179 
DAKA
Russia, Revda, 8 Klubnaya st.
+73433394406
info@daka1.ru
daka1.ru
 
DAKA LLC has many years of experience in the field of anticorrosive 
protection, we provide ship repair and shipBldg. enterprises with ma-
terials for sandblasting, as well as equipment for cleaning and painting 
surfaces.
.........................................................................

G4 433 
DALGAKIRAN
Russia, Moscow, Varshavskoe Drive 148, Room No. 705, 7Th Floor
+79265261393
fira.vechedova@dalgakiran.com
dalgakiran.ru
 
Türkiye’s largest manufacturer and exporter of industrial compressors, 
Dalgakıran Kompresör was founded in Istanbul in 1965 by Ömer Dalg-
akıran in a modest workshop measuring 25 m². Dalgakıran Kompresör 
has grown rapidly since the day it was founded through the investments it 
has made and today owns the largest compressor production plant under 
one roof in Europe and Türkiye with a closed production area covering 
50,000 m².
.........................................................................

H4 431 
Dalian Kangli Machinery & Electronics
China, Dalian Development Zone, No.5, Bldg.5, Liaohezhong Second Road
+79341009799
kljd2004@163.com
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Dalian Kangli Electromechanical Equipment Co., LtD.is a company in 
northeast China and around the Bohai Sea Regional specialized in diesel 
engine sales, generator set design complete sets and sales, product af-
ter-sales service three guarantees, parts supply and maintenance in one of 
the professional large entity company.
.........................................................................

G1 316 
Dalzavod Ship Repair Center
Russia, Vladivostok, Dalzavodskaya ul., D.2
+74232220210
office@csdalzavod.ru
csdalzavod.ru
 
The Dalzavod Ship Repair Center is a major ship repair company in the 
Far East offering a full spectrum of shipBldg. and ship repair services, and 
structural steel and pipe fabrication. The company has an unparalleled Rus-
sian dock complex comprising two dry docks and two floating dry docks for 
maintenance of ships with a maximum weight of 26,000 tons and a maxi-
mum length of 170 meters.
.........................................................................

F4 350 
DASHA SHIPPING
Turkey, Istanbul., Guzelyali Mah. Sahil Blv. No_141 Ic Kapi No_2
+902167660106
info@dashashipping.com
dashashipping.com
.........................................................................

F6 128 
DELTA PLUS
Russia, Moscow, 4 Shlyuzovaya Embankment
+79066494848
cei_contact@deltaplus.eu
delta.plus
 
For more than 40 years, Delta Plus’s mission is to protect people at work. Delta 
Plus designs, manufactures and distributes a full range of Personal Protective 
Equipment to equip people from head to toe. Thanks to its expertise, its R&D 
investment (35 people, 5 Mo €), its 13 production sites, its global location and its 
services, Delta Plus is a major worldwide player, chosen for its multi-specialized 
global offer, its variety of innovative and affordable products.
.........................................................................

F4 375 
Denizsan
Turkey, Istanbul., Yunus Mah. Atolyeler SoK.No_3
+902164888546
sales@denizsan.com
denizsan.com
.........................................................................

F4 251 
DENKAR SHIP REPAIR
Turkey, Istanbul., Postane Mah. Tunc SoK.No_38
+902163929193
marketing@denkarshipping.com
denkarshipping.com
.........................................................................

F2 513 
DENTAS SHIPYARD
Turkey, Istanbul., Aydintepe Mah Guzin Sok No_13_1
+902163921987
marketing@dentasshipyard.com
dentasshipyard.com
 
Dentas Shipyard is located in Tuzla, Istanbul and offers ship repair, mainte-
nance, BWTS installation, and new ship construction services. We have two 
floating pools, one that is 190m long and 34m wide and the other is 144m 
long and 22m wide. There are also three slipways, one of which is 145m 
long and 22m wide,the second is 150m long and 24m wide, and the third is 
100m long and 17m wide.
.........................................................................

F4 363 
Desan Shipyard
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mh, Tersaneler Cd, No_36
+902163952025
info@desan-shipyard.com
desan-shipyard.com
 
Desan Shipyard gives service to international customers with three floating 
docks up to post panamax size, berths up to 1200m and various fabrication 
workshops. Our Shipyard, have successfully completed 90 BWTS retrofit 
projects Makers and 15 Scrubber installations. We recently delivered to the 
Turkish Naval Forces 2 Emergency Response and Diving Training Boats, 2 
new SAT (Underwater Dredging) Boats and 8 high speed patrol boats.
.........................................................................

G7 024 
Design Group RICOCHET
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 33 Smolenka River Embankment, Lit.A
+78125392795
welcome@ricochet.ru
ricochet.ru
.........................................................................

Н3 240
Design Invest
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Revolyutsii Sh., D.84, Lit.T
+78124481552
info@designinvest.ru
designinvest.ru
.........................................................................

H4 408 
DEZHOU HENGLI ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
China, Dezhou, No.26 Xinyuan Road, Canal Economic Development Zone
+865342446311
lining081117@163.com
dzhldj.com
 
DEZHOUHENGLI was founded in 1966 can supply all kinds of motors, 
and it is the leading suppliers of marine＆offshore motors with expertise 
and experience in merchant ships, offshore exploration platforms in the 
worlD.DEZHOUHENGLI focuses on Marine&offshore motors such as 
Brake motor series, ATEX Ex-proof motor series, Low temperature mo-
tors series, High pressuremotor series, Two speed motor series and so on, 
the marine motors certified by major classification societies, such as CCS, 
RS,DNV-GL, KR, NK, RINA ,LR, BV,ABS,etc,Industry motors(inland mo-
tors) such as Gost standard motor series,IE1 series, IE2 series, IE3 series.
.........................................................................

G3 071 
Dialog-Technika
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Prospekt Stachek 47, Lit.Bd, Pom.2-H, Office 252
+78127196868
office@diateh.ru
diateh.ru
 
”DIALOG-TECHNIKA” CO. LTD.was founded in 2003 and initially spe-
cialized in the integrated supply of marine equipment, but gradually we ex-
panded the range of our activities, focusing on the production of pumps, 
water and waste management systems.
.........................................................................

F7 013 
DKC
Russia, Moscow, 6 Fourth st. 8Th Of March
+74959165262
info@dkc.ru
dkc.ru
 
DKC Company makes products for electricity supply systems, automation, and 
power distribution systems. Nowadays this is one of the largest producers of elec-
trical equipment in Russia and in Europe. DKC Company takes part in innovative 
programs. Also, DKC has some own patents. The production which is produced 
by DKC is used in energy, fuel, chemical sectors, food, and construction industries.
.........................................................................
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F4 377 

DOGRUYOL SHIPYARD
Turkey, Yalova, Hersek Man. Tersaneler Cad, No_10
+902264613417
dogruyoltersanecilik@gmail.com
dogruyolshipyard.com
.........................................................................

H3 212 
Dorado
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
18 Saltykovskaya Road, Lit.A
+78127021219
info@re-ast.ru
dorado-russia.ru
 
The company “Dorado” is engaged in the development and production of 
ship equipment. We manufacture electric and hydraulic thrusters, control 
panels for them, winches, anchors for boats and yachts.
.........................................................................

G2 437 
DVK-Electro
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shvetsova Str., 12 Bldg., 2
+78123183069
sales@dvk-electro.ru
ДВК.РФ
 
Kompaniya DVK-electro,Ltd is the official representative of Smartgen 
(Zhengzhou) Technology Co., Ltd, Shanghai Complete instrument Co., Ltd., 
DEIF A/S companies in Russia. The company is engaged in the supply of 
automatic control systems for ship power plants and measuring instruments 
on Russian market.

E

G2 320 
E-Data
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Marata ul., D.36-38, Lit.A
+78126177932
digital@edatallc.com, sales@edatallc.com
edatallc.com
 
Providing fleet with Digital Navigation Solutions for maritime safety and 
navigational materials, software and equipment supply: 
• ENC PRIMAR, UNiO MO RF; 
• Electronic navigational charts of inland waterways of the Russian Federation; 
• IMO, Witherby, TSNIIMF digital publications; 
• ADP, AENP; 
• digital NtMs «Azimuth» Software; 
• ITU lists. 
• Starlink Maritime equipment. 
• Paper nautical charts; 
• Paper manuals, guides, reference books, sailing directions, pilot guide-
lines, almanacs, albums, atlases, etc. 
• Remote maintenance and support 24/7/365.
.........................................................................

Е 514 
E-metall
Russia, Chelyabinsk, Korolenko ul., D.83
+73517995456
Info@e-metall.ru
e-metall.ru
.........................................................................

H1 235
E8
Russia, Moscow, Staroe Yaskino 123
+74993502988
e8@e8company.ru
e8company.ru
 

The E8 company is a manufacturer of heat exchange equipment for var-
ious industries. We have been developing and developing the most effi-
cient and profitable solutions in the field of heat transfer for many years. 
In the trend of import substitution, the company can offer its customers 
equipment that is superior in quality to the best imported analogues. We 
can manufacture a heat exchanger specifically for your needs and di-
mensions. Possibility of manufacturing and installation of heat exchange 
equipment on titanium plates of all standard sizes on ships and in their 
locations.
.........................................................................

H1 444 
Eco Shipping
Russia, Arkhangelsk, 
ul. Karla Marksa, 15
+78182422717
office@ecoshp.ru
ecoshp.ru
 
Eco Shipping ltD.is a shipping company based in the port of Arkhangelsk. 
Company’s key activities include integrated door-to-door marine logistics in 
the Arctic. The company operates a universal fleet of 12 vessels for carrying 
bulk, general, heavy lift, and long cargoes, as well as it owns auxiliary fleet to 
provide off-shore unloading onto the beach. All vessels are equipped with 
cranes with lifting capacities from 36 to 300 tonnes.
.........................................................................

G4 496 
EHO Valve Co., Ltd
China, Shanghai,
 No.8, Baoqian Road
+8618001833069
hongshibo@ehovalve.com
ehovalve.com
 
With registered capital of 118 million RMB, Shanghai EHO Valve Co., LtD.
(Shanghai EHO) is headquartered in Waigang industrial zone in Shanghai, 
China, covering more than 22,000 square meters. We have 400 employ-
ees including more than 100 technical staff. Shanghai EHO is specialized in 
research, development and manufacture of various industrial valves, high 
performance rubber and plastic products and casting products by lost wax 
technique.
.........................................................................

H3 144
EKB Sudoproect
Russia, Sevastopol, Khrustaleva ul., D.173
+79787683325
info@sudoproect.ru
sudoproect.ru
.........................................................................

G7 170 
EKM Holding Company
Russia, Ufa
+78126333638
zakaz@ek-m.com
ek-m.com
.........................................................................

F7 041 
ElectroRadioAvtomatica
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78125713919
era@eraspb.ru
eraspb
.........................................................................

G7 065
Elektra
Russia, Ekaterinburg
+73432862871
sekretar@elektraek.ru
elektraek.ru
.........................................................................
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H1 284

Elektroavtomat
Russia, Alatyr, B.Khmelnitskogo ul., D.19, K.A
+78353121382
marketing@elav.ru
elav.ru
.........................................................................

F2 190 
ELEKTROPRIBOR CSRI Concern
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Malaya Posadskaya, 30
+78124998301
office@eprib.ru, marketing@eprib.ru
elektropribor.spb.ru
 
ELEKTROPRIBOR CSRI Concern JSC provides a full cycle of work, from 
research to manufacturing, delivery and maintenance of its products in the 
following fields:  
• inertial navigation and stabilization systems  
• small-sized INS/GNSS integrated navigation systems  
• micromechanical gyroscopes and accelerometers, inertial measurement units  
• navigation equipment (logs, echo sounders, magnetic compasses, ECDIS)  
• marine and airborne mobile gravimeters  
• automated radio communication systems
.........................................................................

H2 336
Elom Motor Group
China, Haian, No.288, Haiqiu Road
+862160138360
info@elommotor.com
elommotor.com
 
Elom Motor well know for big power motors and generators which com-
ply with IEC60034, NEMA, GOST, BS, ANSI,IEEE, VDE, EN, CSA, UL 
standards, The company was found in china, Through ten years of devel-
opment, the company has grown into a professional special medium high 
voltage motors and generators customized manufacture, we focus on high 
technology motor R & D, production and manufacturing, installation and 
commissioning and solution provision.
.........................................................................

G3 032 
Eltehcorn-Volga VP
Russia, Bor, Ostrovsky st. 14 A
+78314240014
etk-volga-vp@yandex.ru

The Nizhny Novgorod company “Eltehcom-Volga VP” LLC specializes in 
the execution of works on construction, modernization and repair of ships. 
Having all the necessary permits, the company can perform the full range of 
shipBldg. and repair works including:  
• complete electrical installation and commissioning works on the ships 
bein
g under construction, repair and retrofit, including manufacture and mount-
ing of metal constructions for wiring;  
• design and manufacture of electrical distribution equipment;  
• installation and commissioning of ship radio navigation equipment;  
• execution of works on installation of appendages and propeller group, in-
stallation and alignment of diesel-generators, main engines, equipment of 
engine room and deck, overhaul of internal-combustion engines, including 
the ones in the hulls;  
• full range of assembly and welding works.
.........................................................................

Н1 296 
EMIS
Russia, Chelyabinsk, Proizvodstvennaya (Industrial) st., 7/1, Kazantsevo Vil-
lage, Sosnovskiy (Pine-Tree) District
+78003016688, +73517299912
marketing@emis-kip.ru
emis-kip.ru
 
CJSC “EMIS” is a leading Russian manufacturer of automation equipment 
for technological processes including oil and gas industry. Since 2003 the 

company has been supplying control and measuring equipment to oil and 
gas production and refinery enterprises. The company carries out a full 
production cycle: from development and design to verification and pack-
aging, and also provide installation supervision and on-site commissioning 
services. The company has a modern technological and metrological base 
and all necessary equipment for check-out testing. Qualified personnel, 
technological processes and production cycle are approved and certified 
not only in accordance with Russian, but also with European and interna-
tional standards.
.........................................................................

F8 095 
EMLAK
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78004446970
hr@emlak.ru
emlak.ru
.........................................................................

H3 115 
Energometall
Russia, Saint Petersburg, ul. Verkhnyaya D.6A
+78122070206
info@emet.ru
emet.ru
 
AO “Energometall” is a manufacturer of explosive welded clad plates for 
various applications.
.........................................................................

Е 451 
Energoreshenie
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Rybatskiypr., D.10, Lit.A
+78123325236
info@tbalt.ru
tbalt.ru
.........................................................................

Н2 255
Energotransmash-NN
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, Grebnogo Kanala Nab., D.6
+78314320000
etm-nnov@mail.ru
energotransmash.com
 
Manufacture and supply of spare parts and components for diesel en-
gines and diesel-power plants with engines of the series 6CH(R)N36/45, 
6-8CH23/30, 6-8CHN25/34, 6CHN18/22, NVD36, NVD48, Skoda, 
etc. Design and manufacture of control panels, automation systems for 
ships and stationary diesel generators. Comprehensive maintenance of 
diesel engines and diesel-electric units, and repair: maintenance, repair, 
design and construction of energy facilities (for stationary energy). LDT 
“Energotransmash-NN” is a representative of production enterprise LTD 
“Gidrotermal” www.gidrotermal.ru – production of recycling systems for 
exhaust gas, high temperature gas valves, and piston bellows expansion 
joints, coolers, heaters.
.........................................................................

Н3 188 
Engineering Center ART
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 7 Tallinskaya st., Lit.A
+78124452422
office@ic-art.ru
ic-art.ru
 
Engineering Center ART fulfils turnkey projects and supplies: 
• Harmonics and reactive power compensation systems with active dynamic 
filters.  
• Voltage sags and voltage interruption compensation systems.  
• Uninterruptable motor drives (UMD).  
• Energy storage systems with batteries and supercapacitors.  
• Frequency converters for electric propulsion, shaft generators/motors 
and hybrid systems, shore supply. Air and liquid cooleD. 
• Commissioning, maintenance and repair of equipment.
.........................................................................
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F3 057 

ENGINEERING CENTER OF INFORMATION 
& CONTROL SYSTEMS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
4-6 17Th Line Of The Vasilievsky Island, Lit.B
+78123278384
inbox@ec-ics.ru
ec-ics.ru
 
JSC «ECICS» Was founded in St. Petersburg in 2004 by specialists in the 
field of automatic control systems, ship automation and dynamic systems 
modeling, having more than 20 years of experience in the shipBldg. indus-
try. JSC «ECICS» are development and manufacturing: 
• Automation systems; 
• Panels for monitoring and controlling ship systems; 
• Ship motion control systems.
.........................................................................

F2 367 
EOS GROUP
Turkey, Istanbul., 
Kazlicesme Mah. Abay CaD.Onaltidokuz Sitesi C Apt. No_56 C
+902124155020
marketing@eosgroup.com.tr
eosgroup.com.tr
 
Eos Group, the shining star of the maritime industry, is headquartered in 
Tuzla, Istanbul and includes Dentas Shipyard, Cindemir Shipyard, and Ar-
mador Shipping companies.Our shipyards offer repair, maintenance, and 
BWTS installation services under the supervision of classification societies 
in their dry docks. In addition, our slipways are utilized for new shipBldg. 
projects.
.........................................................................

G3 139
Epotos, group of companies
Russia, Moscow, 44 Altufyevskoye Highway
+74959166116
info@epotos.ru
epotos.ru
 
The EPOTOS group of companies is present on the extinguishing market 
since 1991 and is one of the founders of autonomous and automatic fire ex-
tinguishing, which continues to solve one of the most terrible problems of 
mankind – fires. Today EPOTOS Group of Companies has powerful sci-
entific and technical potentials, which allows it not only to produce the fire 
extinguishing means and systems, but also to carry out the whole cycle of 
wide range of fire protection works on different objects.
.........................................................................

Н1 231 
ERNC
Russia, Novorossiysk, 120, Sukhumiyskoe Shosse
+78617761090
ernc@ernc.ru
ernc.ru
 
Shore Based Maintenance and technical services of the GMDSS and 
non-GMDSS communication and navigation equipment onboard the 
Vessels, arrangements of jobs according to international standards 
providing results in accordance with requirements of Convention and 
equipment producer, supply with spares and materials for repair/ser-
vice of GMDSS and NA shipborne equipment, official nautical charts, 
publications, tracings, notices to mariners both in paper and electronic 
formats.
.........................................................................

G4 422
ERTEK CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
& SERVICES
Turkey, Istanbul., Aydinli-Kosb Mah. Organik CaD.Kosb Sitesi No_1
+902164995000
operations@ertekchemicals.com
ertekchemicals.com
.........................................................................

F2 247 
ESMS SHIPPING
Turkey, Istanbul., 
Denizciler Ticaret Merkezi No_126 57_C K_2
+902163308246
marketing@esmarinesolutions.com
esmarinesolutions.com
 
ESMS restructured the idea of service to provide combined solutions for 
supplying marine spare parts and overhauling of 2 &4 stroke main engines 
and auxiliary engines. Apart from providing our traditional services such 
as marine spare part supply, engine services and shipyard representa-
tion, ESMS drives the transition of the maritime industry towards a more 
efficient future. For ESMS, experience is connected to pro-active energy 
and collaborated with sincere professionalism by having knowledge and 
experience. Our passion always motivates us and helps to improve our 
strength.
.........................................................................

G4 435 
ETRA
Russia, Bor, Lunacharskogo ul., D.128
+78312430613
info@etrann.com
etrann.com
 
ETRA is the largest Russian manufacturer of heat exchange equipment: – 
collapsible plate heat exchangers – welded plate heat exchangers “KOM-
POBLOK” – welded shell-and-plate heat exchangers – semi-welded plate 
heat exchangers – heating points
.........................................................................

F7 114 
ETS
Russia, Moscow
+74952155080
ta@entel.ru
entel.su
 
ENTEL Group is engineering company with its own production engaged in 
the development and supply of electrical equipment, systems of guaran-
teed, uninterrupted power supply in the Russian Federation.
.........................................................................

F5 100 
EURUS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 12 Voskresenskaya Embankment, Lit.A
+78126477025
sales@furuno.ru
furuno.ru
 
EURUS LTD is a distributor of marine electronics.
.........................................................................

Н1 225 
EVRO-MARINE
Russia, Dolgoprudnyy
+79857745655
info@evro-marine.ru
ascom-russia.ru
 
EVRO-MARINE is a leading supplier of handling equipment for the ma-
rine, construction and industrial sectors of the economy, as well as equip-
ment for parking and storage of ships, yachts and boats.
.........................................................................

Н2 304 
EVROPROM
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Salova 70A
+79892909026
k.gladchenko@spbparts.ru
spbparts.ru
 
Europrom is one of the largest enterprises in the Russian Federation for 
the restoration of diesel fuel equipment. The main direction of the Euro-
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Prom service is high–quality repair and restoration of diesel injectors of all 
types for trucks, special equipment, marine and industrial engines. We are 
service partners of the largest companies in the country with diesel equip-
ment fleets, we serve carriers, builders, utilities, agricultural enterprises, 
shipowners.
.........................................................................

G8 160 
EW Enerprom
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78003024704
info@enerprom-spb.com
enerprom-spb.com
 
The mechanical plant “Enerprom” develops and manufactures industri-
al hydraulic equipment at the production site in St. Petersburg and has 
more than 15 years of experience in this. Having experience in design-
ing and manufacturing non-standard orders allows the company “MZ 
“Enerprom” to offer the Customer a closed cycle of delivery of complex 
products (development, production, delivery, installation and repair of 
products). Each stage of our production is carried out using various tech-
nologies, which allows you to accept your orders for equipment of almost 
any complexity.
.........................................................................

Е 476 
EXCLUSIVE LOGISTICS
Russia, Zavidovo, Varaksino, Vidnaya ul., D.2
+79201919600
info@ex-l.pro
ex-l.pro
.........................................................................

Н2 333 
Exel
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Bolshoy Sampsonievskiypr., D.64, K.20
+78124485416
mail@ex-electrics.ru
exelectrics.ru

F

Н1 260 
FACTORY “KRIZO”
Russia, Gatchina, Zheleznodorozhnaya ul., D.43
+79219363045
krizo@mail.ru
krizo.org
.........................................................................

F6 204 
FAI “Russian Classification Society”
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78124493288
szf@rfclass.ru
rfclass.ru
.........................................................................

G1 316 
Far Eastern Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Center
Russia, Vladivostok, Svetlanskaya ul., D.72
+74232651736
dcss@dcss.ru
dcss.ru
 
The Far Eastern ShipBldg. and Ship Repair Center comprises the key 
ship repair and ship construction businesses inside the Far Eastern Fed-
eral District. As part of its activities FESRC supervises the operation of 
its controlled companies to repair, retrofit, and maintain the Pacific Fleet 
submarines and ships, commercial shipBldg. projects, and ship design and 
engineering.
.........................................................................

Н2 407 
FEEC Ltd.
Russia, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Mirapr., D.426
+79776158670
npodeco@gmail.com
npodeco.ru
 
FEEC LtD.works in the areas of development and implementation of the latest en-
vironmental measurement technologies, supply of oceanological, meteorological 
and hydrological instruments and equipment, environmental consulting in oil and 
gas projects and related work. It is a private company with 100% Russian partic-
ipation and capital. The region of the company’s interests is Russia and the CIS. 
.........................................................................

H4 401 
Fengfan
China, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang, Cao_E st.
+8657582392525
lihai.fan@zjffdl.com
zjffdl.com
.........................................................................

F1 086 
Ferrum
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod
+78312613000
alinalukicheva@gmail.com
shipsteel.ru
.........................................................................

F3 473 
FESCO
Russia, Moscow, Novokuznetskaya ul., D.7_11, Str.1
+74957806001
fesco@fesco.com
fesco.ru
.........................................................................

Е 325 
FLOW DYNAMICS
Russia, Moscow, Izhorskaya ul., D.15
+79050546611
info@flow-dynamics.ru
flow-dynamics.ru
 
The company “Flow Dynamics” specializes in the supply of industrial hoses 
and connections. It is the exclusive supplier of industrial and marine hoses 
of the CAVMAC plant (Ireland). CAVMAC is a world leader in the develop-
ment, production and supply of marine hoses. Our hoses are fully certified 
and comply with industry standards. Our company supplies connecting fit-
tings DIXON and UNCOUPLING.
.........................................................................

F4 242 
FLOWMASTER VALVES INC.
Turkey, Istanbul., Yayla Mh. Hatboyu CD.No_90_E
+902167714734
sales@flowmastervalves.com
flowmastervalves.com
 
Flowmaster Valves Inc. covers the valve needs of its valuable customers in 
Turkiye and all around the WorlD.With its offices in Turkiye, the company 
has a wide range of supply capabilities by covering all ports, straits and ship-
yards of the country. Apart from national supplies, Flowmaster is also capa-
ble of to reply valve needs internationally. With its own bonded Warehouse 
and in-house customs department, the company is able to send the correct 
valve at the correct time anywhere you require.
.........................................................................

G2 249
Fluid-Line
Russia, Moscow, Bolshaya Semyenovskaya ul., D.49
+74955177261
mail@fluid-line.ru
fluid-line.ru
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We supply products for oil and gas and petrochemical industries. LLC Flu-
id-Line founded in 2009 is a manufacturer and an exclusive distributor of 
Hy-Lok, A-Flow, DRASTAR, HIFLUX and other companies in Russia and 
CIS. Our production facility and over 1000 m2 warehouse are located in 
Moscow. Application field: oil-and-gas, petrochemical, automotive and 
food industry, shipBldg., medicine, analytical equipment, microelectron-
ics, pharmaceutics and power industry. Our products: fittings, ball valves, 
gauges, pressure regulators, tubes, high-pressure hoses etc.
.........................................................................

F4 140
Force Technologies
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123631467
info@forss.su
forss.tech
 
”Forss Technology” LtD.was founded in 2007. The main activity is the design 
of ships in accordance with the rules of various classification societies, the 
development of working design documentation, technological, operational 
documentation and shipBldg. support. Our company has a large staff of ex-
perienced specialists and modern ship design technologies. We work in such 
systems as TRIBON, AVEVA, CADMATIC, ANSYS, NAPA. Our company 
develops ship interactive 3D models for virtual and augmented reality.
.........................................................................

Н2 267 
FR Engineering Centre 
of Fire Robots Technology
Russia, Petrozavodsk, Zavodskaya _Severnaya Promzona R-N_ ul., D.4
+78142774923
marketing@efer.pro
firerobots.ru
 
LLC “Engineering Centre of Fire Robots Technology FR” is one of the lead-
ing Russian manufacturers of fire monitors and robotic fire suppression 
systems. The company’s products are used to protect onshore facilities, 
oil platforms, in vessel fire protection systems, as well as in external fire 
suppression. Our company carries out design, engineering and installation 
work on fire suppression systems based on fire robots and fire monitors in 
complex protection systems for objects.
.........................................................................

H4 371 
FUZHOU FMEC INDUSTRY CO LTD
China, Fuzhou, 397 Xihong Road No.3 Bldg.
+8613705956958
suzhenming@cmecfjcn.com
cmecfjcn.com
 
We may provide good quality lifeboats, rescue boats and davit system. Each 
year, we manufacture more than 1000pcs lifeboats and 500pcs davit to 
all over the worlD.We may make RMRS WINTERIZATION -50degree 
lifeboat and davit according to RMRS rules. These lifesaving equipment is 
approved by ABS, BV, CCS, DNVGL, KR, NK, RINA, RMRS , RRR and 
USCG, and exported to famous shipyards and companies in many coun-
tries, such as Japan, Korea, Singapore, Holland, Germany, Russia, Middle 
East.

G

F7 060 
GAIKANIPPEL
Russia, Protvino, 2 Kremenkovskoe Highway
+74956633702
info@gaikanippel.ru
gaikanippel.ru
.........................................................................

H4 317 
Gansu Hehong New Materials Co.,Ltd
China, Zhouzhuang, Jiangyin, Huahong Road 18
+79998887766

hhpcopper@foxmail.com
hehong.en.made-in-china.com
 
Gansu Hehong New Materials Co., Ltd.was founded in 2020. We are 
specializing at the production of Copper and Copper Alloy Condenser 
Tube, Fin Tube, Large Diameter Copper-Nickel Marine Pipe, Copper Al-
loy / Nickel Alloy / Titanium Alloy tubes, Forging Flanges, Tube Sheets and 
Pipe Fittings, Oxygen-Free Copper products and Railway Ground Wire/
Cables. Products are widely used on Seawater Desalination equipments, 
Nuclear Power, Petrochemical, Marine Ship, Steam Turbine, Pressure 
Vessels, etc.
.........................................................................

F5 141
Gazpromneft Lubricants
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 62 3Rd Line Of The Vasilievsky Island, Lit.A
+78124497445
ocean@gazprom-neft.ru
marine.gazprom-neft.ru
.........................................................................

F4 370 
GEFA SHIP SUPPLY
Turkey, Istanbul., Orhanli Mah. ul.u Sokak No_3 Orhanli
+902164467350
sales@gefashipsupply.com
gefashipsupply.com
.........................................................................

Е 490 
Geomatics Centre
Russia, Moscow, Starokachalovskaya ul., D.12
+74993900360
info@geomatics.ru
geomatics.ru
 
The company exhibits a new dual frequency sidescan towfish sonar system 
M-Scan 1200 including a winch and tow cable up to 500 m long. The fre-
quencies supported are 455 kHz and 1.2 MHz using CHIRP. The product is 
designed, engineered and manufactured on-site.
.........................................................................

F4 346 
GEPA FIBERGLASS
TURKEY, Istanbul., Aydintepe Mahallesi Harmandali Sokak No:10 Tuzla
+902163929396
info@gepafiberglass.com
gepafiberglass.com
 
Established in 1982. Is a member of the ONURSAN-GROUP OF COM-
PANIES. Production continued in their first build workshop in Tuzla / Istan-
bul, until 1993. From July 1993, the production moved to their new and one 
of the most up to date Factory in Tuzla / İstanbul./ GEPA Factory covering 
4300 square meters closed area, is located in the main Turkish ShipBldg. 
Area of Tuzla / İstanbul / Turkey. Skilled staff work, with their own design, 
in first class conditions are producing high quality excellent products. The 
Productions are as follows; – Open, Totally Enclosed, Freefall LIFEBOATS, 
– Slow-speed and Fast, Inflatable Rescue Boats.
.........................................................................

Е 459 
Gidrobot
Russia, Moscow, G. Moskva, ul. Zolotaya, D.11
+74957773849
rovs@gidrobot.ru
gidrobot.ru
 
The company Gidrobot is a manufacturer and supplier of equipment in the 
field of underwater robotics. We create underwater vehicles and components 
for exploring the seabed, performing repairs and maintenance of underwater 
infrastructure, monitoring the environmental situation in marine and ocean 
waters, and other purposes. We also provide manufacturing and engineer-
ing services. Our team of engineers has extensive experience in the field of 
underwater robotics and is ready to create innovative solutions for our clients.
.........................................................................
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G5 342 

GidroMotors
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Revolyutsii Sh., D.69, Lit.A
+78124006969
info@gidromotors.spb.ru
gidro-motors.ru
 
GidroMotors specializes in the selection and supply of hydraulic components, 
providing a full cycle of equipment and parts delivery. The company also focuses 
on the repair of hydraulic systems for marine cargo cranes. Services include 
maintenance, repair, and design of hydraulic stations. GidroMotors offers com-
prehensive hydraulic system service, including diagnostics, repair, tuning, mod-
ernization, and mobile service, adhering to high-quality standards.
.........................................................................

G5 074 
GlazamiDrona
Russia, Moscow, 3 Mikhailovsky Prospect, Bldg.13
+74954098469
ind@glazamidrona.ru
glazamidrona.ru
.........................................................................

G7 029 
GLINAR
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Alexandrovskaya Farm Ave., House 29 Lit.Бэ
+79219144225, +79219595610
kl@glinar.com, ak@glinar.ru, info@glinar.com
glinar.ru
 
Professional repairs and maintenance of turbochargers of all types! Leader 
on the domestic and international markets. Spare parts for turbochargers 
for naval fleet, oil and gas industry, power plants. Service available 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week, 365 days per year worldwide. Wide spectrum of engi-
neering operations and various services, unique logistics.
.........................................................................

G5 073 
GMFP “Seelowe”
Russia, Gatchina district, Pudostskoye Rural Settlement, Korpikovo Indus-
trial Zone, ZD.1
+78126422384
sales@seelowe.ru
seelowe.ru
 
The Gatchina plant of marine equipment “Silov” is a young, promising, dynam-
ically developing enterprise. Manufacturing equipment for military and civil 
shipBldg.. Since 2015, having its own production base, the Plant has been suc-
cessfully producing high-tech products based on its own unique design devel-
opments, with a quality that meets modern requirements. Product range: ship 
doors and hatches, sliding doors, portholes and wheelhouse windows complete 
with wipers and sunscreens, ventilation system products and deck equipment. 
Products comply with the requirements of the rules of classification societies.
.........................................................................

F7 037 
GOBOIMAGE
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Pr. Stachek D.72,Lit.A
+78003503036
gobo@inbox.ru
goboimage.ru
 
LLC “OBOIMIDZH” has been operating since 2010 and is a Russian manu-
facturer of equipment for architectural illumination of Bldg.s, light markings, 
search, travel and navigation searchlights for special purposes. Our prod-
ucts have proven themselves to be reliable in various climatic conditions of 
Russia. The warranty for all manufactured products is from 3 to 5 years.
.........................................................................

F4 358
GOLDA MARINE
Turkey, Istanbul., Cami Mah. Gungor SK.Beskonak Villalari 6017 Parsel No_14
+902164939091
sales@goldamarine.com
goldamarine.com
 

Golda Marine offers full agency and Repair service, logistic support , technical 
supply as well as steel construction services to the owners for their ships calling 
All Turkish ports/ Straits and Yalova /Tuzla Dry Docks. We guarantee round the 
clock attendance by experienced team , daily status updates/reports for or-
dered services & supplies and effective disbursement account management. 
Our close relationships with all Yalova & Tuzla Drydocks and our experience 
, reliability naturally give us the tool for timely and smooth communication with 
authorities which provides the positive outcome to our principals for their satis-
faction. We assist with, prearrival planning by collecting necessary documents, 
advise on rules and regulations, giving spesific information about calls. We fol-
low progress with our team during repair and issue daily report to owner’s rep-
resentative. We ensure safe delivery of spares and equipment to and from your 
vessel. We have direct cooperation with certified workshops, service providers 
and subcontractors to carry out on time, smooth, mechanical repairs, electrical, 
navigational & automational , safety services, UW services, UTI services and 
repairs with transparent account & compatitive prices. We do Technical sup-
ply of all deck, cabin, engine and electric stores, ropes& anchors and rigging 
equipments.
.........................................................................

G5 131 
GOOVER Tech
Russia, Golitsino, 52 Peterhofskoe Highway, Bldg.2
+79262337332
av@trans-ec.com
goover.tech
 
Production supply and installation of marine equipment and spare parts. 
Ship boilers; rotary joints; bilge water treatment systems; ballast water 
treatment systems, etc.
.........................................................................

Н2 344 
GOREX
Russia, Novosibirsk, Stantsionnaya ul., D.32
+79219302871
allton@mail.ru
gorex-svet.ru
.........................................................................

F8 035 
Group of companies “Moscabelmet”
Russia, Moscow, 2 2Nd Cable st.
+74956738384
pr@mkm.ru
mkm.ru
 
The group of companies “Moskabelmet” is the largest manufacturer of 
medium voltage cables and wires. Today company is on the TOP-3 Russian 
cables manufacturers. The enterprise is trusted by the Ministry of Defense, 
Rosatom, the Metropolitan, Russian leaders in the energy and oil industries, 
industrial enterprises, leading transformer plants. GC “Moskabelmet” is the 
author of a number of innovative products, including more than 50 patented 
models.
.........................................................................

Е 472 
GT MORGEO
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Esenina ul., D.5, Lit.B
+78123373017
geo@gtmorstroy.com
gtmorgeo.com
.........................................................................

F5 278 
GTI-Project Bureau
Russia, Izhevsk, Avtozavodskaya st., D.5, K.16 _Lit.V
+73412917510
project@teg-izh.com
teg-izh.com
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G2 228 
HAIXING
China, Wenzhou City, Wuniu Lingxia Industrial Zone
+8657767306880
haixing@haixing.com
haixing.com

1. Marine lights
2. Marine electric connectors (switch,plugs ,sockets)
3. Lifesaving products
4. Manufacturer
.........................................................................

H4 443
Hangzhou Advance Gearbox Group Co., Ltd
China, Zhejiang, No.45 Xiaojin Road
+8657183802835
trade20@chinaadvance.com
chinaadvance.com
.........................................................................

H2 366
Hansun Rus
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 26-Ya V.O. Liniya, D.15, K.2, Lit.A
+78125078969
info@hansunmarine.ru
hansunmarine.ru
 
Hansun is one of the largest and leading international companies in the field 
of marine and offshore equipment for the European, American and Asian 
markets. Operating in the Russian market since 2010. The official repre-
sentative office of Hansun in Russia carries out sales, warranty and service 
maintenance of ship systems, in particular: water treatment systems, waste 
and ballast water treatment plants, incinerators, desalination plants, fuel 
and oil separators.
.........................................................................

H4 416 
HCZG
China, Shanghai, Ful.ian Road, Bobot Industry Park
+8618928171006
marketing@chinahuchuan.com
chinahuchuan.com

Shanghai Huchuan Heavy Industry Co., Ltd. is located in Shanghai City , Chi-
na . We R&D , manufacture and supply marine equipment& parts , hydraulic 
components&systems, coal mining machineries, stoking charging and distri-
bution machines , mechanical seals, dry gas seals , and sealing systems.
.........................................................................

H4 452 
Hebei Grande Precision Machinery
China, Cangzhou City, Teng Zhuangzi Industry Zone Huanghua
+8603173778879
daria@gdcast.com
gdcast.com
 
Hebei Grande Precision Machinery Co., Ltd, a subsidiary of Grande 
Group, is engaged in investment casting and vacuum casting, established 
in 2005. Investment casting is a widely used manufacturing process that 
enables the creation of complex and intricate parts with high accuracy and 
excellent surface finish. This technique is increasingly being applied to fil-
tration technology for various industrial applications, including refineries, 
offshore operations, ballast water systems, marine equipment, and indus-
trial processes.
.........................................................................

G4 107 
Heinen Hopman Rus
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
+78123171701
andrey453075@gmail.com
.........................................................................

H3 239 
HELIDRIVE LOGISTICS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Pilotov ul., D.56, Lit A
+78123092943
info@helidrivelogistic.com
.........................................................................

H4 386 
HG MACHINERY GROUP
China, Wenzhou, Huanggong Ind.Park, Dongou InD.Zone,Yongjia
+8657767319155
sales@huang-gong.com
huang-gong.com
 
HG Machinery Group was founded in 1981,which is a professional ma-
rine pump manufacturer with deep well cargo pump system, twin screw 
pump, gear pump, centrifugal pump and other leading products. Our deep 
well pumps have become the only manufacturer in China with the richest 
shipping performance which can obtain RMRS, CCS, BV, KR, ABS, NK, 
RINA, DNV-GL class society certification etc and comply with ISO9001, 
ISO14001, and ISO45001 management systems.
.........................................................................

G2 479 
HGC group
China, Yangzhong City, Xilaiqiao Town
+79166095805
jghcrus@gmail.com
hgcintl.com
 
HGC is a comprehensive One-Stop-Shop solutions service platform for Ports, 
ShipBldg., Onshore and Offshore system. We’re specialized in offering com-
plete Turnkey ShipBldg. & Offshore & Port engineering services. We have rich 
experience in supplying a wide range of products to shipyards, ports, cement 
plants, power plants, metallurgy plants, vessels, transportation constructions, 
textile industry, mining industry, beneficiation industry and the oil gas industry.
.........................................................................

G6 300 
HIGH VACUUM VENTILATION
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Professora Popova ul., D.37, K.3 Lit.A
+78123373080
hv-vent@mail.ru
hv-vent.ru
 
LLC High-Vacuum Ventilation carries out the design and production of ventilation 
equipment in the field of industrial air purification: filter and ventilation units, fans, 
exhaust devices. The production enterprise High-Vacuum Ventilation was estab-
lished in 2007. The main products are: high-vacuum systems that allow to remove 
harmful substances from enclosed, cramped, hard-to-reach spaces, remote per 
dozens of meters from a possible installation of the ventilation equipment. Such 
systems are widely used in shipBldg., transport and heavy engineering, as well as 
in the centralized dust collection systems at different production sites.
.........................................................................

Н2 282 
HK MARLINE TRADING
Russia, Vladivostok, Dneprovskaya
+79089924033
7777marline@mail.ru
marline.org
.........................................................................

H3 289 
Holding OSK Group
Russia, Moscow, 1-12, 8 Marta Str.
+74957855501
01@oskgroup.ru
holding.oskgroup.ru
 
The HOLDING OSK Group LLC is a Russian manufacturer of gas sup-
pression systems using different extinguishing agents (fire protection fluid): 
• Brandsis ® 1230 (FK-5-1-12); 
• HFC 227 EA; 
• HFC-125. 
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Produced equipment of the HOLDING OSK Group LLC has successfully 
passed all necessary tests and certified by FGU VNIIPO of EMERCOM of 
Russia.
.........................................................................

G2 462 
HORIZON
Russia, Kaliningrad, ul. Shiller 28-2
+79622603110
info@hrzn.ru
hrzn.ru
.........................................................................

G2 402
HUZHOU JIBAO MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
China, Huzhou, Yinjia Block, Daochang Hill Village
+8618768521702
631267069@qq.com
jbme.com
 
We are a china based company and deliver marine & offshore cranes, deck 
equipment and onsite services to shipowners all over the worlD.
• Design and Supply of Marine and Offshore Cranes, Deck Equipments, 
Load Handling Systems and Pipe Lay Equipments. 
• Design and Supply of Hydraulic Systems and Electrical Panels. 
• Contract Manufacturing and Fabrication of Steel Structures for Marine 
and Offshore Applications. 
• Modification, Upgrade and Repair of Marine and Offshore Cranes and 
Deck Equipment.
.........................................................................

G8 332 
HYDROPORT
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Latyshskikh Strelkov ul., D.27, Lit.A
+78123098600
info@h-port.ru
h-port.ru
 
The main activity is wholesale of components of hydraulic systems (pipes 
and pipe fasteners, threaded connections, RVD and components, pumps, 
distributors, shut-off valves, valves, flange connections) Also, the com-
pany carries out the design and installation of hydraulic systems, hydrau-
lic lines, stations. It has its own fleet of machines and produces flanged 
and threaded connections. The range includes stainless and carbon steel 
products.

I

G1 316 
Iceberg Central Design Bureau
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Bolshoy V.O.pr., D.36
+78126773609
main@iceberg.sp.ru
iceberg.org.ru
 
Iceberg Central Design Bureau is based in St. Petersburg and the only 
design office in Russia that focuses on the design of nuclear-powered ice-
breakers and auxiliary and special ships for the Russian Navy.
.........................................................................

G5 116
ICECO LTD
Russia, Ramenskoe
+79777390906
elistratov@iceco.tech
.........................................................................

F6 427
Import Lubricants
Russia, Khabarovsk, Karla Marksa ul., D.203 V
+74212745605
nopb2b-vbs@mail.ru
imp-lubricants.ru
 

LLC “Import Lubricants” is one of the largest distribution companies in the 
Russian Federation. For over 30 years we have been providing our customers 
with a wide range of lubricants. The company has a branch network: we have 
representative offices in Khabarovsk, Vladivostok, Blagoveshchensk, St. Pe-
tersburg and Moscow. In 2020, an agreement was reached with United Oil 
Company Pte Ltd (Singapore) on the distribution of Bell1 brand products in 
the Russian Federation. BELL1 is a wide range of lubricants, including prod-
ucts for passenger cars and motorcycles, commercial vehicles, industry.
.........................................................................

G5 061 
IMPRO
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 1 Petrovskaya Kosa, Lit.P, Bldg.1
+78126350988
mail@impro-spb.com
impro-spb.com
 
IMPRO supplies equipment and spare parts for different engine types and 
auxiliary equipment; provides a wide range of services and maintenance sup-
port for marine, offshore and land power engineering equipment, as well as 
full range of maintenance and repairs, modernization and retrofitting services.
.........................................................................

Е 501 
Indastrial Нeating
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Mebelnaya ul., D.12, K.1, Lit.A
+78122439797
infopo@sst.ru
teplodor.ru
.........................................................................

F4 158 
Individual Entrepreneur Spiridonov Alexandr
Russia, Petrozavodsk, 6-Y Gvardeyskiy Pereul.ok, D.7A
+79114009289
support@skrt.biz
fuel.expert
.........................................................................

F8 104 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES
Russia, Moscow
+74956450071
Info@promtech.org
promtech.org
 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES it is a serial manufacturer of: 
• ship boiler systems and heat exchange equipment, 
• separation equipment and fuel treatment equipment, 
• waste processing plants, 
• electrical saturation, and has its own production sites in Vyborg and Yaroslavl. 
The equipment is manufactured and tested under the technical supervision 
of the Maritime Register of Shipping (RS). The authorized service depart-
ment performs commissioning, provides technical support and maintenance 
of the supplied equipment during the NDT and during operation.
.........................................................................

G4 213
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
OF LENINGRAD REGION
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Malookhtinskiypr., D.64B,
+78126440122
info@crplo.ru
crplo.ru
 
Industry Development Center of the Leningrad Region assists in creating 
favorable conditions for the development of industrial clusters, industrial 
cooperation, export activities, increasing productivity of enterprises in the 
Leningrad Region.
.........................................................................

G5 033 
INKAM
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Sedova ul., D.11, Lit.A
+78005006702
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info@inkam.navy
inkam.navy
.........................................................................

F8 077 
INMOR
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123333389
inmor1@inmor.ru
inmor.ru
 
INMOR company produces shipboard shock absorbers AKSS, instrument 
mounts AP, shock-absorbing elements ESA-100, vibration mounts ADPN, 
AKPO, APS, as well as various vibration supports and vibration dampers. 
Inmore LtD.also manufactures and supplies various marine fittings, includ-
ing marine valves, quick-stop valves, safety and reduction valves, various 
filters, etc. The company’s activities are certified by the Maritime Register of 
Shipping of the Russian Federation.
.........................................................................

G7 272 
Intechcom
Russia, Moscow, Elektrodnaya ul., D.10, Str.10
+74952312139
mail@intechcom.ru
intechcom.ru
 
We have extensive experience in the field of industrial process automa-
tion, having successfully implemented a large number of large projects 
for enterprises of various industries, ports, utilities, mining and process-
ing industries. Industry 4.0, digitalization of processes are one of the 
main directions of the company’s development at present. Intechcom is 
the first company in Russia to implement innovative projects in the field 
of Industry 4.0.
.........................................................................

G3 323 
Intechsnab
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shvetsova ul., D.12, K.2 Lit.A
+78122524276
info@intechsnab.com
intechsnab.ru
 
Intehsnab Ltd was founded in 2003. The company is staffed by marine engi-
neers with experience of working with marine power equipment. The compa-
ny has its own repair base (2 repair shops in St. Petersburg) and spare part 
warehouses “Wärtsilä” “Alfa Laval” “SONDEX” in St. Petersburg (the only 
one in Russia) and Vladivostok – we have different repair kits, rods, pistons, 
rings and fuel injection pump. Highly qualified teams of 18 people go to the 
place of work. Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
.........................................................................

Н4 391 
INTEL
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Gelsingforsskaya ul., D.3, Lit.A
+78124485578
info@nppintel.ru
nppintel.ru
.........................................................................

Н1 260 
INVARD
Russia, Ryazan, Mayakovskogo ul., D.1A
+74912434064
info@invard.ru
tek-systems.ru
 
INVARD LLC is a developer and manufacturer of devices for mon-
itoring the level and flow of liquids and gases for sea and river ves-
sels, bulk carriers, drilling platforms, tankers and other specialized 
shipBldg. facilities. Today LLC “INVARD” is an actively developing 
enterprise that meets the highest requirements and international qual-
ity standards. The enterprise has the necessary production facilities 
and equipment for the production of instrumentation products. The 
devices supplied by INVARD LLC have certificates of type approval 

of measuring instruments, certificates of explosion-proof equipment, 
certificates of RMRS, TS.
.........................................................................

E 483 
Invention Production Center
Russia, Bugul.ma, Ivana Goncharova ul., D.12
+79030619056
sales@ipc-bugulma.ru
ipc-bugulma.com
 
IPC LLC has been on the market for 35 years, developing and implement-
ing new technologies for pipeline transport. More than 100 inventions have 
been created, including the technology of welding-free connection of pipe-
lines, an all-in-one electrical insulating connection (NEMS), etc. The com-
pany is one of the three leaders in Russia in the production and supply of 
NEMS and bushings. NEMS meets the requirements of the Russian Mari-
time Register of Shipping.
.........................................................................

F6 209 
Invest Shipping
Russia, Moscow, Leningradskiypr., D.15, Str.14
+74951851121
a.volkov@invest-shipping.com
.........................................................................

F8 089 
IP RIATOM
Russia, Barnaul.
+79059258733, +73852252108
riatom@riatom.ru
riatom.ru
 
Instrument plant “RIATOM” was founded in 1993. The main activity is the 
development and manufacture of automated technological equipment in 
mechanical engineering, which is reflected in the name of the company in 
Russian. All products of the company “RIATOM” have certificates and cer-
tificates of approval of the Russian River Register and the Russian Maritime 
Register of Shipping. In 2006, the company “RIATOM” received a certifi-
cate of recognition by the Russian River Register.
.........................................................................

Н3 297 
ISKOSH
Russia, Neftekamsk, Magistralnaya ul., D.2
+73478320050
priem@iskosh.ru
iskosh.ru
 
JSC Iskozh manufactures and supplies emergency rescue equipment to the 
Russian market – inflatable rescue rafts of the drop type (sea, river, yacht, 
aviation) of various configurations, rafts of the descent type, hydrothermal 
suits, floor coverings and a cord “keder” for their docking; upholstery ma-
terials for ship furniture and interior; textile materials for curtains of ships; 
artificial leather for upholstery of interiors of ships.
.........................................................................

G7 200 
ITC STO
Russia, Mytishchi
+74955832956
into@itcsto.ru
itcsto.ru
 
The center develops and produces cables for extreme operating condi-
tions, underwater, hydroacoustic, geophysical, pneumatic cables, including 
sealed, cargo-carrying cables with various degrees of buoyancy. Cryogenic 
cables, including for control circuits, alarm monitoring, power supply (up to 
600V), high-voltage (up to 1000V), for operation in a liquefied gas envi-
ronment at a temperature of -196 °C. Cables for Arctic regions with varying 
degrees of mechanical strength and flexibility. Performs individual opera-
tions: twisting, shielding, insulation, sealing, strengthening of structural ca-
ble elements provided by the customer.
.........................................................................
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G5 053 

ITERA
Russia, Saint Petersburg, st. Torzhkovskaya 5, Of. 334
+78127036701
mail@itera.spb.ru
itera.spb.ru
 
ITERA is an integrator of solutions in the field of monitoring and research 
of water resources and maritime equipment. We support our clients at all 
stages of the project, starting from consultation and development of indi-
vidual solutions to implementation and ongoing service support. Our ex-
perience and knowledge allow us to offer a wide range of solutions, from 
modern sensors and data collection systems to complex research systems 
and software platforms for information management. ITERA is a reliable 
partner to achieve your goals.
.........................................................................

G4 497 
ITSK-Electro
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 15 Favorskogo st., Lit.A
+78007001601
marcovenko.l@itskelectro.ru
itskelectro.ru
 
LLC ITSK-Electro is an electrical company engaged in the wholesale supply of 
cable and wiring products for general industrial, marine and special purposes. 
Over the years of successful work, we have been able to establish ourselves as 
reliable suppliers and partners for many of the country’s leading organizations: 
ship repair and shipBldg. plants, shipyards and industrial plants, enterprises 
specializing in construction and other fields. The company “ITSK-Electro” is 
an official partner of JSC “Electric Cable “ Kolchuginsky Plant”, LLC “Holding 
Cable Alliance” and LLC “Rybinskkabel”, etc. It should be noted that today the 
company is rightfully recognized as one of the leading players the market of the 
North-Western region of Russia for the supply of ship cables.
.........................................................................

Н3 244
IVANOVO PLANT OF METAL STRUCTURES
Russia, Ivanovo, Sheremetevskiypr., D.85G
+74932666767
info@moybiznes37.ru
profdst.ru
 
LLC “Professional” is the largest enterprise in Russia for the production of 
attachments for road construction and mining equipment. The company has 
been successfully operating since 2006 and over the years has taken a stable 
leading position in a highly competitive market. The main specialization of the 
company is the design and manufacture of attachment for construction and 
mining equipment: buckets for excavators (backhoe and front shovel), front 
loaders and LHD equipment. A significant share of production is also the 
manufacture of scrap metal grapples, digging, loading, and forest grapples.
.........................................................................

Н2 379
Izhorа Hydrosystems
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Moskovskoe Sh., D.25, K.1 Lit.D
+78123396168
contact@i-hydro.ru
i-hydro.ru
 
The company develops and manufactures Deck equipment, Davit for boats, 
Special hydraulic cylinders, Marine equipment(cranes, winches, etc.). The 
company has its own design department and its own production on the ter-
ritory of the Izhorskiy Zavod (St. Petersburg, Kolpino).
.........................................................................

H1 181 
IZOLIT-DETAL
Russia, Gatchina
+78126034346
izolit-detal@yandex.ru
izolit-spb.ru

J

F3 484
JAC Sarapul Electric Generators
Russia, Sarapul., Elektrozavodskaya ul., D.15
+73414797201
info@segz.ru
segz.ru
.........................................................................

G6 138 
JAMA-ENGINEERING
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Starobelskaya st. 4, Ap. 4Н;
+78123354007
jama@jama.ru
jama.ru
 
JAMA-ENGINEERING LLC is a leading engineering company specializing 
in poduction and maintenance of vacuum systmes for the marine industry. 
Equipment for the marine sector: vacuum black water systems; vacuum grey 
water systems; food waste collection systems; stainless steel piping systems. 
JAMA-ENGINEERING carries out a full-cycle production consisting of 
design works, manufacture, supervised installation, maintenance. All the 
equipment meet the terms of technical specifications and requirements of 
RMRS and RCS.
.........................................................................

H2 402 
Jiangsu Changlong Petrochemical Co., LtD.
(CCLPEC)
China, Zhangjiagang City, No.19-2 Fuxin Road
+862163177319
bridge.qiao@cclpec.com
cclpec.com
 
CCLPEC, a leading manufacturing company based in Zhangjiagang city, 
China, specialize in the production of high-quality marine loading arms, 
gangways, mooring hooks, LNG truck loading system. Since our establish-
ment, we have earned a reputation for delivering reliable and innovative 
solutions to meet the diverse needs of our global clientele.
.........................................................................

H4 318 
Jiangsu OUCO Heavy Industry and Technology Co., Ltd
China, Wuxi, Tianshun Road, Industrial Park Of Yangshan Town
+8615061881000
max.xu@oucomarine-group.com
oucomarine-group.com
 
OUCO Industry, which was established in February 1984, covers an area 
of 48,000 square meters, construction area is 35,000 square meters. 
OUCO provides high-quality handling solutions and access systems for 
the Crane, port industries, and various non-standard structural parts. The 
company has its own developing, designing, and manufacturing capacity for 
marine cranes, offshore cranes, truck cranes. OUCO products are widely 
used in the ship, port, shipBldg. industries.
.........................................................................

H4 441 
JIANGYIN CITY CHENKANG MACHINE LIFTING TOOLS
China, Jiangyin, No 8,Songwentou Road, Zone C Industrial Park, Yunting 
st.
+8651086150399
chenkang@chinatierod.com
jychenkang.com
 
Our company is focused on the design and production of Marine Steel Tie 
Rod ONLY.
.........................................................................

H2 383 
JIANGYIN JOYWELL MARINE ENGINEERING CO.,LTD
China, Jiangyin, No 288 Huangshan Road
+8615190329088
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junqingtao@vip.163.com
junyinmarine.com
 
JOYWELL is the specialized team and has been manufacturing and sup-
plying marine accommodation materials for more than 8 years. With the 
particular experience, JOYWELL is extending the business scope to total 
marine materials & equipment. Major objective is how best we can supply 
the materials to our clients that have the safety, economical and what is more 
effective and convenient to accommodate.
.........................................................................

G5 108
Justuxia TM
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123260959
info@justuxia-tm.ru
seasnab.ru
 
Supply and manufacture of lighting and electrical equipment for ship-
Bldg.: lighting, searchlights, signal lights, small-hermetic equipment, explo-
sion-proof electrical equipment. Supply of components and equipment for 
electrical installation, for transportation and processing of oil and gas fields. 
Energy service work.

K

Н1 147 
KAMPO
Russia, Orekhovo-Zuyevo
+74956427379
kampo@kampo.ru
kampo.ru
.........................................................................

Н2 330
Kamsky foundry and Mechanical Plant
Russia, Chistopol, Khamzina Per., D.18_9
+78434240150
lmz_2018@mail.ru
rechdizel.ru
 
The company is a manufacturer of replacement spare parts, mainly cylin-
der-piston group for marine, diesel and compressor engines. Carries out 
the production of cast iron castings, performs mechanical processing ac-
cording to customer drawings.
.........................................................................

G5 167 
KANAT
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78002501288
oaokanat@gmail.ru
kanatspb.ru
.........................................................................

G7 162 
KANAT (Dzerghinsk)
Russia, Dzerghinsk, Ppova Str., 78
+78313284120, 
+79087254624, 
+79087269993
kanat-nn@mts-nn.ru
канат-нн.рф
 
The company produces a wide range of textile products in demand in all 
industries. The nomenclature includes more than 500 names of ropes, 
cords, ropes, lines, slings made of synthetic and natural fibers. The pro-
duction is equipped with modern equipment that allows the production 
of mooring, towing, cargo and auxiliary ropes under the supervision of 
RMRS and RRR. The company is a supplier of the largest shipping and 
shipBldg. companies, as well as the Navy of the Ministry of Defense of 
the RF
.........................................................................

G5 167 
Kanat Kolomna
Russia, Kolomna
+74966121313
sbyt@kanat-kolomna.ru
kanat-kolomna.ru
.........................................................................

G4 423 
KANO MARINE
Turkey, Istanbul., Istanbul. Deri Osb Tacir Sokak No _ Xxiii.Blok No_22-24
+902165910909
info@kanomarine.com
kanomarine.com
.........................................................................

G4 343
Karaca Ship Windows & Wipers
Turkey, Istanbul., Orta Mahalle Kinali Kar Sokak No_9_2 34956
+905413941080
info@karacagemi.com.tr
karacagemi.com.tr
 
We produce ship windows, porthole and wipers.
.........................................................................

G5 110 
KARNEEV SYSTEMS
Russia, Moscow, 
Shosse Entuziastow, D.24, Str.32, Off. 429
+79036815645
info@karneev.com
karneev.com
 
KARNEEV SYSTEMS is a manufacturing company and system integra-
tor in the field of security and industrial automation: thermal imagers, 
video cameras, telescopic masts, distance measurers, modules, PTZ de-
vices, drones and tethered power systems, security radar stations and 
software.
.........................................................................

F1 475
Khabarovskiy Shipyard
Russia, Khabarovsk, Suvorova ul., D.1
+74212458535
aohsz@aohsz.ru
aohsz.com
 
JSC Khabarovsk ShipBldg. Plant (part of JSC United ShipBldg. Corpora-
tion) is one of the largest shipBldg. enterprises in the Russian Far East. Over 
the more than 70 – year history of the shipyard, more than 350 ships and 
vessels of various classes and purposes were built: hull, amphibious, hydro-
foil, air cavern, steel and aluminum alloys. Areas of activity 
• construction of vessels for the Russian Navy and foreign customers, the 
Border Service of the FSB of the Russian Federation; 
• civil shipBldg. (including hovercraft, crab fishing vessels); 
• production of technical products for all industries; 
• ship repairs.
.........................................................................

Н2 184 
KINGISEPPSKIY MASHINOSTROITELNIY 
ZAVOD
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123185204
info@kmz1.ru
kmz1.ru
 
Domestic manufacturer of diesel, heat exchange and deck equipment, 
high-pressure compressors, carrying out all types of repair and mainte-
nance of diesel and gas turbine engines, generators and gearboxes. The 
company is a manufacturer and integrated supplier of power equipment 
and services to ensure guaranteed and uninterrupted operation of diesel 
and gas turbine units for civil and military purposes.
.........................................................................
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G4 227 

Klintcy piston rings plant
Russia, Klintsy, 14, Parkovaya st.
+74833645091
info@kzpk.ru
kzpz.ru
 
JSC «Klintsy Piston Rings Plant» is a leading producer of piston rings in Russia. 
Our leader place is provided with stably high quality, timely delivery, reliability 
of the supplier, wide lineup from 60 to 470 mm. Application of high-quality 
modified cast irons, covering with durable chrome and running-in coatings 
guarantee maximum service life of a ring and engine life during the whole op-
eration time. Batch-produced piston rings are permanently available at the 
storehouse. Working in cooperation with us you are certain to acquire a reliable 
long-term partner who delivers certified products of guaranteed quality.
.........................................................................

Н2 279 
Kloska Filter
Russia, Nakhodka, Pogranichnaya ul., D.98B
+79147138111
Kloska@konsul-kloska.ru
konsul-kloska.ru
 
Manufacturing enterprise . Plant for the production of ship filter ele-
ments.
.........................................................................

G5 300 
KONTUR
Russia, Moscow, Volnaya ul., D.39, Str.4
+74959723449
zolotov@kontur-97.ru

Robotization and automation of welding processes of any complexity. Sup-
ply and maintenance of welding equipment, welding and assembly tables, 
fasteners and sheetworking machines.
.........................................................................

G6 031
Korabelnoe Delo
Russia, Kaliningrad, 57, Aleksandra Suvorova st.
+74012311411
office@ship-supply.ru
ship-supply.ru
 
Korabelnoe Delo has more than 20 years of successful work in the supply 
of ship spare parts, equipment and supplies. Geography of deliveries: from 
Kaliningrad to Vladivostok Our production: * Imported ship spare parts for 
main and auxiliary mechanisms; * Mooring, towing and steel ropes; * Ma-
rine valves * Technical supply;
.........................................................................

Н1 080 
Kostroma Marine Engineering Factory
Russia, Kostroma
+74942470306
ksmz@boat-ksmz.ru
boat-ksmz.ru
 
Boats and yachts Bldg. is a priority business of the Russian shipBldg. factory, 
“JSC Kostroma Marine Engineering Factory”. Water transport manufacturing 
is arranged on our own advanced production facilities (Kostroma). Our Marine 
Engineering factory is a direct manufacturer of the water transport with full-cy-
cle production. “JSC Kostroma Marine Engineering Factory” designers and en-
gineers design the boats and yachts, participate in tests and control all shipBldg.  
stages.
.........................................................................

H1 444 
Kotlasskij Himzavod
Russia, Koryazhma, Magistralnoe Shosse Dor., D.34
+78185040713
common@kchz.msk.ru
kchz.ru
 

Complete scale manufacturing of wide range products for oil production 
and transportation, manufacturing of varnishes and enamels for food pack-
aging, manufacturing of road chemicals (bitumen modification), manufac-
turing of marine coatings
.........................................................................

F7 037 
KRASNODAR COMPRESSOR PLANT
Russia, Settlement Dinskaya, 265A, Zheleznodorozhnaya Str., Dinskaya 
Settlement, Dinskoy District, 353204, Krasnodar Territory, Russia
+78612983250, +78612980909
info@kkzav.ru
kkzav.ru
 
Production:  
• industrial air and gas compressors, booster compressors  
• compressors for aggressive and explosive gases compression  
• mobile and stationary nitrogen stations  
• automobile gas filling compressor stations.
.........................................................................

F1 475 
Kronshtadt Marine Plant
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Kronshtadt, ul. Petrovskaya D.2, Lit.Zh
+78124351200
info@kmolz.ru
kmolz.ru
 
The plant is doing complex repairing of ships, sea and river vessels of all 
types, classes and purposes with displacement of up to 40 000 tons. 
Drydocking and repairing of underwater part of the hull with cleaning and 
painting, repairing of sea valves and connections, stern tubes, paddles, 
steering gears, lifting devices. Repairing of steam and heating boilers, elec-
trical works, metal working and painting. Service maintenance and repairing 
of diesel motors and gas turbine engines.
.........................................................................

F3 176 
Krylov State Research Centre
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Moskovskoe Sh., D.44
+78127485456
krylov@ksrc.ru

Krylov State Research Centre resolves complex challenges of ship hydro-
dynamics and strength, outlines the prospects of marine power plants and 
performs in-depth studies on noise and vibration of machinery, power 
plants and ships as a whole, developing mitigation techniques for noise, vi-
bration and electromagnetic radiation hazardous for man and environment. 
Krylov Centre also makes global shipBldg. forecasts and justifies Russian 
shipBldg. programs.
.........................................................................

E 445 
KTK-Bunker
Russia, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, st. Toporkova, 8/3
+79841605447
ktk-bunker@mail.ru

Date of establishment of the company July 2022. Direction of activity of the 
organization: 
1. Shipping (main activity) in the Far Eastern Federal District (Primorsky 
Territory, Sakhalin, Kamchatka Territory, Khabarovsk Territory, Magadan, 
Anadyr). 
2. Cargo transportation included in the scheme using sea transport. 
3. Cargo storage. 
4. Ship agency. 
5. Supply of building materials. 
6. Complete set of containers, container park (open top). 
7. Ensuring the supply of oil and gas projects
.........................................................................

E 445 
KTL MARIN
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Timurovskaya ul., D.20, Lit.A
+79219413530
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msjspb@yandex.ru
ktlmarin.ru
.........................................................................

F2 229 
KUZEY 
STAR SHIPYARD
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mah Tersaneler Cad No 14
+902163926210
marketing@kuzeystar.com
kuzeystar.com

L

Н2 460 
LASERCUT
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Glukhoozyerskoe Sh., D.12, Lit.Zh
+78123099804
info@lasercut.ru
lasercut.ru
.........................................................................

G1 316 
Lazurit 
Central Design Bureau
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, Svobody ul., D.57
+78312738400
cdb@cdb-lazurit.ru
cdb-lazurit.ru
 
Lazurit Central Design Bureau is an innovative and dynamic company that 
has been designing warships and commercial ships and deep-sea rescue 
equipment for more than 65 years. Its design and engineering services 
are supported by new 3D-modeling software packages and PLM systems. 
Lazurit Central Design Bureau, JSC, is the only marine and offshore design 
contractor for the Far Eastern shipBldg. cluster.
.........................................................................

G7 124 
LenGo Industrial Technics
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126400524
info@lengo.spb.ru
lengopro.ru
.........................................................................

H2 362 
Lenplast
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Kronshtadtskaya ul., D.9 K.4 Str.1, Pomeshch. 30-N Ofis 608
+79219372563
info@len-plast.ru
.........................................................................

G6 261
Lenpromarmatura
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Trefoleva ul., D.2, Lit.Ao
+78124594578
sudarm@lenpromarmatura.ru
lenpromarmatura.ru
 
Lenpromarmatura, OJSC has been designing and manufacturing valves 
and fittings since 2002 using state-of-the-art design methods, advanced 
manufacturing technologies and rigorous quality control procedures. In 
2012 Lenpromarmatura started manufacturing marine pipe fittings. Our 
products have been certified by the Russian Maritime Regiser of Shipping 
(RMRS) and have been granted a Type Approval Certificate (TAS).
.........................................................................

H1 194 
Life-Saving Appliances Inspection Department
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Maymaksanskoe Shosse, 49
+79643005111

pm-spasi@mail.ru
spasi29.ru
 
Survey and maintenance of ship’s life-saving and fire-fighting equipment.
.........................................................................

G3 070 
LITUM
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Pulkovskoe Highway, 28A
+78126400080
info@litum.org
litum.org
 
Litum is a Russian paints and coatings manufacturer, the successor to the 
world’s leading paint companies Jotun and Hempel. The Litum product 
range includes high quality paints and coatings for the protection of ships 
and offshore structures against corrosion and fouling. Litum coatings are 
analogues of Jotun and Hempel products.
.........................................................................

Н2 364 
Ltd Constanta-2
Russia, Volgograd, Sovetskaya ul., D.8
+78442972640
om@constanta-2.ru
constanta-2.ru
 
OOO “Constanta-2” produces:  
• plastic valves for corrosive environments;  
• seal of polymers and composites;  
• materials for anticorrosive coatings.
.........................................................................

G4 309 
Lyen Marine
China, Shanghai, 188
+8618019006668
ni@lyenmarintec.com
lyenmarintec.com
 
LYEN MARINE is an expert of marine propulsion system. LYEN’s com-
mitment is to design and produce the most reliable propulsion system 
including FPP, PSF, CPP, tunnel thruster, Azimuth thruster and control 
system with good performance. This benefits from all of LYEN’s technical 
advantages such as Low pressure Low noise and System Health Detection 
system.

M

G7 121 
M-TECH
Russia, Vyrica
+78129954590
m-techspb@yandex.ru
m-techspb.ru
.........................................................................

G4 412 
MAGMAWELD
Turkey, Istanbul., 
Dereboyu CaD.Bilim SoK.Sun Plaza 5_7 Maslak
+78124413096
russia@magmaweld.com
magmaweld.ru
 
Magmaweld is a manufacturer of Stick Electrodes, MIG/MAG & TIG 
Wires, Flux Cored Wires, Submerged-Arc Wires and Fluxes, Weld-
ing Machines, Welding Ancillary Products and Automation Systems in 
Turkey. Oerlikon Kaynak Elektrodları ve Sanayi A.Ş. was founded in 
1957 in order to manufacture stick electrodes as a licensee of Oerlikon- 
Buehrle AG.
.........................................................................
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Е 476 

MAGNITO-KONTAKT
Russia, Ryazan, ul. Novaya 51V
+74912470484
451694@list.ru
.........................................................................

Н1 283 
Magnitogorsk Iron 
and Steel Works
Russia, Magnitogorsk, Kirova ul., D.93
+78007750005
sales@mmk.ru
mmk.ru
 
PJSC Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works is one of the world’s largest steel 
producers and holds leading positions among Russian steel companies. The 
MMK Group’s assets represent a large steelmaking complex with a full pro-
duction cycle, from preparation of iron ore to production of downstream 
products. For many years PJSC MMK has been demonstrating a positive 
dynamics of high quality product output, and labor productivity has been 
growing. The Company has implemented a large-scale program for reno-
vation of production facilities, the technological process is being improved, 
and scientific and technical developments.
.........................................................................

H1 444 
MALAMUT TRANS
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Mail.Nekgroup.Com
+79263290999
inbox@mmtrans.ru
mmtrans.ru
 
The freight-forwarding company engaged into a wide range of logisitics ser-
vices:multimodal home and international deliveries in the sphere of oil and 
gas industry, all types container rent, warehosing at our own cargo termi-
nals for all sorts of merchandise bound for the Northern Sea Route ports 
and remote sites of Russia. The company with lots of subsidiaries all over 
the country, a licensed customs broker, vessels freighter, the only credited 
stevedoring company at Utrenniy site on Salman.
.........................................................................

G1 152 
MAP LINE LTD
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78005502261
map@map-line.ru
map-line.ru
 
preparing of a package of documents required to pass the customs clear-
ance procedure;  
• customs clearance;  
• provision of warehouse logistics services;  
• organization of cargo transportation;  
• cargo insurance;
• consultation on the customs legislation of Russia or any other state;  
• cargo delivery support.
.........................................................................

G5 145 
MARCON-West
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Basseynaya Str.21A Office 713
+78123725550
info@marconwest.ru
marconwest.ru
 
MARCON-West LtD.provides services in the following fields of activities:  
• Marine paints  
• Nippon Paint Marine  
• Drew Marine  
• Marine chemicals  
• DeNora / Hyde Marine ballast water treatment systems  
• Gas detectors and accessories Riken Keiki  
• Calibration gases CALGAZ.
.........................................................................

Н3 327 
Mareqs Design
Russia, Kaliningrad, Sovetskiy Prospekt, 14
+79539337797
info@mareqs.com
mareqs.ru
 
Mareqs Design – an international, modern and constantly developing engi-
neering bureau. MAIN BUSINESS ACTIVITIES: 
• design of ships, floating facilities; 
• design of ship equipment; 
• design of machine construction articles; 
• design of metal structures; 
• technical support and design author supervision. 
Design is carried out in compliance with the rules and standards set by 
Member Societies of IACS, EU and Russian standards including individual 
requirements of a customer.
.........................................................................

Е 463 
MARIMETR JSC
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shaumyanapr., D.18, Lit.A
+78125745665
sales@marimeter.ru
marimeter.ru
 
Sale, technical support and service maintenance of professional hydro-
graphic, oceanographic equipment and software.
.........................................................................

Е 488 
MARINE BELL
Russia, Kaliningrad, Gogolya Str., 12
+79814583448
marine_bell@bk.ru

The company is engaged in the development of design documentation 
for the modernization, re-equipment and repair of ships, the prepara-
tion and approval of operational documentation with the Classification 
Societies, as well as the development of projects for new ships, the sup-
ply of ships.
.........................................................................

F8 103 
MARINE BRIDGE & NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123203820
mns@mnsspb.ru
mnsspb.ru
 
MARINE BRIDGE & NAVIGATION SYSTEMS LtD.is a developer and 
manufacturer of marine equipment and automation systems for the mar-
itime industry. The company has been operating in the shipBldg. market 
since 1991 and specializes in navigation, oceanography, hydro acoustics, 
automation for vessels, ships and platforms of all classes and purposes. 
MNS LtD.designs and manufactures a wide range of navigation equipment, 
integrated bridge systems (IBS), navigation simulators, oceanographic 
equipment, Integrated monitoring, alarm and control system, fire alarm and 
extinguishing systems, tele and video surveillance systems for the marine 
area, ship internal communication and video surveillance systems, deck and 
auxiliary mechanisms, mooring equipment, active cathodic protection sys-
tems, equipment for the marine, offshore and port infrastructure of the Fuel 
and Energy Complex for the Russian Arctic. Serious experience has been 
gained in the development and manufacture of underwater equipment, 
such as ROV, sonar communication and positioning systems, environmen-
tal monitoring systems, deep-sea video surveillance systems, manipulator 
complexes and others.
.........................................................................

F5 082
Marine Engineering Bureau – SPb
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78122336403
office@mebspb.com
mebspb.com
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Marine Engineering Bureau – is modern non-state design and engineering 
company with highly professional team of engineers and researches, fo-
cused on development of high-quality science-based design products in the 
field of shipping and shipBldg.
.........................................................................

Н3 238 
MARINE ENGINEERING CENTER SPb
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 26-Ya Liniya V.O., 15, Korp.2, Lit.A, Office 3.09
+78123222158
mic-spb@mail.ru
mic-spb.ru
 
Founded in 2013, the design bureau in the marine and river sector is suc-
cessfully engaged in design, providing clients with comprehensive and prov-
en solutions. To date, more than 995 projects have been implemented in 
Russia and abroaD.All projects are approved by the relevant classification 
societies: RMRS, RKO, RINA, Bureau Veritas, ClassNK. MIC SPb, LLC is 
one of the few companies that develops the full set of documentation.
.........................................................................

G5 211 
Marine engines plant Remdiesel
Russia, Omsk, 2/1, Ishimskaya st.
+73812458056, +79136447473, +79136448018
post@remdiesel.ru
remdiesel.ru
 
”Marine engines plant Remdiesel” ltd is one of the leading Russian manu-
facturers of marine diesel engines and generating sets rated from 10kW 
up to 1000kW. The production program includes medium- and high-speed 
engines. We are happy to offer our customers ready-made solutions for 
the replacement of worn out marine engines and diesel generators on river 
and sea vessels. All our products have type approval certificates of Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping, member of IACS, which guarantees their 
quality and compliance with the standards of world’s classification socie-
ties. Our diesel engines are operated on ships flying the flags of Russia, Ka-
zakhstan, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Turkey and EU countries. The 
company also takes an active part in the new-Bldg. programs, interacting 
with all stakeholders: design bureaus, classification societies and shipyards. 
“Marine engines plant Remdiesel” offers a full range of services connected 
with the replacement and maintenance power plants on ships: development 
of project documentation, design documentation agreement in classifica-
tion societies, putting into operation, warranty and post-warranty services, 
engines overhauling.
.........................................................................

F2 190
Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78002228668
mail@ao-kmp.ru
aokmp.ru
 
Marine Equipment Engineering Corporation JSC was established by the 
Decree No 235 of the President of the Russian Federation dated April 1, 
2020 titled “With a view to improving the system for managing organiza-
tions involved in marine equipment engineering as well as maintaining and 
improving their science and production potential”. The corporation man-
aged to create a powerful integrated structure including over 30 business 
entities with a total of over 20,000 employees.
.........................................................................

H3 245 
Marine House
Russia, Moscow
+79140249977
kamgilservisplus@mail.ru
marinehouse41.ru
 
The Morskoy Dom company is the largest supplier in the Kamchatka market, 
providing comprehensive ship supply based on the needs of the customer. 
With the quality and style of work, we have established ourselves in Kam-
chatka for a long time. After all, for each client the approach is individual in 
everything. We are ready to supply turnkey deck equipment, anchor-chain 

and hull equipment, electrical equipment, rigging, netting products, galley 
equipment, overalls, etc. Marine House for Fair Competition.
.........................................................................

F4 351 
Marine Otomasyon Sistemleri (MOS)
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mah. Rauf Orbay CaD.Ak Is Merkezi 
No_41_B
+902164471290
info@mos.com.tr
mos.com.tr
.........................................................................

F8 069 
MARINE SOLUTIONS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 1Shkolnaya st., 7, Letter A, Room 11-N, Office 1
+79219623892
office@ms-rus.com
ms-rus.com
 
Marine Solutions is a team of like-minded people that unites experienced 
employees, trusted partners, reliable suppliers and modern technologies. 
Due to these advantages we are able to offer different solutions for ship 
equipment delivery, provide any kind of guarantee and post-guarantee ser-
vice, supply and repair stern tube seals, wearables, spare parts, tools and 
accessories and achieve high quality performance on each step of cooper-
ation.
.........................................................................

F7 122 
Marine Systems & Solutions
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Moyka 58A
+78125713344
info@marinesolutions.ru
marinesolutions.ru
 
 Sales and service of marine equipment.
.........................................................................

Е 485
Marine Technical Centre
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Farforovskaya, 6
+78122442007
mail@mtcen.com
mtcen.com
 
Welcome to Marine Technical Center LLC. Our company professionally 
render services pertained to supplies and service of ship electronics and 
navigation equipment. Since 2007 till nowadays MTC is staying to be one of 
a leader at Russian market providing high-quality services for our Custom-
ers. The main aim of our business is to help our Customers in best commu-
nication and navigation in shipping industry, satisfying the highest demands 
regarding ship’s equipment and technical support in B2B.
.........................................................................

F3 295
Marine Technics (MT-Group)
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Bumazhnaya ul., D.16, Korpus 1 Lit.A
+78123094646
office@marinetec.com
mаrinetec.com
 
Marine Technics is the leading marine equipment supplier in Russia provid-
ing a range of services for shipBldg. enterprises. For more than 25 years of 
experience in shipBldg. and marine services Company has completed over 
1000 ship outfitting projects. In 2015 Company started its own production 
of marine diesel generator sets as well as all types of marine pumps.Prod-
ucts and services offered by Company are being certified by the Russian 
River and Maritime Registers of Shipping.
.........................................................................

F8 021 
MarineLight
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Marshal Govorova Str., 52
+78123131613
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office@marinelight.ru
marinelight.ru
 
MarineLight LLC has been successfully manufacturing and supplying light-
ing and electrical installation equipment for marine vessels, ports and ship-
Bldg. enterprises for 16 years.
.........................................................................

G7 266 
Marineq
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Smolenskaya ul., D.9, Lit.A
+78123093915
info@seacomm.ru
.........................................................................

G3 111 
Marinerus
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126077038
marinerus@mail.ru
marinerus.ru
 
MARINERUS is a permanent participant of the NEVA exhibition, conducts 
the following activities:  
• management of the fleet during the construction of the water infrustruc-
ture;  
• license for passenger transportation by water transport;  
• repair of ship electrical equipment and radio equipment;  
• brokerage services for the sale, purchase, lease and registration of ships 
of the sea and river fleet;  
• inspection of the technical condition of ships;  
• advising banks and leasing companies on fleet collateral issues;  
• scientific research and development.
.........................................................................

G4 118
Maritime Мontering
Russia, Vyborg, Primorsky Highway, 2B
+79052517507, +79921854977
sale@maritimemontering.com
maritimemontering.com
 
Maritime Montering was founded in 1981 in the western part of Norway, 
where navigation and shipBldg. have always been the main activity of the 
local population. The company has extensive experience in creating inno-
vative and high-quality interiors of ships and drilling rigs; The Russian rep-
resentative office – Maritime Montering Russia was opened in 2018 and is 
in constant interaction with engineers, designers, designers, the production 
department of Maritime Montering, broadcasting feedback and wishes of 
the Russian market. Our solutions:  
• Turnkey interiors from design project to implementation at the shipyard;  
• Consulting, engineering, design and visualization. Supply of materials:  
• isolation;  
• sewing systems (class B, C);  
• ship doors (class A, B, C);  
• primary deck coverings (mastic, floating floor, etc.);  
• finishing deck coverings (linoleum, carpet, vinyl coverings, etc.);  
• sanitary cabins (standard equipment, increased comfort, for the disabled, etc.);  
• composite furniture (wardrobes, desks, bookshelves, etc.);  
• metal furniture (cabinets for changing rooms of gyms and industrial prem-
ises, etc.);  
• galley furniture (tables, cupboards, racks, etc.);  
• provision storerooms (panels, doors etc.);  
• equipment. 
All supplied materials have the necessary RMRS certificates and sanitary 
and hygienic conclusions Your comfort at sea is our task Maritime Monter-
ing Russia.
.........................................................................

H3 144 
Marlin-Yug
Russia, Sevastopol, Vakul.enchuka ul. ZD.33G
+79788541103
marlin@marlin-yug.com
marlin-yug.com
 

Marlin-Yug produces software and hardware systems of its own design for 
marine observation systems in the following areas: Autonomous Weather 
Stations, Satellite Beacons, Surface Lagrangian Drifting Duoys, Tempera-
ture-profiling Buoys, Water Level Gauges, Hydrophysical Systems based 
on Drifting Buoys, equipment for testing buoys and their components.
.........................................................................

H1 194 
Matrix Marine Engineering
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Severnoy Dviny Nab, D.36
+79913817250
info@matrix-marine.ru
matrix-marine.ru
.........................................................................

F4 357 
Mavi Deniz
TURKEY, Istanbul., Bagdat Cd Yeni Turku Sk No:12 Guzelyali
+902169870717
mavideniz@mavideniz.com.tr
mavideniz.com.tr
 
MAVI DENIZ Environmental Protection Services, our mission is to protect the 
ecosystems of our oceans, rivers, lakes, lagoons, streams and beaches globally 
through the innovation and development of pollution control to oil spill recovery 
solutions. Mavi Deniz Environmental Protection Services established in Turkey, 
our ISO 9001 quality accreditation and our commitment in terms of the envi-
ronment through our ISO 14001 certification, are major factors that are appre-
ciated by our customers in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Middle East and through-
out. Our equipment and services are currently in use 90 countries.
.........................................................................

Е 457 
MC&S+
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 13-Ya Liniya V.O., D.6-8, Lit.A, Pom. 43N
+78123867704
info@mcsplus.ru
mcsplus.ru
 
The Marine Complexes & Systems Plus was founded in 1995 as a company 
operating in the area of development of computerized systems collecting, 
processing, displaying, recording and transmitting radar information from 
systems monitoring sea- and land-surface and air navigational environment. 
The company has wide experience in development of technical solutions for 
radiolocation and pays special attention to implementation of latest, up-to-
date technologies of computer engineering.
.........................................................................

G2 243
MCS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, V Kamenku Dor, D.74, Lit.A
+78124412401
info@mcs-spb.com
.........................................................................

Н4 420 
MegaRex
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Nab.Obvodnogo Kanala D.118 Korp.17A
+78126021636
info@megarex.ru
megarex.ru
.........................................................................

G6 168 
Metmash
Russia, Bor
+78315936100
spec@metmash.com
metmash.com
.........................................................................

H2 250 
MicroEM Technologies
Russia, Zelenograd, Sosnovaya Alley, 6А
+74997000990
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smt@microem.ru
microem.tech
 
MicroEM Technologies, LtD.is a full-service EMS. Our specialization is sophis-
ticated products manufacturing under high quality requirements. Our principal 
products are special purposes devices, equipment for telecommunications, 
medical devices, industrial electronics and different transport applications. We 
offer design service, PCB and electronic components supply and assembly ser-
vices. Our customers obtain ready goods that fully meets their requirements. 
We are ready to provide an extended warranty for manufactured devices.
.........................................................................

Н1 215 
Micron-Marine
Russia, Tosnensky district, 
Telmana settlement, 5 Oktyabrskaya st., Room 3H/1, Office 4
+78123228922
micron@micron-marine.ru
micron-marine.ru
 
“Micron-Marine” (LLC) is a producer of deck and non-standard ship 
equipment, as well as a supplier of the equipment procured from nation-
al and foreign partners. The company’s own production site is located in 
Kolpino (St. Petersburg). The product range is certified according to RMRS, 
RRR. For over 10 years of operation our company has earned a reputation 
of a reliable partner and deserved credibility of its customers.
.........................................................................

G4 334
Ministry of Transport and Communications of the RB
Republic of Belarus, Minsk, ul. Chicherina, 21
+375172597952
mail@mintrans.gov.by
mintrans.gov.by
 
The Ministry of Transport and Communications of the Republic of Belarus 
implements state regulation and management in the field of road, sea trans-
port, inland waterway, railway transport, civil aviation and the use of a part of 
the airspace of the Republic of Belarus, which, according to the established 
procedure, is defined for air routes, local air lines, aviation works areas, aer-
odromes of civil aviation and airports, road activities, activities of legal entities 
and individual entrepreneur that carry out transportation and forwarding ac-
tivities, as well as other works (services) in the transport activity.
.........................................................................

H2 319
MITSAR
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Salova ul., D.53, K.1, Lit.N
+78122922191
litvinov@rezolux.ru
tdmitsar.ru
.........................................................................

H2 390 
MKANAT
Russia, Podolsk, Lobacheva ul., D.13
+74951500778
info@mkanat.ru
mkanat.ru
.........................................................................

G4 298 
MORTEST
Russia, Vladivostok, Vladikavkazskaya ul., D.5
+79140788426
boriskopysovwjm@gmail.com
deckmachinery.org
.........................................................................

F5 004 
Morwenna Shipping company
Russia, Moscow, 5, Golovinskoye Shosse, BuilD.1, Room 20018
+74951518520
marketing@mwship.com
mwship.ru
 

Morwenna Shipping company is a shipowner and operator of a maritime 
and river cargo fleet under the flag of Russia. The company’s main line of 
business is the transportation of Out-of-Gauge (OOG) and heavy-tonnage 
cargo via waterways. The company also specializes in towing, leases out a 
specialized fleet, and provides related services associated with logistical 
solutions in the field of oversize transportation and towing. Morwenna is one 
of the leading Russian shipping companies in terms of the number of owned 
barge-tug combinations. The company possesses more than 60 units.
.........................................................................

G6 050 
MOVEN NN
Russia, Dzerzhinsk, Zarevskaya Bypass Road
+78313310197
mail@mvn-marine.ru
sales.ru
 
JSC “Moven NN” the largest Russian manufacturer and supplier of venti-
lation,climate and refrigeration equipmet for shipBldg. facilities, oil and gas 
production, industrial and civil construction. Licenses:  
• The Federal Security Service of Russia in Moscow for carrying out work 
related to the use of information constituting a state secret;  
• The Ministry of industry and Trade of Russia for the development,pro-
duction and sale, testing, installation, maintenance, repair of wapons and 
military equipment.
.........................................................................

G8 133 
MPS
Russia, Fedorovskoye, Annolovo, 1St Industrialny Proezd, 4
+78124413807
mail@mpsystems.ru
mpsystems.ru
 
Engineering, manufacturing, maintenance, after-sales service. Marine sys-
tems and propulsion units based on engines and diesel generating sets with 
an output of 16 kW to 10000 kW: engines with automation systems, diesel 
geared units including engines with gearbox and automation systems; marine 
propulsion plants including engines with gearbox, shafting, stern tube assem-
bly, propulsor and integrated autimation system; main and auxiliary diesel 
generating sets; main diesel-electric power plant consisting of main diesel 
generating sets including propeller motor, propulsor and autimation systems.
.........................................................................

Н3 396 
MRF
Russia, Moscow, Odesskaya Str., 2
+74951222111
info@mrflot.ru
mrflot.ru
.........................................................................

F5 016
MRS Electronics SPF
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod
+78312759380
info@mrs-e.ru
mrs-e.ru
.........................................................................

G6 052
MSC-Propulsion
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126220324
info@morsudsnab.ru
morsudsnab.ru
.........................................................................

G6 052 
MSC LLC
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 15 Seaside Promenade, Lit.B
+78126220324
info@morsudsnab.ru
morsudsnab.ru
.........................................................................
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F3 123 

MUFTY NSK
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Tsvetochnaya st., 18
+78123398861
office@mufta-nsk.ru
mufta-nsk.ru
 
The company “MUFTS NSK” Ltd was founded in 2017 in St. Petersburg. 
According to the import substitution program regarding the use of import-
ed connecting and repair clamps (couplings) in Russia, the production of 
couplings and clamps used for connecting and repairing pipeline systems of 
various materials. Products replaces flanged and welded joints. The prod-
ucts of MUFTY NSK Ltd are applicable in shipBldg., housing and commu-
nal services, construction, as well as in thermal, nuclear, hydroelectric, oil 
and gas production and processing, petrochemical, pulp and paper and 
other industries.
.........................................................................

H2 265 
Murom Apparatus Producing plant
Russia, Murom, 30 Let Pobedy ul., D.1A
+74923463471
market@mpzflame.ru
mpzflame.ru
 
Joint-stock company «Murom Apparatus Producing plant» was founded in 
1941. This is one of the most Russian companies which specializes in pro-
duction of the means of initiation and ignition of ammunition for all types 
of the armed force’s arms. A wide range of pyrotechnic devices produced 
by the company, intended for the actuation the means of salvation in the 
aviation, marine and land equipment, as well as space systems, including 
manned.
.........................................................................

G1 143 
MUSTOVO
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shvetsova ul., D.12, K.2 Lit.B
+78124673322
teplo@mustovo.ru
mustovo.ru
 
LTD “Mustovo” has been carrying out work on spraying thermal insulation 
and waterproofing since 2011. Carries out works on thermal insulation of 
residential Bldg.s and industrial structures of any complexity using polyure-
thane foam in shipBldg. and industrial construction. Since 2014, the com-
pany has been engaged in thermal insulation of hulls of sea and river vessels 
with the use of Ship insulation MUSTOVO. MUSTOVO ship insulation is 
approved by the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping.
.........................................................................

F5 520 
MZ POTOK
Russia, Moscow, VlD.1, Str.2
+79671271467
info@mzpotok.ru
mzpotok.ru
 
Industrial pumps Zvezda RUS Pump packages (diesel and electric) Drag 
hose systems/ technology of hose dragging Reinforced hoses NBR,TPU/ 
quick couplings Application Systems/Aeration/ slurry application Sta-
tions for deicing and dust suppression moistening Engineering technology 
(pumps and supply lines desing).

N

FG-O 486 
NAK MACHINERY
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Lomonosovskiy Munitsipalnyy R-N, Villozskoe Gorodskoe Poselenie,Ter. 
Yuzhnaya Chast Proizvodstvenno
+78002000919
info@nationalrent.ru
nationalrent.ru
 

NAK Machinery is an official dealer and distributor of warehouse, con-
struction, road, agricultural, municipal special equipment manufactured 
by the world’s largest corporations: Sunward Intelligent Machinery, BULL 
MACHINES PVT. LTD, EP Equipment, Bobcat. A developed branch and 
dealer network throughout Russia allows to provide customers from differ-
ent regions with high-quality, reliable equipment, as well as original spare 
parts, attachments, and components in a short time.
.........................................................................

H4 469
NANJING HIGH ACCURATE MARINE EQUIPMENT
China, Nanjing, Baoding Road 11, Jiangning District
+862552706903
mail@ngc.com.cn
ngc-marine.com
 
Nanjing High Accurate Marine Equipment Co., LtD.(NGC Marine) was au-
tonomized from NGC Group for both commercial and military marine busi-
ness in 2007. Being an innovated high-tech company, the company supplies 
varieties of key transmission and propulsion equipment for global high-tech 
vessels and offshore platform including controllable pitch propeller, azimuth 
thruster, NEpod thruster, tunnel thruster, main/auxiliary marine gearbox, 
port crane and conveyor gearbox, high speed gearbox, marine shafting and 
rudder system components and jack-up platform systems and etc.Global 
network and spare parts are available for worldwide customers.
.........................................................................

F5 519 
NanTong Boyong Marine electrical and mechanical 
(SEALIONSAT)
China, Nantong City, Bldg.No.9, Yuejiang Road, Chongchuan Zone
+8618951309665
cqchenqicq@163.com
sealionsat.com
 
Sealionsat Company focuses on research of high-gain satellite antenna and 
satellite signal servo tracking technology. Our A / R / S / V and other series 
of products can be widely used on Commercial Maritime, Offshore Energy, 
Defense & Intelligence , Yachts and fishing boats, etc.
.........................................................................

H4 453 
Nantong Liwei Machinery Co.,Ltd.
China, Rugao City Rucheng town, Xingyuan Avenue, No.6
+8651387268999
info@ntlw.com
ntlw.com
 
Nantong Liwei Machinery Co.,LtD.is a deck machinery factory which was 
established in 1958. Our products include winches, windlass, crane, cap-
stans which are used for Offshore platforms, all kinds of Engineering ves-
sels, Scientific research vessels, Bulk cargo containers.etc. Products Certif-
icates: ABS, DNV-GL, LR, RINA, BV, RMRS, CCS, NK, etc.
.........................................................................

G4 518 
Nantong Offshore Design & Research Institute Co.,Ltd
China, Nantong, No.266 New Shiji Avenue, High-Tech Development Zone
+8615298356318
business@bestmarine.cn
nodri.cn
 
Nantong Offshore Design & Research Institute Co.,Ltd takes technical in-
novation as the center and talents and management as the basis, makes the 
full advantage of talents, technology, management and market, continuous-
ly integrates innovation resources and implement systematic engineering 
innovation strategy. NODRI provides all kinds of services for technology, 
trading, EPC general package, high-end equipment according to actual 
needs of customers and characteristics of projects.
.........................................................................

H2 271 
NAVIDEVICES
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Novocherkasskiy pr., D.1
+78122241212
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office@navydevices.ru
navydevices.ru
 
Joint-stock company “NAVIDEVICES” developes (we have design bureau) 
and produces a relative logs: induction type LI2-1 and hydrodynamic type 
LGT-1; magnetic compasses of the type KM-115 for surface ships of all 
ranks; magnetic compasses of the type KM-P for submarines; universal re-
peaters; small navigation insruments: star globe type ZG-OM1.1, single-ax-
is inclinomert of the type KM, the instrument combines the voyage of the 
“Flame-M”, as well as repairs lag and compasses.
.........................................................................

F6 157 
NAVIS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
+78123226715
sales@navis.spb.ru
navis.spb.ru
 
During the last 30 years “NAVIS” JSC has established itself as a reliable 
partner, developer and manufacturer of high-tech and user-friendly vessel 
automatic maneuvering control systems: dynamic positioning control systems, 
joystick control systems, autopilots, steering gears. “NAVIS” JSC is the only 
Russian company with extensive experience in the production and commer-
cial operation of complex vessel automatic maneuvering control systems. The 
company’s portfolio includes more than 2500 systems of various purposes 
and classes installed on different types of vessels around the world.
.........................................................................

G7 076
NAVMARINE
Russia, Moscow, 78 Km Mkad, 14/1
+74954452226
info@navmarine.ru
navmarine.ru
 
NavMarine Company is a Russian manufacturer of navigation equipment 
and communications equipment for ships of the sea and river fleet with 
twenty years of experience in the Russian market. The main activity of the 
company is the development and production of integrated navigation and 
communication systems using its own developments, as well as using OEM 
components from leading manufacturers.
.........................................................................

F5 153
NAVX
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 7-Ya V.O. Liniya, D.76, Lit.A
+78129841933
info@navx.ru
navx.ru
.........................................................................

F7 119
NAVYTEC
Russia, Saint-Petersburg
+78129878178
info@navytec.ru
navytec.ru
 
LLC “NAVYTEC” specializes in the design, manufacture, installation and 
maintenance of hydraulic equipment: marine hydraulic cylinders, compact 
local and general ship hydraulic power plants, hydraulic blocks, hydraulic 
panels, railings and mast and antenna inclination devices.
.........................................................................

G7 165
ND MARINE
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, Novikova-Priboya Str., 4K
+78312582943, +78314158484
ndmarineru@gmail.com
nd-marine.com
 
ND Marine is a company that develops and manufactures dry-type civilian 
manned submersibles for underwater exploration and development of sea 
and ocean resources. Our technology solutions significantly drove down the 

cost of civilian manned submersibles, scaling up their industrial and scien-
tific applications. ND Marine helps make the continental and oceanic shelf 
research more accessible.
.........................................................................

F6 040 
NE
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126400240
info@newelectro.ru
newelectro.ru
.........................................................................

F3 125
NEFTEFLOT
Russia, Samara
+78463091863
pr.nefteflot@nefteflot.ru
nefteflot.ru
.........................................................................

F6 155 
NEMO
Russia, Otradnoe
+78123181440
mail@ooo-nemo.ru
ooo-nemo.ru
 
“Nevsky Electrical Installation Company” LLC ENSURES: 
• Design, manufacture and installation of electrical distribution equip-
ment 
• Full range of marine electrical work Since 1999.
.........................................................................

F8 034 
NETIZ LLC
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Savushkina st., 115, Korp. 4, Lit.A, Pom. 32N
+78124311727
netiz@bk.ru
netizbattery.ru
.........................................................................

F4 140 
Neva Travel Company
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Morskoy Slavy Sq., House 1, Lit.A
+78123271415, +78005501200
info@neva.travel
neva.travel
 
The company owns the largest fleet in St. Petersburg and specializes in the 
sightseeing boat tours along rivers, canals and the Gulf of Finland, and in 
transfers on high-speed crafts to suburbs. Also the company provides dif-
ferent ships for rent. Since 2021, the company takes part in the construction 
of innovative high-speed catamaran-type passenger ships. In 2023, the com-
pany presented the first two high-speed catamarans of project 04580 Kotlin 
for operation on the passenger line between Saint Petersburg and Kronstadt.
.........................................................................

Н1 183 
New Furniture Technologies
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
+78127030113
nmt@kromka.ru
sugatsune.ru kromka.ru
 
Ltd., NMT is a trading company specializing in the supply of accessories, 
components and materials of imported and Russian production for the pro-
duction of cabinet furniture and interior decoration. Main directions:  
• fittings for transport, stainless steel products, safety front and functional f 
ittings, opening mechanisms in a confined space – Sugatsune, Japan;  
• furniture and Bldg. fittings Hafele, Germany;  
• systems of hidden fastening of removable panels – Fastmount, New Zeland;  
• wood materials for interior finishing of ship’s premises; – silicone materials;  
• aluminum profiles for various purposes.
.........................................................................
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F7 037 

NEW SERVICE COMPANУ (NSC)
Russia, Dinskoy District, 255V, Zheleznodorozhnaya Str.
+78612983245
info@nskomp.ru
nskomp.ru
 
Production:  
• industrial air and gas compressors, booster compressors  
• mobile and stationary nitrogen stations  
• automobile gas filling compressor stations Rent:  
• nitrogen stations  
• air compressor stations.
.........................................................................

Н4 391 
NIIEMI SPB
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Gelsingforsskaya ul., D.3, Lit.A
+78123092450
mail@niiemispb.ru
niiemispb.ru
.........................................................................

G4 436 
NK Tehnologija
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Stepana Razina ul., D.8A, Lit.A
+78129522999
info@nkteh-group.ru
nkteh-group.ru
.........................................................................

F3 127 
Nonius Engineering
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Office 64, Emb. Chernoy Rechki, 197342
+78123136598
sales@noniusgroup.ru
noniusgroup.ru
 
Nonius Engineering is a dredging automation company, that was founded in 
2008 and is based in St-Petersburg. We develop hardware and software 
solutions for:  
• 3D-positioning;  
• productivity monitoring;  
• remote control. 
We can offer a ready-made solution for all types of dredging and mining 
vessels: from cutter suction dredgers and hopper dredgers to backhoe and 
multi-bucket dredgers. We are a team of talented, experienced and very 
resourceful engineers and IT-specialists, who love their work.
.........................................................................

G5 116 
Nordic Engineering
Russia, Moscow
+79672073500
info@nordiceng.ru
nordic-kb.ru
.........................................................................

H1 194
Nordmodelist
Russia, Severodvinsk, Gagarina, 5
+79216007734, +79212402933
pomorsky@mail.ru
nordmodelist.ru
 
Layout workshop Nordmodelist. Production of models of various types and 
complexity. 
.........................................................................

F5 098 
NORDWEG
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 47 BlD.2 Letter U,Stachek Pr.
+78123202771
shiprepair@nordweg.ru
nordweg.ru
 

Over the course of 22 years the Group of Companies NORDWEG has 
been successfully engaged in shiprepair activity. Key activities include 
maintenance and shiprepair service of marine and river vessels, ship 
modernization and rennovation Projects, designing and production of 
hatch covers (including non-standard ones) and ramps, repair of indus-
trial equipment and cast iron structures restoring, installation and adjust-
ment of seafood processing factories – ashore and at sea in Russia and 
aboard.
.........................................................................

F4 347 
Norse Shipyard
Turkey, Kocaeli, 
Sepetlip_Nar Sb. Mah 104. CaD.No_4
+902625020496
info@norse.com.tr
norse.com.tr
.........................................................................

G7 102 
NORTA MIT
Russia, Moscow, 
Kosmonavta Volkova 10, BuilD.1, Room 303
+74952761887
infospb@norta.net
norta.net
 
NORTA MIT is the owner of the brand AQUAVIT, that designs and pro-
vides complete system solutions for drinking water purification. AQUAVIT 
provides conventional filter – and ion exchanger unit solutions, membrane 
technology and UV-systems dosing equipment. Our advantage is provid-
ing unit solutions adapted to customer needs. Our great expertise and 
broad product spectre lead to the best product solutions. Norta MIT is 
also the representative of DACON AS (Norway)-man-overboard rescue 
equipment, as well as original brand of ballast system LeesGreen (China).
.........................................................................

G1 316 
North-Eastern Ship Repair Center
Russia, Vilyuchinsk, Vladivostokskaya ul., D.1
+74153531185
svrc7@aosvrc.ru
сврц.рф
 
The North-Eastern Ship Repair Center is a unique Kamchatka-based 
shipyard with expertise in Navy repair and the capability for dry dock-
ing, voyage repair, and inter-cruise overhaul, and maintenance of ships in 
Kamchatka. The yard’s production plan includes repairs of nuclear-pow-
ered and diesel-electric submarines, surface ships, support vessels, army 
and air defense weapons, and elimination of nuclear-powered subma-
rines.
.........................................................................

F4 499 
North-western expert-project agency
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Bukharestskaya ul., D.6, Lit.A
+78123122110
info@nwepa.ru
nwepa.ru
 
The North-western expert-project agency is a multidisciplinary engineer-
ing company that carries out design, obtaining permits from relevant state 
bodies, creation, installation, including turnkey in the field of shipBldg., con-
struction of marinas, piers, floating bridges, breakwaters made of polymer 
modules, as well as comprehensive development of concepts for the devel-
opment and design of port infrastructure. infrastructure. The company also 
has its own production.
.........................................................................

F8 042
NPC “NIIMP”
Russia, Zelenograd, 5/1 Georgievskiy Prosp.
+74997319661
info@nii-mp.ru
nii-mp.ru
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JSC «NPC «NIIMP» develop and serially produce lighting devices with 
LED light sources for ships and offshore platforms: 
• general lights; 
• local lights; 
• emergency lights; 
• lights for decks; 
• floodlights; 
• navigation lights; 
• hand-held portable lamp; 
• ship LED garlands. 
The company’s products meet the requirements for efficiency, safety and 
reliability, both in normal and extreme conditions of use.
.........................................................................

F6 218 
NPK Morsvyazavtomatica
Russia, Saint Petersburg, st. Petersburg, Kibalchicha st., 26E
+78126222310
info@unicont.com
unicont.com
 
The company has been working in the production of industrial and marine 
equipment for 20 years: it successfully uses its scientific and technical po-
tential, implements the most daring ideas, and applies the latest technolo-
gies. Main activities:  
• Research and production of shipborne and multipurpose industrial electronics;  
• Production of electric cabinets and other metal structures;  
• Production of industrial lasers and automated machines for sheet metal 
cutting.  
• Production of consoles;  
• Research and production of climate control and refrigerating equipment;  
• Production of modular energy storage systems (ESS), еtc.
.........................................................................

Н4 507 
NPO 812
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 194363, st. Petersburg, Pargolovo, st. Shishkina, D.277
+79812943701
812.kraska@bk.ru
812kraska.ru
 
”NPO 812” is one of the leaders in the production of modern paints and var-
nishes (LKM), a highly specialized, professional and general construction 
direction. They provide reliable anti-corrosion protection of various tech-
nological surfaces of industrial importance. Paint and varnish materials are 
used in shipBldg. and ship repair, in the schemes for painting port facilities, 
bridges, oil and gas complexes and their structures from the effects of various 
corrosive environments. Coating materials produced by our company, which 
is very important, are not inferior to foreign manufacturers (Hempel, Teknos, 
Tikkurilla, International, Jotun), and even surpass them in many respects.
.........................................................................

F7 037 
NPO ENT-UV TECHNOLOGY
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 24-Ya V.O. Ln., D.3_7, Lit.Zh
+78127182492
info@npoent.ru
npoent.ru
 
The NPO ENT-UV Technology enterprise develops and manufactures UV 
equipment for the purification and UV disinfection of ships drinking and 
various purposes water. It is the only company with a RMRS certificate. One 
of the main purpose of the company is the development and manufacture of 
import-substituting marine equipment for water treatment and disinfection 
of ballast water, with maximum use of the domestic material and component 
base.
.........................................................................

G6 196 
NPO KASKAD
Russia, Vladivostok, 2 Kapitana Shefnera st.
+74232222875
info@npo-kaskad.com
npo-kaskad.com
.........................................................................

H3 327
NPO SPECKRAN
Russia, Svetlyy, Druzhby ul., D.1, Lit.B
+74012306007
info@npospeckran.ru
npospeckran.ru
 
NPO Spetskran is a manufacturing company that has more than 15 years 
of experience. Today, NPO Spetskran LLC successfully designs and manu-
factures on its own production facilities:  
• overhead cranes with a lifting capacity of up to 500 tons;  
• gantry cranes with a lifting capacity of up to 250 tons;  
• container cranes with a lifting capacity of up to 60 tons;  
• single-girder overhead and support cranes;  
• special cranes;  
• accessories.
.........................................................................

F8 256 
NSR
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Novostroek ul., D.29, Lit.A
+78123099720
office@marineqdis.com
marineqdis.com
 
New Sunrise Co., LtD.(NSR) is a one of the leading manufacturer of ma-
rine radiocommunication and navigation equipment. Established in 2008, 
NSR has grown into one of main players on the marine electronic market. 
NSR is located in Suzhou, one of key electronic industry centres in China, 
or even the worlD.Most suppliers in the same city make NSR’s production 
more effective. NSR owns a large production and test Bldg., about 10,000 
square metres in size. Every year, more than 16,000 pcs of various equip-
ment are produced and sold to all over the worlD.NSR main products in-
clude GMDSS, AIS, GNSS, VDR/SVDR equipment. Most NSR products 
have been approved by MED (wheelmark), CCS, RS, VR etc. With inno-
vative design, high quality and good price, NSR branding products enjoys 
high reputation on Chinese and overseas market. NSR always provides best 
service to our customers via authorized service stations around main ports 
in Asia, Europe, Africa, North & South America and Russia.
.........................................................................

F5 005 
NTC KURS
Russia, Ramenskoe, 100-Oy Svirskoy Divizii ul., D.11
+74957407736
office@kurss.ru
kurss.ru
 
Sanitary equipment of environmentally friendly complexes:  
• autonomous hot and cold water supply systems,  
• development and production of equipment for autonomous facilities that 
require a toilet and water supply. 
All products are certified, are the company’s own invention and are pat-
ented.
.........................................................................

F5 153 
NTI
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Morskaya Nab, D.9, Lit.A
+78124244846
info@nticorp.ru
нти.рф
 
The company was formed by a team of professionals with extensive experi-
ence in the field of systems integration for the maritime industry. The main 
activity of the company is the production and supply of radio communica-
tion systems, navigation, automation, fishfinding and lighting equipment. 
The company also provides a full cycle of services to support the supply of 
equipment, including the development of technical documentation, logistics 
support, certification, installation and installation, commissioning and main-
tenance of installed equipment. The company is certified by the Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping.
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H4 461 
Omsk Scientific-Research Institute of Instrument Engineering
Russia, Omsk, Maslennikova ul., D.231
+73812448705
info@oniip.ru
irtysh.ru
 
JSC “ONIIP” producesgalleyequipment “Irtysh” forships: cookingequip-
ment (bakingovens, stoves, food kettles, combisteamers, food warmers, 
electric water boilers); mechanical equipment (flour sifting machines, mix-
ers, vegetable cutter and meat mincer for mixers, potato-peeling machines); 
food service equipment and furniture. All equipment is certified by Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping and Russian River Register. All products are 
manufactured on the territory of the Russian Federation.
.........................................................................

G3 050 
Onego Shipyard
Russia, Petrozavodsk
+78142330321
mail@onegoshipyard.ru
onegoshipyard.ru
 
Onego Shipyard, JSC is located on the shore of Onega Lake in the city of 
Petrozavodsk (the capital of the Republic of Karelia), at the intersection of 
the main Russian waterways. The shipyard has its own engineering and con-
struction departments, main and auxiliary production facilities which allow to 
implement all stages of shipBldg., i.e. hull making, painting, pipe and machine 
fitting. The full capacity of the shipyard will enable the construction of up to 
10 vessels for various purposes per year. The facilities of the shipyard allow 
the construction of vessels with the following main dimensions: length up to 
140 meters, breadth up to 16,5 meters, dock weight up to 2300 tons. Based 
on the capacities of the yard ROSMORPORT, FSUE is realizing a project 
to develop its own shipBldg. and shipreparing enterprise. Types of vessels 
build and planned for construction are: workboat ST23Wi, dredging barge, 
КМ Ice1 R3-RSN AUT3 Hopper, TSHD-2000 dry cargo ships of projects 
005RSD03, DCV-33.The enterprise has a certificate of recognition of the 
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping, the Russian River Register.
.........................................................................

G1 205
ORION
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Doroga Na Metallostroy Str.12, Lit.M
+78126077710
ooo@npp-orion.ru
npp-orion.ru
 
ORION Design and Production Enterprise, LLC is a modern, dynamically 
developing company involved in manufacturing of high-tech products for 
shipBldg., oil and gas, nuclear and other industries. Founded in 2009, the 
company throughout the years of its operation has gained a reputation of 
the reliable and trustworthy designer, manufacturer and supplier of hi-end 
shipboard equipment and hydraulic components. The structure of our com-
pany includes own Engineering Center with over 40 experienced engineers 
onboard, who provide design and engineering of new products as well as 
technical supervision over the production process.
.........................................................................

F3 199 
OSATEC
Russia, Moscow, 15Th Parkovaya Str., 10
+74954655047
info@osatec.ru
osatec.ru
 
OSATEC is a Russian developer, manufacturer and supplier of modern 
hardware and software for embedded control systems and industrial auto-
mation systems. The company was founded in 1995. The company produc-
es: CompactPCI Serial systems, PLCs, embedded computers. OSATEC 
provides customers with a full range of services: custom development, 
manufacturing, technical support, warranty and post-warranty service. The 
company has its own full-cycle manufacture.
.........................................................................

F1 475
OSK-Technology
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Obvodnogo Kanala Nab, D.93A, Lit.A
+78129350575
info@osk-t.ru
osk-t.ru

OSK-Technologies is the center of product specialization of JSC “OSK” 
(United ShipBldg. Corporation) in the field of production and supply of on-
board equipment for ships and vessels of the Navy and civil fleet. Delivery 
of complex and integrated solutions for ship navigation systems and equip-
ment for communications, signaling, dynamic positioning, hydroacoustics, 
television and local computer networks, ship automation. Development of 
control systems for unmanned vessels.
.........................................................................

G4 358 
OZ MARITIME
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mahallesi, Sahil Bul.vari, Elexia A, D Blok 
6-2 No_5
+905398236299
info@ozmaritime.com
ozmaritime.com
 
OZ MARITIME is a reputable company in Turkey that specializes in pro-
viding top-quality services for FFE and LSA equipment. our experienced 
technical experts offer a comprehensive range of safety equipment in-
spection services, ensuring that your vessels remain safe with 24/7 ser-
vice availability. With branch service stations in multiple locations, we have 
partnerships with global partners and are approved by all major classifi-
cation societies.
.........................................................................

F2 280 
OZATA SHIPYARD
Turkey, Yalova, Hersek Mahallesi Ipekyolu 1 Sokak No_9_1
+902264612496
marketing@ozatashipyard.com
ozatashipyard.com
.........................................................................

G4 434 
OZDE DENIZCILIK
Turkey, Istanbul., Aydinli Mh.Kanarya Sk.No_9_1
+902164946415
info@yucelmaster.com
yucelmaster.com

P

H4 411
Pacific Marine Technologies
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Kronshtadt, Off.10 Tul.onskaya Alley Str.12 Bld.1
+79500345899
inquiry@pacific-mt.ru
пасифик-мт.рус
 
The company specializes in the supply of spare parts for foreign marine 
equipment and the supply of foreign components for designers and manu-
facturers of marine equipment, as well as assistive design services. We re-
place American and European products with analogues from the Asia-Pa-
cific region. The company offers spare parts and conversions of sterntube 
seals under its own brand, also provides services for conversions of oily 
water treatment systems under its own branD.We are engaged in the man-
ufacture of industrial seals for the repair of marine equipment.
.........................................................................

H2 314 
PALLANT ENGINEERING
Russia, Yaroslavl, Oktyabryapr., D.87A, Str.4
+74852586970
info@pallantrus.ru
pallantrus.ru
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Since 2016, the company has been producing and supplying heat engineer-
ing equipment for shipBldg. and coastal infrastructure enterprises: plate 
and shell-and-plate heat exchangers, pipeline valves, fittings and actuators, 
pumps and pumping units, block heating units. The company has experience 
in deliveries to the thermal and nuclear power, petrochemical, cryogenics 
and food industries. In 2023, the Type Approval Certificate from the RS 
was received for “PALLANT” type PS plate heat exchangers.
.........................................................................

G4 213
PARMA Hovercraft
Russia, Podporozhe, Truda ul., D.1A
+78136573194
mail@hovercraft.ru
hovercraft.ru
 
Hovercraft manufacturer. Air cushion vechicle. Amphibious high-speed craft.
.........................................................................

F6 040
Parus electro
Russia, Moscow, Timiryazevskaya ul., D.2_3
+74955189292
info@parus-electro.ru
parus-electro.ru
.........................................................................

G4 328 
PBW BEARINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
India, Rajkot, Plot No. G-515, G-516, G-517, Gate No. 3, Kishan Gate 
Road, Lodhika Gidc, Metoda
+917069020654
falgun.jagani@pbwbearings.com
pbwbearings.com
 
PBW BEARINGS PRIVATE LIMITED is an India based company estab-
lished in 1948. Our product portfolio includes Centrifugally casted and 
Sintered Bimetal/Trimetal Bearings, Bushings, Thrust Washers, Thrust & 
Tilting Pads, used around the world in Light and Heavy Engines, Marine 
Vehicles, Locomotives, Pumps, Compressors, Homogenizers, Earthmoving 
Equipment’s, Turbo Machinery and range of other Reciprocating/Rotating 
machinery.
.........................................................................

G3 027 
PC Akvatoria
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Chemikal Lane, 1
+79112682600
pfaqua@yandex.ru
пфакватория.рф
 
The company is a manufacturer and supplier of products for the sea and riv-
er fleet, emergency rescue equipment and equipment, land-based facilities.
.........................................................................

Н3 406
Perm shipyard
Russia, Perm, ul. Buksirnaya, 4
+73422504895
info@psv.tech
psv.tech
 
Perm Shipyard is a shipBldg. company with a rich history. Since founda-
tion we have built more than 1000 civil and military vessels. The company’s 
accumulated competences allow not only Bldg. new or upgrading existing 
vessels, but also providing services for designing ships and floating facilities.
.........................................................................

F7 046 
Perpetuum Mobile
Russia, Moscow, 18, Klary Tsetkin st.
+74950250055
marine@p-mobile.ru
p-mobile.ru
.........................................................................

H1 253 
PFK Tverdieselagregat
Russia, Tver, Konyaevskaya ul., D.10
+74822332743
ztda@mail.ru
pfktda.com
.........................................................................

H1 253
PFK Tverpromavtomatica
Russia, Tver, Konyaevskaya ul., D.10
+74822332773
pfktpa@mail.ru
pfktpa.ru
.........................................................................

Е 467 
Pigment-Holding
Russia, Yanino-1, 
Shosseynaya Proizvodstvennaya Zona Yanino Ter. ul., Str.108
+78126453543
office@pigment.ru
pigment.ru
.........................................................................

G7 171 
Pipe Time
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+79112960233
Info@pipetime.ru
pipetime.ru
.........................................................................

G3 019 
PIPELINE SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Russia, Schyolkovo
+74956470307
info@pipe-st.ru
pipe-st.ru
.........................................................................

F1 475 
PJSC SP “Severnaya verf”
Russia, Saint Petersburg, ul. Korabelnaya, D.6
+78126005260
info@nordsy.spb.ru
nordsy.spb.ru
 
Main activities: serial construction, repair and modernization of military 
surface ships of such classes as destroyer, frigate, corvette for Russian 
Navy and Foreign Navies; Serial construction of military ships of such 
classes as “Corvette” and “Frigate”, and support vessels for Arctic pur-
poses for the Russian Navy is in progress at the current time. Commercial 
shipBldg.: the serial construction of fish-producing vessels: longliner and 
trawler, is arranged.
.........................................................................

G7 009 
PK “COURSE”
Russia, Muromcevo, 
16 Zheleznodorozhnaya st.
+74959880608
info@kurs-ship.ru
kurs-ship.ru
 
Since 1999, LLC PK KURS has been developing and manufacturing 
high-quality protective paint and varnish materials with special properties 
that are used in various sectors of the economy to protect surfaces and en-
sure durability and reliability of operation of various structures in any oper-
ating conditions. Various combinations of paint coatings make it possible to 
obtain unique systems of protective coatings with specified properties. The 
company’s own laboratory conducts research and testing of paint coatings, 
as well as the development of new modern materials. The service life of the 
coatings is 25 + years.
.........................................................................
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G4 213 

PK MS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Lomonosovskiy Rayon, Yuzhnaya Chast Promzony 
Gorelovo, Kvartal 2, D.31
+78123052047
info@pk-ms.ru
pk-ms.ru
 
PC MS ship equipment design, development and production of fittings for 
ship ventilation and air conditioning systems, ship fittings, MSCH. Metal pro-
cessing by cutting. RKO and RS certificates, including SSPP-Certificate of 
own production, ISO 9001-2015. The quality and technical characteristics of 
the products comply with the requirements of the Decree of the Government 
of the Russian Federation of August 12, 2010 No. 620 “On approval of the 
technical regulations on the safety of maritime transport facilities”.
.........................................................................

F4 159 
PKB Petrobalt
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+79119991312
office@petrobalt.ru
petrobalt.ru
 
The main direction of the work of the Design Bureau “Petrobalt” is the 
design of ships, floating objects, marine engineering products, including 
experimental design work in these areas of activity. As part of the PKB 
divisions, specialists of all shipBldg. specializations have the necessary 
knowledge, technologies for performing modern design work and sufficient 
experience. The bureau is engaged in advanced design. The development of 
feasibility studies, optimization of transport schemes for the construction of 
ships at the shipyard, preparation of technical proposals for the construc-
tion of new ships is being carried out. Tender documentation is being devel-
oped for participation in tenders and tenders for the design of new vessels, 
contract documentation for the construction of new vessels.
.........................................................................

G5 023 
PKF “MCS”
Russia, Yasnogorsk, P. Dobrynin Str., 11
+74876627228, +79051181419
office@mks-pro.ru
mks-pro.ru
 
Production of explosion-proof modular cable entries.
.........................................................................

G6 088 
PKF “Nevsky Aluminium”
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78124383846
info@na-metal.ru
na-metal.ru
.........................................................................

F3 120 
PKF LENTRANS
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126480085
omts1@lentranspkf.com
lentranspkf.com
.........................................................................

F5 135 
PLANT NAME AFTER S. M .KIROW
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 3 3Rd Rybatsky Passage, Lit.E
+78127188228
info@zpto.ru
zpto.ru
.........................................................................

G8 175 
PLASTMASS GROUP
Russia, Shchelkovo, 1 Zavodskaya
+74999517941

info@zedex.ru
plastmass-group.ru
 
Plastmass Group has been operating in the composites market for over 16 
years. Today it is one of the largest Russian manufacturers of high-quality 
sheet polymers. The company’s materials ZEDEX-100K and SOLIFORT 
are certified by the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping, are included 
in the design documentation of the leading shipBldg. design bureaus, and 
stern tube bushings made of ZX-100K material are used by Rosnefteflot. 
25,000 m2 – the area of industrial and administrative premises. 3000 tons 
– finished products in warehouses. 26 branches and representative offices 
worldwide.
.........................................................................

Н1 303 
Plyterra Group
Russia, Nizhny Lomov, Shirokiy Per., D.31
+78342223299
davron@plyterra.ru
plyterra.ru
 
Production of fire retardant plywood and lightweight panels for sewing ship 
cabins, freezer hold and for the manufacture of ship furniture.
.........................................................................

G7 003 
PNEVMAKS
Russia, Khimki, Kommunalniy Proezd, Vl.30
+74957393999
marketing@pneumax.ru
pneumax.ru
 
Russian manufacturer of hydraulic equipment for shipBldg., metallurgy, 
mechanical engineering, energy, oil and gas complex and other indus-
tries. We have been on the market for 25 years. Own design bureau and 
production site Moscow region. The production is certified according to 
ISO 9001. When assembling the equipment, we use components from 
well-known European manufacturers. The approval of the River and Sea 
Register has been receiveD.We have largest warehouse of components 
in Russia and quickly fulfill customer orders. We support the equipment 
throughout the entire cycle of its operation. We have branches in all re-
gions of the Russia.
.........................................................................

F1 475 
PO “Sevmash”
Russia, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelskoe Shosse, D.58
+78184504609
smp@sevmash.ru
sevmash.ru
 
JSC «PO «Sevmash» (a part of JSC «USC») is the largest shipBldg. com-
plex in Russia. Basic directions of activity:  
• Civil shipBldg. 
• Manufacture of marine technical equipment for production of oil and 
gas.  
• Manufacture of technical purpose products for machine-Bldg., oil and gas 
and other branches of industry.  
• Warranty repair and modernization ships, dismantling of the 
 same.  
• Design of vessels, marine structures, marine equipment, equipment for oil 
and gas production.
.........................................................................

G5 007 
Polar SPb
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 13-Ya Liniya V.O., D.30
+78123634773
office@polarmarine.ru
polarmarine.ru
 
POLAR company has been operating since 1986, providing vessel supply 
and customer service in many countries. The field of activity of the company 
includes service and supply of a wide range of equipment. The company has 
extensive experience in equipping shipBldg. projects and highly qualified 
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specialists with many years of experience in developing technical solutions 
and designing taking into account the specifics of each project. Our advan-
tage is the full support of the project.
.........................................................................

FG-O 500 
Ponton-na-Donu
Russia, Rostov-on-Don, ul. Machtovaya, D.5,
+79289001510
ponton-na-donu@yandex.ru
ponton-na-donu.ru
.........................................................................

H3 144 & G8 310 
Popilov
Russia, Sevastopol, Inkerman, Simferopolskoe Sh, D.4
+79780002021
saleboat@popilov.ru
popilov.com
 
The Russian shipyard POPILOV YACHTS was founded in 2013. To date, 
the shipyard produces 3 models of steel displacement yachts 15 and 20 
meters long of the expeditionary class with increased seaworthiness and 
autonomy. Works at the shipyard are in full cycle mode – concept devel-
opment, project documentation creation, project implementation. Reliable 
and durable marine steel is used as a material for yacht. At sea, at home – a 
philosophy that the entire team of Popilov Yachts strictly follows.
.........................................................................

F6 154
Port-Service Ltd
Russia, Kaliningrad, Kievskaya ul., D.21 B
+74012577117
ps@ps-kld.ru
ps-kld.ru
 
Service Station Port-Service Ltd has the opportunity to carry out a full 
range of works on maintenance of fire-fighting, emergency, navigation-
al, radio and navigation equipment during a short stay of a vessel in the 
port. Manufcaturing od wire ropes, ladders, flexible joints. It is certified by 
RMRS, BV, RINA, NK, LR.
.........................................................................

H2 306 
PortEngeneering
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Aptekarskiypr., D.5, Str.1
+79819983726
nabokov@porteng.ru
.........................................................................

Е 505 
PORTOVIY KONTROL
Russia, Murmansk, Kapitana Burkova ul., D.41
+79217779495
port-control@yandex.ru
portcontrol.ru
 
Port Control LTD is an experienced company working in maritime industry 
for more then 12 years. The Company is focused on the following activities:  
• Computer simulation of the vessels’ movement in various conditions.  
• Design of marine cargo terminals worldwide.  
• Safety of shipping research works.  
• Design of shore and floating navigation signs and lights.  
• Design of safe water areas.  
• Development of the projects of maritime operations of various levels of 
complexity.
.........................................................................

F8 286
Poseidon Company
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 2-Y Verkhniy Per., D.3, Lit.A
+78126778822
info@technomarin.ru
technomarin.ru
.........................................................................

F4 426 
POSEIDON MARINE
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mahallesi Mehmet Akif Sokak No_1
+902164934424
info@poseidontr.net
poseidontr.net
.........................................................................

Н1 197 
POZHTECHNIKA
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Himikov st., 28, Lit.As
+78123038313
spb@ptc01.ru
ptc01.ru
 
For 27 years we have been specializing in the production of all types 
of fire extinguishers, automatic fire suppression systems, and fire fight-
ing equipment under the trademarks MIG, INEI, and PRESTIGE.These 
are reliable and modern solutions in fire extinguishing, with progressive 
design, maximum fire extinguishing ability,and protection against cor-
rosion. We are able to develop any fire extinguishing means according 
to the standards of Belarus (STB), Russia (GOST), CIS (TR CU), and 
Europe (EN3).
.........................................................................

G6 064 
PREGOL Shiprepair Yard
Russia, Kaliningrad, Suite 200, 2Nd Floor, 88 Portovaya Str.
+74012920410
info@pregol.ru
pregol.ru
.........................................................................

F6 326 
Prime Top
Russia, Kosyrevka village council, Kosyrevka village, Sovetskaya Str., H. 61A
+74742755001
company@prime-top.ru
prime-top.ru
.........................................................................

F7 037 
PRIMSETI
Russia, Bolshoy Kamen, Kommunalnaya ul., D.3
+79243272489
setivvo@gmail.com
seti1.ru
 
PRIMSETI produces ropes, net materials and fishing gear for oceanic and 
coastal fisheries. Our production:  
• twisted ropes of nylon, polypropylene, polysteel, polyethylene  
• fishing yarn, cords, braided cords  
• braided ropes of nylon, polypropylene, Dan-Line (polysteel), polyethyl-
ene, Dyneema (UHMWPE), mooring ropes (certificated by Russian Marine 
Register of Shipping)  
• pelagic and bottom trawls, purse and danish seines, aviaries, cages for fish 
breeding  
• knotted and knotless nets.
.........................................................................

F6 154 
Production Departy
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78125754539
mail@prodep.ru
prodep.ru
.........................................................................

G5 091 
Projectinterethnic
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123318055
projecttechnic@mail.ru
projectintertechnic.ru
.........................................................................
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F1 475 

PROLETARSKY ZAVOD
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Dudko ul., D.3
+78126001280
info@proletarsky.ru
proletarsky.ru
 
Proletarsky zavod PJSC is one of the leading machine-Bldg. enterprises of 
Russia, included in the United ShipBldg. Corporation. The plant develops, 
manufactures and sells marine engineering products: cargo transfer devic-
es at sea on the move; manipulator devices; a complex of helicopter storage, 
feeding and transportation devices; lifting mechanisms; deck mechanisms; 
steering machines; rocking calms; products of hydraulic systems, water 
treatment equipment; marine power plants.
.........................................................................

G3 274 
PromMash Test
Russia, Moscow, Vernadskogopr., D.41, Str.1
+74952740101
info@prommashtest.ru
prommash-test.ru
.........................................................................

G4 213 
PROMTORG
Russia, Gatchinskoe, Gatchina, Zhemchuzhina ul., ZD.2, Str.5
+78123093538
info@ptpz.ru
ptpz.ru
 
PROMTORG LLC is a Russian manufacturer of Chameleon welding masks 
and personal protective equipment. Partnership with PROMTORG is an 
individual professional approach to each client. We are always open for 
cooperation on mutually beneficial terms, we guarantee a high standard of 
quality and reliability of our products. Own products are manufactured un-
der the WELDER brand, but we are also ready to offer production under 
your trademark.
.........................................................................

G5 177 
Proton-Electrotex
Russia, Orel, Leskova St 19
+74862440456
o.tepluhina@proton-electrotex.com
proton-electrotex.com
 
JSC “Proton-Electrotex” is the manufacturing company with business 
in the development and the production of the power semiconductors 
and the power stacks. The mass-produced products are the following: 
The power diodes and thyristors in the module, stud, and disc hous-
ings; The IGBT-Modules; The heatsink systems for the power semi-
conductors; The gate drivers; The power rectifier and inverter units, 
the AC switches.
.........................................................................

F5 277 
Prysmian Group
Russia, Rybinsk, Tolbukhina 33
+74855202100
rek.ru@prysmiangroup.com
ru.prysmiangroup.com
.........................................................................

G4 213 
PSK “Ladoga”
Russia, Yalgelevo, Vesennyaya ul., Str.1_5
+78126436682
ladoga1@inbox.ru
pskladoga.ru
 
PSR Ladoga LLC carries out its activities in the field of nuclear industry, 
shipBldg., ship repair, development and manufacture of marine and indus-
trial equipment, including non-standarD.Our advantages are the combina-
tion of our own design bureau certified in RRR and RMRS, our own pro-

duction base, installation and service groups. Since 2018, PSR Ladoga has 
been a partner of JSC United ShipBldg. Corporation.
.........................................................................

Н1 203 
Pskov Plant of Power Transformers
Russia, Pskov
+79113644846
sales_trans@pzst.ru
pzst.ru
 
LLC “Pskov Plant of Power Transformers” was established more than 13 
years ago. We produce dry-type transformers, reactors and magnet-
ic cores on UNICORE technology. We produce marine transformers of 
types ОСВМ, ОСЗМ, ТСВМ, ТСЗМ. The transformers comply with the 
requirements of Russian Maritime Register of Shipping. The transformers 
are intended for using on sea-going ships, floating units and fixed offshore 
platforms.
.........................................................................

G8 149 
PSS Corporation
Russia, Perm, Speshilov Str.
+73422579059
info@pss.ru
pss.ru
 
PSS Corporation specializes in manufacturing electrochemical equipment 
to protect facilities against corrosion, including shipBldg. facilities, offshore 
platforms, berths, and oil and gas prospecting and production facilities. The 
Company’s portfolio includes: 
• Cathodic corrosion protection, including anodes, cathodic protection sta-
tions, and reference electrodes; 
• Sacrificial anode cathodic protection; 
• Telemetry equipment for remote control.
.........................................................................

Н3 357 
Pushkin Machine-Bldg. Plant
Russia, Pushkin, Novoderevenskaya ul., D.17
+78126407995
pmz@geoizol.ru
pmzspb.ru

Q

H4 447 
QINGDAO DONGHENGLI NEW MATERIAL CO.,LTD
China, Qingdao, Mingji Rd
+8615820086919
info@zxcomposites.com
zxcomposites.com
.........................................................................

G4 287
Qinhuangdao ChuangRui Machinery Equipment Co.,Ltd.
China, Qinhuangdao City, Bldg 17-104, Xigang North Road
+863358690188
sales@crmeco.com
crmeco.com
 
Founded in 2005, Qinhuangdao Chuangrui Machinery Equipment Co.,Ltd.
(CRMECO) is a group of practitioners formed more than 10 years of pro-
fessional, mechanical power, energy field of international industry and trade 
company, it is a conglomerate taking engineering contracting as its core 
business and intergrating trade R&D,and international service.
.........................................................................

H2 369 
QINHUANGDAO SINO-OCEAN MARINE EQUIPMENT
 & MACHINERY CO., LTD.
China, Qinhuangdao, No. 7 Wenquanhu Road
+863355913608
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sinoocean@shippart.com.cn
shippart.com.cn
 
Sino-ocean marine offers a comprehensive range of over 10,000 marine 
equipment and spare parts, and specialize in products for maintenance, 
repair and overhaul requirements. Our products include main/auxiliary en-
gine parts, diesel & generator set, turbocharger, purifier, air compressor, 
pump, boiler, air conditioner, provision refrigerator, deck machinery and 
navigation equipment, etc.
.........................................................................

H4 397 
Qinhuangdao Tianye Tolian Heavy Industry & Technology Co., Ltd.
China, Qinhuangdao, 3 North Tianshan Road
+863355302361
yueqianfeng@tianyetolian.com
tolian-tech.com
 
TOLIAN can serve our customers with self-propelled shipyard trans-
porters, metallurgy industry equipment, bridge construction equipment, 
special transport, moulds, overhead and gantry cranes and tunnel con-
struction equipment. We have offices and partners in Shanghai, Beijing, 
Tianjin, Shenzhen, Wuhan, Korea, Malaysia, Italy, Britain and Russia. 
Through working in partnership with research organizations and institu-
tion of higher learning and the world-renowned design and consultan-
cy firms, TOLIAN works to serve the clients from diverse industries in 
the design and manufacturing of complex, challenging and revolutionary 
equipment. Tolian has played a leading role in providing equipment for the 
successful construction of many key projects such as Pingtan Cross-sea 
Bridge, Pingtang Grand Bridge, Mengzhou Yellow River Bridge, Zhan-
jiang Tiaoshun Cross River Bridge, Nanchang-Jingdezhen-Huangshan 
High-speed Railway, Ganzhou-Shenzhen High-speed Railway, Nanchang 
- Ganzhou High-speed Railway, Yumo Railway and Beijing-Xiong’An Rail-
way. In overseas market, Tolian won projects from South Asia, Middle 
East and North Africa, and still extends the business territory to Europe, 
Russia, America and Australia. Tolian stands for the constant growth of 
“Made-in-China” Goods status.

R

F8 132 
R-Flot group
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, 18 Malaya Yamskaya st.
+79101330359
office@mail.ru
гцкб.рф
.........................................................................

Е 458 
R&D Enterprise “Fort XXI”
Russia, Korolyev, Pionerskaya ul., D.1
+74957899019
mail@fort21.ru
fort21.ru
 
The Fort XXI Research and Production Development, founded in 1993, 
specializes in performing complex engineering surveys and instrument 
surveys of objects on inland reservoirs and on the shelf (hydraulic struc-
tures, underwater crossings of pipelines and cables, mining platforms, 
etc.), as well as in the development and supply of specialized equipment 
and software and integrated solutions for performing various works on 
water bodies.
.........................................................................

F6 276 
Radar mms
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 37A Novoselkovskaya Str.
+78127775051
radar@radar-mms.com
radar-mms.com
 
JSC Radar mms is one of the leading companies in radioelectronic in-
dustry. The company develops and manufacure radar systems, hydro-

meteorological and weather systems, UAVs, software and hardware 
Smart city systems. The company was awarded with three commenda-
tions of the Presedent of the Russian Federarion and badge for Success 
in Work. Jointly with JSC Alexeev’s Central Hydrofoil Design Bureau 
the company designs and build high-speed vessels of new generation as 
Valdai 45P, Meteor 120P and others. The company develops and buid 
high-speed hydrofoils of new generation as: Valdai 45P, Meteor 120P 
and others.
.........................................................................

F6 040
RASU
Russia, Moscow, Kashirskoe Shosse, D.3 Korp. 2 Str.16
+74959334340
info@rasu.ru
rasu.ru
 
RASU JSC, being a subsidiary of Rosatom State Corporation, creates 
unique fully integrated solutions in process automation and coordinates ac-
tivities of the industry companies in Instrumentation and Control, Electrical 
Engineering and Nuclear Instrumentation. The company performs the full 
cycle of qualification and certification of products and services supplied by 
the industry companies for compliance with the requirements of the Russian 
and international regulations.
.........................................................................

F3 311 
Rawenstvo
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Promyshlennaya ul., D.19
+78127861860
rawenstvo@rawenstvo.ru
rawenstvo.ru
 
High scientific and technical potential gained by JSC “Rawenstvo” 
(subsidiary of JSC “Concern “Granit-Electron”) allows the company 
to successfully develop new lines of business. Modern X-band radars 
manufactured by the company are wide range equipment, such as nav-
igation coastal and shipborne radars and radar for air field surveil-
lance.
.........................................................................

H1 194
RC Engenering
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Nikolskiypr., D.78
+78182480404
Info@rc29.ru
Info@rc29.ru
.........................................................................

G6 063 
RCDB “Stapel”
Russia, Rostov-on-Don, 76/23A 2-Ya Volodarskogo Str., Office 301
+78633060210
info@stapel.ru
stapel.ru
 
Rostov Central Design Bureau STAPEL offers the following services to the 
water transportation industry: 
• New ship designs; 
• Ship upgrade designs 
• Development of operating documentation; 
• Services of torsiography and vibroacoustic laboratory; 
• Design and manufacture of visual navigation aids.
The activities offered by Rostov Central Design Bureau STAPEL have been 
certified by the Russian Classification Society and the Russian Maritime 
Register of Shipping.
.........................................................................

F6 020 
RED ANCHOR Plant
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, 120 Moskovskoye Highway
+78312115511
info@redanchor.ru
redanchor.ru
.........................................................................
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G1 143

REGENT BALTICA
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123099516
info@baltic-united.ru
baltic-united.ru
 
Regent Baltica is an engineering company operating in the segment of pol-
yurethane technologies. We design and manufacture equipment for pro-
cessing polyurethane systems and components, introduce new technologies 
and technical support into existing production facilities. We develop com-
plex solutions for full-cycle production. We supply polyurethane systems 
and components. The company is able to localize production in Russia using 
high technologies.
.........................................................................

G7 059 
Reka 21
Russia, Serpuhov
+74952870214
reka21@mail.ru
reka21.ru
 
The Russian company “River 21” specializes in the production of deadwood 
rubber-metal bearings (Goodrich bushings) and segments (liners, slats) for 
propeller shafts of marine and river vessels. The company also produces 
navigation lighting equipment (lights, LEDs, photo machines) to ensure nav-
igable conditions on rivers.
.........................................................................

F8 428 
RESAP
Russia, Moscow, Ugreshskaya ul., D.2, Str.62
+78005557405
resap-a@mail.ru
resap.ru
 
The production and assembly company RESAP LTD is a dynamically de-
veloping company that manufactures, sells and implements equipment and 
components for cranes. Low prices for the entire product line.
.........................................................................

G1 039 
Research and Technological Centre “ANK”
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 9 Zelenkov Alley
+78124480278
ank.info@mail.ru
ntcank.ru
 
We produce a wide range of serial products and products according to 
special technical requirements of the customer. Specializing in the devel-
opment of sealed nickel-cadmium batteries,we expanded our scope of 
activities in the direction of creating autonomous and backup DC power 
supplies based on storage batteries of various electrochemical systems, 
used depending on the required electrical c characteristics, modes and 
operating conditions, including lithium-ion storage batteries for power 
supply systems for unmanned and manned underwater vehicles. Now 
we enterprise is participating in the R&D project for the creation Subsea 
batteries.
.........................................................................

Н2 038 
Research center for technical safety of water transport
Russia, Novosibirsk, ul. Kotovskogo, D.18_2
+73832149460
mig60@ngs.ru
mig609.wixsite.com/mig60
 
Investigation of the technical condition of marine power and mechanical 
equipment in long-term operation. Development of Technical conditions for 
the overhaul of marine engines in the hull of the vessel. Extending the life 
of marine engines. Diagnostics of fatigue damage to the metal of propeller 
shafts. Investigation of the technical condition of metal structures of lifting 
devices of floating and ship cranes.
.........................................................................

G3 301 
ROSATOM
Russia, Moscow, Bolshaya Ordynka ul., D.24
+74999494535
info@rosatom.ru
rosatom.ru
 
State Atomic Energy Corporation Rosatom (ROSATOM) is one of global 
technological leaders, with capacities in the nuclear sector and beyond, 
and business partners in 50 countries. As one of the pioneers of the nu-
clear industry, ROSATOM has traditionally been at the forefront of the 
international nuclear market, including nuclear power plant construction, 
uranium mining and enrichment, and nuclear fuel fabrication and supply. 
Today, thanks to the unique expertise accumulated over 75 years, the com-
pany is conquering the markets of new promising high-tech products. Hy-
drogen energy, energy storage, nuclear medicine, wind energy, composite 
materials, logistics business, environmental solutions – in total, more than a 
hundred new businesses, which cement ROSATOM’s standing among the 
leading tech giants. The corporation includes about 350 enterprises and or-
ganizations employing a total of more than 290,000 people.
.........................................................................

G1 381 
Rosmorport
Russia, Moscow, Sushchyevskaya ul., D.19Str7
+74956261425
mail@rosmorport.ru
rosmorport.ru
 
Rosmorport is a strategically important, systemic enterprise of the Russian 
port industry, the owner of the largest diesel-icebreaking fleet in the worlD.
Rosmorport was established by a Decree of the Government of the Russian 
Federation in 2003 to provide stable development of the country’s sea-
ports and efficient management of federal property. One of the key tasks 
of Rosmorport is to ensure the safety of navigation in the waters of seaports 
and on approaches to them by creating innovative infrastructure of the sea-
ports. The Enterprise is a customer for 12 projects for the construction and 
reconstruction of port facilities under the Complex plan for modernization 
and development of infrastructure. Due to this, the capacity of the ports will 
grow by more than 121 million tons by 2030. Rosmorport has 12 branches 
and provides services in 58 of the 62 Russian Federation seaports. The en-
terprise’s fleet consists of 271 vessels for various purposes, including 33 
diesel-electric icebreakers and icebreaking tugs that perform icebreaking 
operations all year rounD.The total number of employees – almost 9 thou-
sand people.
.........................................................................

G8 193
Rotorica
Russia, Moscow, 4Th Likhachevski Per.13, Str.1
+74957887178
info@rotorica.ru
rotorica.ru
 
Company Rotorica supplies instruments and machines for montage and 
maintenance of HVAC systems, water and waste systems treatment (tools 
for tubes), instruments and machines for welding of polymer materials and 
tubes, for electrowelding, gas welding and soldering, as well as metalwork-
ing of metal materials, constructions and tubes, for montage of electrotech-
nical and telecommunication systems (instrument for all types of wires and 
cables), and other equipment.
.........................................................................

G4 419 
ROWEN Group of Companies
Russia, Rostov-on-Don, Dovatora St . 150
+78632119396
rnd@rowen.ru
rowen.ru
.........................................................................

H1 444 
RPA “R.O.S.Anticor”
Russia, Chelyabinsk, Eniseyskaya ul., D.40
+73512004493
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info@r-anticor.ru
r-anticor.ru
 
RPA “R.O.S.Anticor” LtD.is one of the leading non-ferrous metallur-
gy enterprises in Chelyabinsk, which has experienced and qualified 
specialists in its staff. The resources of the enterprise allow not only to 
supply high-quality products, but also to offer an alternative solution 
for the implementation of customer projects. RPA “R.O.S.Anticor” LtD.
produces: high-quality protectors according to GOST and individual 
customer projects, as well as more than 200 types of foundry and roll-
ing products from non-ferrous metals and alloys. RPA “R.O.S.Anticor” 
LtD.is the only company in Russia approved for the production of the 
patented AP4NM alloy.
.........................................................................

F2 190 
RPF Meridian
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Blokhina ul., D.19
+78126020352
info@npfmeridian.ru
npfmeridian.ru
 
RPF Meridian JSC is one of the leading instrument engineering companies 
in the shipBldg. industry of Russia. Its core activity includes research, devel-
opment and production of ship & vessel systems:  
• integrated combat management systems for surface ships;  
• ship weapon joint employment systems;  
• automated fire alarm systems;  
• magnetic field compensation (degaussing) suites;  
• integrated bridge systems for surface ships and vessels;  
• on-board automated flight & landing control centers.
.........................................................................

E 510 
NPF Polytechnic 
Russia, Moscow, Volgogradsky pr-t., 47
+74957830167
info@poli.ru
poli.ru
.........................................................................

Н3 360 
RPI KurskProm
Russia, Kursk, 305018, G. Kursk, Proezd Elevatornyy 14A
+74712770509
korolrpi@mail.ru
prom-rti.ru
 
The main field of our factory’s activity is the production of high-tech indus-
trial rubber goods. The factory produces a wide range of products for ports, 
the production has a certificate of Russian Maritime Register of Shipping. 
The factory produces wide assortment of rubber bearings that were sup-
plied and installed at the new bridges of Moscow – St. Petersburg, Mos-
cow – Kazan, Moscow – Sochi motorways, rubber bearings produced by 
our factory were also installed at Novovoronezh Nuclear Power Plant and 
“Vostochny” spaceport.
.........................................................................

Н2 254 
RPR service
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shkiperskiy Protok ul., D.14, K.1, Lit.V
+78129987442
sale@rpr.org.ru
rpr.org.ru
.........................................................................

H4 398 
RUNCHENG MARINE SERVICE CO., LTD.
China, Dalian, No. 55-7 Gangxingxi st.
+8641187517979
sd@runchengmarine.com
runchengmarine.com
 
Founded in 2007, RUNCHENG is a specialist in the supplies and ser-
vices to the marine and offshore industry. Our company’s office covers 

an area of 300 square meters, and warehouse covers an area of 1,500 
square meters. In order to meet the needs of market development and 
improve customer service, we established an office and warehouse in 
Vladivostok Russia in 2017. Our service in Russia covers the entire Far 
East area, including Vladivostok, Nakhodka, Khabarovsk, Kamchatka, 
Sakhalin and Magadan.
.........................................................................

G6 052 
Runitor
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Morskaya Nab., D.15, Lit.B
+78122431151
info@runitor.ru
runitor.ru
 
The company specializes in developing and designing, engineering includ-
ing assembling, packing and installation of marine firefighting systems and 
compressor equipment on different types of vessels and ships.
.........................................................................

F6 040
RUSATOM-ELECTROTEHMASH
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Furshtatskaya ul., D.24, Lit.A
+78123323257
info@rusatom-etm.ru
rusatom-etm.ru
.........................................................................

F4 523
RUSELPROM
Russia, Moscow, Vernadskogo Ave., 37, building 1
+74957139110
mail@ruselrprom.ru
ruselrprom.ru

RUSELPROM Concern is a leading Russian designer, manufacturer and 
supplier of electrical machines for all industries. RUSELPROM carries out 
the design, manufacture and supply of equipment sets included in the Uni-
fied Electric Power System with an electric propulsion system for ships and 
vessels of various types and classes with a propulsion electric installation, 
drilling rigs and fixed offshore platforms.
.........................................................................

E 477 
Ruspetrol
Russia, Kaluga, Kirova ul., D.59, K.1
+74842716103
lazarenkoai@ruspetrol.com
ruspetrol.com
 
RUSPETROL Group has more than 15 years of experience in the sale 
of petroleum products. Provides its clients with a wide range of ser-
vices:  
• supply of petroleum products by water, rail, and road transport;  
• sale of petroleum products and LPG;  
• storage of petroleum products on various bases, including by the forces of 
its own oil depot “Spetstorg Plus” in Yaroslavl;  
• transportation of petroleum products by its own oil loading fleet on the 
route of the NSR and the Far East;  
• forwarding activities;  
• retail sales of petroleum products, through its own network of gas sta-
tions under the brand “Gazpromneft”, the sale of fuel cards of the network 
on special conditions. The Group of Companies includes: Ruspetrol LLC, 
Spetstorg Plus LLC, RP-BUNKER LLC, RP-SHIPPING LLC, etc.
.........................................................................

F1 113 
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Dvortsovaya Naberezhnaya, 8
+78126050550
pobox@rs-class.org
rs-class.org
 
Founded in 1913, Russian Maritime Register of Shipping (RS) is a world-re-
nowned classification society that operates within all spheres of the of the 
maritime industry. The organization’s main objectives are to increase the 
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safety standards of human life at sea, ensure the safe navigation of ships 
and the secure transportation of cargoes by sea and inland waterways, as 
well as to develop standards for environmental protection.
.........................................................................

G8 521 
RUSSIAN MARKING SYSTEMS
Russia, Ekaterinburg, Moskovskaya ul., D.75
+73433835232
info@rmsrf.ru
rmsrf.ru
 
We are a Russian company engaged in the production of modern and inno-
vative products in the field of labeling. Our mission is to provide Russian in-
dustrial enterprises with high-quality and modern labeling. Our company’s 
products are made from Russian raw materials based on the latest formulas 
developed and tested by experienced specialists of the scientific sector.
.........................................................................

Н2 341 
RUSSIAN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
Russia, Moscow, Nikoloyamskiy Per., D.3A Str.1
+74957300450
sdo@rscc.ru
rscc.ru
 
RSCC is the Russian satellite operator whose spacecraft provide a global 
coverage. RSCC belongs to the ten largest world satellite operators in terms 
of satellites and orbital slots and has 55 years of experience. RSCC pro-
vides a full range of communications and broadcasting services via its own 
satellite fleet of 12 satellites and terrestrial infrastructure. Today RSCC is 
present at all geographically available markets, providing services for cus-
tomers from 58 countries worldwide.
.........................................................................

G8 015 
Russkie kraski
Russia, Yaroslavl, Bolshaya Fedorovskaya st., 96
+74852451992
m.meledina@ruskraski.ru
ruskraski.ru
 
JSC “Russian Paints” is the leading enterprise in the industry. It has a rich 
185-year history. They produce the whole range of paints and varnishes: for 
painting cars and commercial vehicles, a wide range of anticorrosion coat-
ings with a long service life, for marking roads, rolling stock, ships, aircraft, 
car repair materials, decorative and construction, powder paints. In 2022, 
the sales volume amounted to 147, 6 millions $ USA. The volume of pro-
duction is 31.0 thousand tons. 6 scientific laboratories with highly qualified 
employees allow the development of modern competitive materials, incl. on 
their own binders. And own production of binders has a positive effect on 
the quality of products and their cost.
.........................................................................

G7 078 
RZD-Partner Magazine
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Reki Fontanki Nab., D.117, Lit.A
+78124183499
rasp@rzd-partner.ru
rzd-partner.ru
 
RZD-Partner magazine is a leading business magazine about trans-
port in Russia. In 2023, the 25th anniversary of RZD-Partner Mag-
azine will be celebrateD.The purpose of the magazine is to meet the 
information needs of users of transport services in the events and 
trends of the transport market. The product line includes the following  
projects: 
• RZD-Partner magazine 
• RZD-Partner. Documents 
• Information agency RZD-Partner.ru https://www.rzd-partner.ru/ and many  
other projects.

S

Н3 338
S.T. Technology
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Pirogovskaya Nab., D.21, Lit.A
+79119935001
dil@sttechno.ru
.........................................................................

Н3 305 
Saint-Petersburg
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Smolny Proezd, 1, Letter B.
+78125766282
info@arkt.gov.spb.ru
gov.spb.ru/gov/otrasl/arkt/
.........................................................................

F7 169 
SAIT MARINE
Russia, Moscow
+78123725612
info@saitmarine.ru
saitmarine.ru
.........................................................................

G2 243 
Samara plant of decorative laminates
Russia, Preobrazhenka, 
Promyshlennaya ul., Vladenie 1-A
+78462077700
info@arcoplastica.ru
arcoplastica.ru
.........................................................................

F3 311 
Saratovski radiopribornyi zavod
Russia, Saratov, Im 50 Let Oktyabryapr., D.108
+78452799505
srz@granit-srz.ru
granit-srz.ru
 
JSC “Saratovski radiopribornyi zavod” (subsidiary of JSC “Concern 
“Granit-Electron”) has a strong background in development of the 
high-technology products in the area of sophisticated electronic systems. 
Civil products for sea and river vessels, such as coastal radar station for 
surface surveillance; navigation radar system for river and river-sea class 
vessels, are developed and modernized on the base of dual purpose tech-
nologies.
.........................................................................

G8 216 
Sarmat
Russia, Izhevsk, Golyanskiy Poselok ul., D.1
+78002226099
info@stanokcnc.ru
stanokcnc.ru
.........................................................................

FG-O 508 
SBS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Pul.kovskoe Sh., D.40, K.4A
+78122404464
office@sbs-spb.ru
sbs-spb.ru
.........................................................................

H3 322 
SCIENTIFIC 
AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION “COURSE”
Russia, Moscow, Seleznevskaya ul., D.13, Str.2
+74956427210
ooo-kurs@bk.ru
zavodnasos.com
.........................................................................
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Н2 325 

Scientific-and-production enterprise 
“Sea Life-saving appliance”
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Rozenshteyna ul., D.21, Lit.A
+78124452759
zakaz@slsa.ru
slsa.ru
 
Scientific-and-production enterprise “Sea Life-saving appliance” (“NPP 
“MSS”) has been a manufacturer and supplier of conventional marine and 
river rescue equipment for 26 years. The company is a supplier of finished 
products and components for civil marine and river fleets, navy, small ves-
sels, provides equipment for the air fleet and space rescue equipment.
.........................................................................

F7 036
Scientific-production enterprise “DANA”
Russia, Ufa
+73472464258
nppdana-ufa@yandex.ru
.........................................................................

F5 511
SCREEN
Russia, Ramenskoe, ul. 8 Marta D.1
+74957907178
info@screen-co.ru
screen-co.ru
.........................................................................

H2 262 
SEA LINES
Russia, Astrakhan, Ukrainskaya, 3
+79053508935
sealines.aa@gmail.com

LLC “Sea Lines” offers ultra-high pressure hydrojet cleaning services on 
ship hulls and onshore storage tanks for petroleum products, using robot-
ics. We offer the supply, leasing and service of robotics in the marine and 
oil and gas industry.
.........................................................................

F1 475 
Sea Project
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Marshala Govorova, 52
+78127403595
info@seaproject.ru
seaproject.ru
 
JSC SeaProject is a Russian developer of software and hardware com-
plexes, electronics. Company’s Specialization: 
∙ Operations informational support systems 
∙ Damage control informational support systems 
∙ Construction of robotic systems 
∙ Simulation and training facilities 
∙ Research and development 
∙ Shelter-type hardware 
∙ Development of digital electronics For 20 years of operation, over 500 
projects have been implemented.
.........................................................................

F6 154 
Seadevice
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126270271
info@seadevice.ru
seadevice.ru
.........................................................................

F7 044 
SEAES
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Ekateringofki Emb. 29-31 T
+78129546500
info@seaes.ru
seaes.ru
 

Russian manufacturer of lightings for marine vessels. The production pro-
gram consists: LED lightings, navigation lanterns and searchlights.
.........................................................................

G6 068
SEALUR LTD
Russia, Perm
+73422700599
trg@sealur.ru
sealur.ru
 
SEALUR LTD specializes in design and production of the modern sealing 
materials based on thermally expanded graphite which allow to ensure the 
tightness of equipment working in different industries. In addition to tradi-
tional sealing materials, Sealur offers new products and sealing technologies 
aimed to improve the safety and environmental friendliness of processes:  
• Dry disconnect coupling (DDC);  
• Elastic metal C-rings for sealing detachable joints of machine and installa-
tions operating in conditions of high vibrations and temperatures;  
• Intelligent gaskets to create a digital flange condition monitoring system;  
• Sorbent blocks for obtaining a sorbent based on exfoliated graphite in 
the field condition, intended for removal of oil spills. Tightness is synony-
mous with safety and Sealur’s sealing technology is a guarantee of your safe 
equipment operation.
.........................................................................

F2 517 
SEAPOWER ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Turkey, Tuzla, Merkezi Blok No_191_39
+902164946207
management@seapower.com.tr
seapower.com.tr
.........................................................................

G2 438
SEAPOWER RUS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Suvorovskiypr., D.2B, Lit.A
+79319633399
info@seapower-spb.ru
seapower-spb.ru
 
The company SEAPOWER RUS is the official representative of the Turkish 
company “SEAPOWER Electrical Systems” and specializes in the delivery, 
installation, maintenance of uninterruptible power supplies, energy storage 
systems, transformers, converters, rectifiers,regulators,chargers. We work:  
• with the marine industry (converters, chargers, etc.);  
• with industrial objects (UPS, energy storage systems,transformers, conv
erters, rectifiers, etc.).
.........................................................................

Н1 186 
SEATECHRIM
Russia, Meshcherino, microdistrict Yuzhnye Gorki-1, st. 1St Quarter, 134
+79104265618
seatechrim@mail.ru
seatechrim.ru
 
SETECHRIM LTD manufactures oceanographic instruments and equip-
ment: hydrophysical probing and towed systems, sets of sensors, current 
velocity meters, autonomous bottom stations, acoustic and seismic stations, 
hydroacoustic instruments and systems, hydroacoustic navigation systems, 
underwater uninhabited and remotely controlled vehicles. Autonomous, 
cable and towed facilities for underwater radiation monitoring and toxici-
ty monitoring of the water area Deep-sea television grapples with bottom 
video control Underwater telephoto systems Rugged enclosures for ocean-
ographic equipment Geophysical and hydrophysical winches, winches for 
special purposes Equipment for bottom sampling.
.........................................................................

F4 345 
SEFINE SHIPYARD
Turkey, Altinova, Hersek Mah. Ipekyolu Cad., No_7
+902268153636
newBldg.@sefine.com.tr
sefine.com.tr
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Founded in 2005 and occupying over 140.000 m2 of land for newBldg.,re-
pair-maintenance and conversion, Sefine Shipyard is one of the leading 
establishments in Yalova region with over 4000 yard employees including 
subcontractor personnel. The shipyard is able to undertake ship repair ser-
vices up to 90.000 DWT on its Post-Panamax size graving dock and up to 
120.000 DWT on its Aframax size floating dock.
.........................................................................

Н3 292 
Seftra
Russia, Moscow, Novgorodskaya ul., D.1
+74959958177
contract@seftra.ru
seftra.ru
.........................................................................

F2 376 
SELTAS SHIPYARD
Turkey, Yalova, Kumluk Mevkii Tersaneler Bolgesi A-15 Parsel Hersekkoyu
+902264615179
info@seltasshipyard.com
seltasshipyard.com
.........................................................................

F7 011 
ServiceMarine
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78003016288
info@service-marine.com
service-marine.com
.........................................................................

H3 144 
Sevastopol
Russia, Sevastopol, Oktyabrskoy Revolyutsiipr., D.42-B, K.6
+78692229009
export@mb92.ru
export.mb92.ru
.........................................................................

F7 011 
Severmek
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shotlandskaya ul., D.1, Lit.A
+79097490017
info@severmek.ru
severmek.ru
 
The company is a supplier of transshipment and loading equipment. The 
company specializes in: 
• selection of machinery and equipment in accordance with the technologi-
cal and technical requirements of the consumer 
• direct deliveries from manufacturers 
• supply of consumables and spare parts 
• purchase and sale transaction with an additional payment (exchange of 
old equipment for a new one – the difference in prices is paid to the con-
sumer). 
• pre-sale preparation 
• operator training.
.........................................................................

Н3 237
Severnaya aurora
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 120 Ryabovskoe Highway, «Rzhevka» Production 
Zone
+78123131142
zakaz@north-aurora.ru
north-aurora.ru
.........................................................................

Н1 208 
Severnaya Igla
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78127030221
info@tek-stil.ru
tek-stil.ru
 

Severnaya Igla LLC (TEK&STIL) has been successfully operating in the 
textile market of Russia for more than 20 years, being a major manufacturer 
of ready-made garments that satisfy the international quality standards. We 
offer a full range of contract textiles: curtains, sachets, bed linen, blankets, 
pillows, table linen, terry towels, carpets.
.........................................................................

F1 475
SEVERNOYE DESIGN BUREAU
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Korabelnaya ul., D.6, K.2,Lit.A
+78127023005
spkb@mail.seanet.ru
severnoepkb.ru
 
Severnoye Design Bureau designs surface combatants of main classes, as 
well as commercial vessels: bulk carriers, chemical carriers, tankers, supply 
vessels, ice class LNG carriers, floating vessels. Severnoye DB has many 
years of unique experience with customers and suppliers from all over the 
worlD.With its high-tech research and development facilities and highly qual-
ified staff, Severnoye DB is able to create designs of commercial vessels.
.........................................................................

G3 166 
Severstal-metiz
Russia, Cherepovets, 1/33, 50-Letiya Oktyabrya st.
+78202539191
info@severstalmetiz.com
metiz.severstal.com
 
Severstal-metiz is a corporate group which consolidates metalware assets 
of Severstal company. OJSC Severstal-Metiz is a group of enterprises that 
unites the hardware assets of Severstal. PJSC Severstal is a vertically in-
tegrated mining and metallurgical company that creates new products and 
integrated steely solutions together with customers and partners.
.........................................................................

H4 387 
SHANDONG LONGAO RUBBER CO., LTD
China, Weifang, Shouguang Gaoxin Park
+865365349077
lyn@cnfender.com
en.cnfender.com
 
Shandong Longao Rubber Co., LtD.is located in Yangkou Gaoxin Indus-
trial Park, Shouguang City, Shandong Province, China. Our company is 
committed to the production ,research and development of marine air-
bags and pneumatic fenders. At present, it has 18 patents, trademarks: 
Ocean Shield . We have been deeply involved in the marine airbags and 
mold production pneumatic fenders since 2007. The company has al-
ways focused on customer needs and adheres to the concepts of safety, 
high quality, efficiency, and innovation. We continuously optimize and 
upgrade our products.
.........................................................................

G2 446 
SHANDONG NANHAI AIRBAG ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.
China, Shandong, Mingshui Economic Development Zone, Shuangshan 
North Road No.5608
+8653188723323
sales09@airbag.cc
airbag.cc
.........................................................................

H4 393 
SHANDONG SHENLI RIGGING CO.,LTD
China, Jining economic development zone, Jiacheng Road, No. 9
+865376988899
shenli@shenlirigging.com
shenlirigging.com
.........................................................................

E 494 
SHANGHAI BAOLUO STAINLESS STEEL TUBE CO., LTD.
China, Shanghai, No.8 Xinshun Road, Zhujing Industrial Park
+862157348398
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sales@bss.sh
bss.sh
 
BSS JIANGSU Co., Ltd founded in 2020 and located in Xiangshui Industrial 
economic zone, is a new company which is founded by Shanghai Baoluo Stainless 
Steel Co., LtD.Shanghai Baoluo Stainless Steel Tube Co., Ltd., founded in 2008, 
is devoted to the development and production of stainless steel seamless precision 
tubes. Our products are applied in fields such as petrochemical industry;shipBldg. 
industry;medical profession;power industry;pharmaceutical and food industry etc.
.........................................................................

G4 365
Shanghai Powermaster Marine Technology
China, Shanghai, Room 607-A, 
The H Entry, No.6 Block, No.1328 Yixian Road, Baoshan District
+862168550150
info@powermastermarine.com
powermastermarine.com
 
Powermaster marine is a solution and services provider for marine and off-
shore market segments, including valve remote control system, Level meas-
urement system, Anti-heeling system, Cargo alarm system, ESD, Low Voltage 
Switchboard, E/R monitoring and alarm system, Centralized UPS system, 
Azimuth main propulsion system to marine engine. Powermaster marine 
serves customer globally from commercial vessels to offshore rigs and the 
fleet equipped Powermaster marine systems are working worldwide.
.........................................................................

H4 429 
Shanghai Stong Industry Co. Ltd.
China, Shanghai, No. 525 North Sichuan Road
+862163258585
shansy@shvlt.com
.........................................................................

H4 374 
ShangHai SunWard Power Technology
China, Shanghai, Floor 3, Bldg.2, No. 511, Xiaowan Road, Fengxian District
+8617269398155
support@dieselswpower.com
dieselswpower.com
 
Since 1998, we have been committed to the research and development, 
production and sales of precision coupling parts for diesel engines. It has 
been adhering to the quality-oriented, market-oriented development strat-
egy to provide high-quality products and services to global customers. We 
have more than 30 years of technology and experience team to develop and 
produce modern fuel injection systems, delivery valve, plunger, nozzle.They 
are widely used in ship, railway locomotives, generating sets.
.........................................................................

H4 489 
Shen Long
China, Zhoushan City, No.122-5, Xi Ao,Cen Gang st., Ding Hai District
+8618021017168
renfash@yeah.net
sh-renfa.com

Shanghai Renfa CM Co., Ltd is the leading company in China providing 
wide range high performance polymer materials products for vessels, such 
as water/oil lubricated stern tube bearing, rudder bearing and thermal in-
sulation support pad, etc., with all the major class certificates like CCS, BV, 
LR, ABS, etc., served over 6000 vessels so far. 
Our global distributor/service network will help you to choose suitable 
product and to make sure the guarantee delivered. More durable, afforda-
ble and rapid delivery will reduce your operation cost.
.........................................................................

H4 394 
Shenzhen Master Power Technology Co., Ltd
China, Shenzhen City, Bantian st., Banxuegang Avenue No. 4088
+8613510450709
info@mastpower.com
mastpower.com
.........................................................................

Н2 312 
SHIP Bldg. SHIP REPAIR
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, 12 Sportsmenskiy Per.
+78312821907
Info@sb-sr.com
sb-sr.com
.........................................................................

Н1 202
Ship propulsion complexes
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126776105
info@sdk-marine.ru
sdk-marine.ru
 
Design and manufacture of ship azimuth thrusters, bow-thrusters, propul-
sion systems for on-deck placement, issue of working and design documen-
tation, approval of documentation by RMRS, RRR. Service maintenance of 
both home-made and foreign-made equipment.
.........................................................................

GO 219 
Ship Systems
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Leninsky Prospect., 160, Lit.A, Office 502
+78124481327
info@shipsystems.spb.ru
shipsystems.ru
 
”Sudovye sistemy” LLC is a manufacturing company and is engaged in com-
plex supplies of equipment for breathing air, compressed air and gases:  
• piston compressors and boosters of medium and high pressure;  
• screw compressors;  
• cleaning and drying systems, water-oil separators, filters and dryers;  
• cylinders, receivers and modular air and gas storage systems;  
• reducing blocks and manometer shields;  
• nitrogen generators, inert gas and fire extinguishing systems.
.........................................................................

G4 213 
Shipborn Environmental Monitoring Systems 
and Marine Instrumentation by NAECO
Russia, Otradnoe, Gagarina ul., D.1A
+78126763313
Info@naeco.ru
naeco.ru
 
The Russian company of marine instrumentation, provides: design and de-
velopment, production and installation, repair and technical maintenance of 
shipborn environmental monitoring systems, kinds of shipbased and mobile 
environmental systems, scientific and research oceanographic systems, re-
al-time water quality mapping and non-stop flow water sampling measure-
ment systems for hydrophysical, hydrooptical, hydrochemical, radioactivity 
and oceanographic investigations.
.........................................................................

F4 259 
ShipBldg. & Shiprepair Technology Center
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 7, Promyshlennaya st.
+78127861910
inbox@sstc.spb.ru
sstc.spb.ru
 
SSTC activities include:  
• Development of advanced technologies for ship construction and repair;  
• Development of highly complicated technological equipment;  
• Design, upgrading and technical refitting of shipyards, hydraulic structures 
and machine-Bldg. plants;  
• Design and technological support of stationing at the base, maintenance 
and repair of ships and vessels l;  
• Development of documentation for construction and repair of vessels;  
• Development and production of shipborne pipeline valves and fittings for 
all types of ships and vessels;  
• Price formation, labour intensiveness for ship construction and repair.
.........................................................................
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F1 475 

ShipBldg. Plant Vympel
Russia, Rybinsk, Novaya ul., D.4
+74855202300
post@vympel-rybinsk.ru
vympel-rybinsk.ru
 
PJSC “Vimpel ShipBldg. Plant” specializes in the production of new genera-
tion missile and patrol boats, high-speed search and rescue, fire, hydrograph-
ic and other specialized vessels made of steel and aluminum-magnesium al-
loys with a launching weight of up to 2400 tons. Since its foundation in 1930, 
the company has produced over 30 thousand ships of various types. Over 
the past 40 years, more than 1,800 boats have been delivered to 29 coun-
tries in Europe, the Middle East, Southeast Asia, Africa and South America. 
The Vimpel ShipBldg. Plant provides a wide range of after-sales services for 
manufactured products. The company has a developed infrastructure and 
production facilities that provide a full cycle of ship construction, an integrat-
ed information technology system, a certified quality management system 
and qualified personnel. This allows for the development, construction, mod-
ernization and repair of warships and civil vessels, to provide warranty and 
service of manufactured products and meet all customer requirements. SSZ 
Vimpel has a design license and is able to independently create projects for 
vessels with a displacement of up to 3,000 tons, coordinate projects with all 
supervisory authorities and pass any technical expertise.
.........................................................................

G7 066 
ShipLight
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod
+78312658011
info@ship-light.ru
ship-light.ru
.........................................................................

G6 129 
Shiprepairing & ShipBldg. Corporation
Russia, Gorodets, 1, 1St Pozharny Pereul.ok Str.
+78316193972
office@gsverf.ru
gsverf.ru
 
The Company focuses on Bldg. of reinforced concrete and metal berthing 
floats, repair floating dry-docks, floating landing stages, dredging and aux-
iliary fleet vessels.
.........................................................................

F1 475
Shiprepairing Center “Zvyozdochka”
Russia, Severodvinsk, Mashinostroiteley Pr-D, D.12
+78184570297
info@star.ru
star.ru
 
We are producing:  
• Freezer trawlers, 50010 project;  
• Jack up floating drilling rigs;  
• Propulsion systems for various types of ships: Azimuth thrusters, Bow 
thrus-ters, Water Jets, ship propellers, shaftlines;  
• Furniture for vessels, ships, drilling platforms and drill shift settlements; 
We can carry out:  
• Repair and re-equipment of trawlers, seiners, research ships and other 
types of inland and sea going ships;
.........................................................................

Е 478 
Shiyan Judi Metal Pipe Industry Co., Ltd
China, Shiyan City, No. 7, Bailang Zhongguan Road
+867198310108
jdjszlb@126.com
syjudi.com
.........................................................................

Н1 246 
SIA “Аkonit”
Russia, Vologda, Udarnikov ul., D.34

+78172209016
mail@npoakonit.ru
npoakonit.ru
 
Production of conveyor equipment for transportation of bulk materials: 
ship loading machines, ship loaders, reclaimers, wagon unloading systems, 
transfer and stockpiling units.
.........................................................................

G8 207 
SIBREZINOTEKHNIKA
Russia, Omsk
+73812514051
sibrezina@bk.ru
srti.ru
.........................................................................

F5 030
SIMECS
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126770057
info@simecs.ru
simecs.ru
.........................................................................

G2 404 
Sir Meccanica Ru
Russia, Khimki, mkr Klyazma, 1B Str.3
+74951396775, +79250096407
info@sirmeccanica.ru
sirmeccanica.ru
 
Sir Meccanica S.p.A. has been in the world market for 30 years. The com-
pany is among the brand leaders in the sector for the production of port-
able multifunction machine tools. Sir Meccanica machine tools introduce 
new and revolutionary techniques in order to perform grinding work in the 
production and maintenance of internal and external cylindrical surfaces, in 
heavy and light metallic carpentry in the sector of earthmoving, Bldg., agri-
culture, road constructions, industrial field, machines.
.........................................................................

G2 413 
Siren Maritime
Turkey, Yalova, Sul.eymanbey Mh. Cengiz Kocal CD.Umran Is Hani 
No_29_4
+905337110735
info@sirenmaritime.com
sirenmaritime.com
 
We are a work boat shipyarD.We construct Tugboats, Pilot Boats, Moor-
ing Boats at state-of-the-art technology. Our tugboats are both ASD and 
Conventional. We are experienced at ice class ships. We also provide full 
propultion system.
.........................................................................

E 482 
SISTEMATICS
Russia, Krasnoyarsk, Mirapr., D.45A
+79233727327
info@sistematics.ru
sistematics.ru
.........................................................................

F3 097 
Sitronics KT
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Maly Pr. V. O., 54-5-P
+78124499090
office@sitronics-kt.ru
sitronics-kt.ru
 
Sitronics KT is a leading developer of marine intelligent solutions, including 
ship control systems, digital navigation, geographic information systems and 
equipment, situation centers, simulators, multimedia and interactive instal-
lations. The company focuses on technologies for digitalizing the marine in-
dustry and creating an ecosystem of marine intelligent solutions: 
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• e-Navigation infrastructure 
• a-Navigation (autonomous ship navigation solutions)
.........................................................................

H4 395 
SJMATEK MARINE MACHINE CO., LTD.
China, Jiangsu, Weixin Road, No.2
+8651269172531
sales@sjmatek.com
sjmatek.com
.........................................................................

Н1 217 
SKB EP
Russia, Saint-Petersburg, Shushary, Kokkolevskaya 1
+78125002548
skb@skbpribor.ru
skbpribor.ru
 
SKB EP is an innovative enterprise that specializes in the production of 
instruments for diagnostic of electrotechnical equipment. The instruments 
are widely applied in shipBldg., power systems, industrial enterprises, oil 
and gas industry, aviation and on railways. Production facilities allow us to 
realize individual solutions on request: commercialization of different R&D, 
production of metal items with special coating, production of spare parts 
with a help of additive manufacturing, etc.
.........................................................................

G6 174 
SKB MAYAK
Russia, Voronezh
+74732695991
office@skb-m.ru
skb-m.ru
 
LLC SKB “MAYAK” is engaged in the development, production and instal-
lation of: 
• fuel consumption and bunkering control system (SKRT); 
• overflow control system (95/98); 
• emergency warning alarms (APS) and their remote monitoring. Develop-
ment and production of controllers and sensors for ship automation: 
• float level sensor; 
• density meter; 
• l evel relay; 
• leak sensor, etc.
.........................................................................

F8 045 
Slantsy Spring Plant
Russia, Slantcy, ul. Lenina, D.30
+78123855656
zakaz@mirpruzhin.ru
mirpruzhin.ru
 
Design, development, manufacture of springs and elastic elements from 
traditional materials and unique high-strength titanium, heat-resistant nick-
el, as well as stainless alloys for components and mechanisms operating in 
extreme operating conditions.
.........................................................................

H2 293 
SMART supply and trading
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Klyuchevaya ul., D.30, Lit.A
+78122130071
Info@smart-st.spb.ru
smart-st.spb.ru
 
Smart Supply & Trading LLC deals with equipment for shipBldg. and fleet 
supply of Russian and foreign manufacturers. We are ready to provide a 
wide range of equipment in the following areas: marine lifting cranes and 
davits means of fastening of cargoes on vessels water treatment systems 
rescue equipment anchor mooring equipment ship ropes crane guards 
compressor equipment quick-release and towing hooks ventilation and air 
conditioning pumping equipment.
.........................................................................

G2 288 
SMARTOX
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Udelnyypr., D.5, Lit.A
+78129402244
info@smartox.org
smartox.org
.........................................................................

G3 324
SMM Group of companies
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Grivtsova Per., D.1_64
+78123258782
smm@zaosmm.ru
zaosmm.ru
 
Group of co,panies “SMM” is the only Russian company which carries out 
a full cycle of crane production, including design, manufacturing, control of 
production and finished products, delivery, installation and commissioning, 
as well as service and post-warranty service The absence of contractors 
and subcontractors allows at each stage of production to effectively control 
the processes of work. “SMM” is solely responsible for the quality of the 
product to the Customer.
.........................................................................

F5 040 
SMTU
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Lotsmanskaya ul., D.3
+78127140761
office@smtu.ru
smtu.ru
 
St. Petersburg State Marine Technical University – the base university of 
domestic shipBldg.. One of the university`s main departments is Informa-
tion Technologies Institute, a leader in the digital transformation of domestic 
shipBldg. and related industries. IIT specialists have successfully developed 
and implemented modern information technologies at industry enterprises 
for more than 25 years.
.........................................................................

Н3 226 
Soedinitel
Russia, Miass, Turgoyakskoe S., D.11/5
+79823425515
Info@soedinitel.com
soedinitel.com
 
The company designs and manufactures hermetic and corrosion-re-
sisting connectors used in severe environment (high temperature and 
pressure, hostile environment). The company is engaged in producing 
cable fittings.
.........................................................................

F4 354 
SOYTEKNIK
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mah. Mavi SK.No.28 P.K.34944
+902164461500
info@soyvalve.com
soyvalve.com
.........................................................................

G7 017 
SPA KASKAD
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123356687
mail@kaskad.net.ru
kaskad.net.ru
.........................................................................

G8 257 
SPA RSP JSC
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 
Nab. Kanala Griboedova 6/2, Lit.A, Office 402
+78123277324
elf2007@inbox.ru
rossudprom.ru
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The group of companies “Scientific production association RSP” joint-stock 
company (“SPA RSP” JSC) and “SPA RSP- PROJECT” stock company is 
engaged in manufacture of single-side and double-side wall panels for “B” 
or “C” class bulkhead, for ship accommodation lining; “B” or “C” class ceil-
ing panels, marine composite doors including fire-fighting doors: “A” class 
fire-resisting doors and “B” class fire-retarding doors, floating floor panels, 
sanitary units and other elements of ship accommodation lining.
.........................................................................

H3 480 
SPB MTA admiral Senyavin
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Narodnogo Opolcheniyapr., D.189, K.1, Lit.B
+78126208708
seaman@spbmtc.com
spbmta.com
 
Admiral D.N. Senyavin St. Petersburg maritime tech. academy is an estab-
lishment of the St. Petersburg Education Committee. Contingent: 3500 
full-time cadets and 450 students of the evening correspondence depart-
ment. The academy consists of 6 Bldg. complexes with classrooms, special-
ized rooms, laboratories, workshops, training grounds, gyms, a swimming 
pool, stadiums with artificial turf, and also a boat base, a high–speed motor 
yacht,a hovercraft and a training sailing vessel “Yunyi Baltiets”.
.........................................................................

Е 503 
SPb UPP-5
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Staroputilovskiy Val, D.7, K.1, Lit.A
+78126791234
sale@upp5.ru
upp5.ru
 
Production of low-voltage components, connecting devices for electrome-
chanical switching of DC and AC circuits. Manufacture of products accord-
ing to individual customer requirements.
.........................................................................

F3 037
SPE “PATRIOT”
Russia, Dubna, Naukipr., D.16A
+79258002020
info@npp-patriot.ru
npp-patriot.ru
.........................................................................

F2 190
SPE “Salyut”
Russia, Moscow, Plehanov Str., H.6
+74956724859
info@npp-salyut.ru
npp-salyut.ru
 
JSC «SPE «Salyut» is one of the leading defense enterprises in the de-
velopment and production of ship and coastal radar equipment and also 
radar data processing systems. We have high skills in the development of 
navigation safety systems, dispatching regulation and monitoring of inland 
waterway transport, built using digital platforms and artificial intelligence 
systems. JSC «SPE «Salyut» also produces marine LED lamps certified by 
the Maritime Register of Shipping.
.........................................................................

F7 001 
Specenergo-M
Russia, Lyubercy
+74952325068
office@specenergo.ru
specenergo.ru
.........................................................................

G8 178 
Special Steels and Alloys
Russia, Shchelkovo, Zavodskaya, 14B
+74957755522, +74957751888
info@russteels.ru
russteels.ru
 

Special Steels and Alloys, founded in 2000, is one of the leading Russian 
steel producing and trading companies. We offer more than 30000 names 
of production from stainless steel: seamless pipes, welded and profile 
pipes, fittings for food, oil and chemical industries, bars, sheets, fittings for 
construction, etc.
.........................................................................

H1 444 
Speckraska
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Prospekt Nikolskiy
+79212445786
sk-arh.rudakov@yandex.ru

The official representative of the Russian manufacturer of paint and varnish 
materials INELKA in the Arkhangelsk and Murmansk regions.
.........................................................................

G3 515
Specsystem
Russia, Tver, Pobedypr., D.71-B
+74822327661
info@specsystem.ru
specsystem.ru
.........................................................................

F2 206 
SpecTec
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123245110
support@amsolution.ru
спектек.рф
.........................................................................

F5 329 
SPK GROUP
Russia, Ekaterinburg, Malysheva ul., Str.51
+73433517054
info@ur-spk.ru
ur-spk.ru
 
SPK GROUP is the largest Russian plant for the production of Europe-
an-class equipment. The equipment includes:  
• painting and drying booths;  
• open-space paint apraying systems;  
• shot blasting booths;  
• powder coating lines;  
• conveyor paint lines.
.........................................................................

H2 335 
SPUTNIKSERVICE
Russia, Petrozavodsk, Rigachina ul., D.43
+78142592719
info@sputnik-ptz.ru
sputnik-flot.ru
.........................................................................

F1 475 
Sredne-Nevsky ShipBldg. Plant
Russia, pos. Pontonnyy, Zavodskaya ul., D.10
+78126483050
office@snsz.ru
snsz.ru
 
Sredne-Nevsky Shipyard (part of ISC «OSK»)was founded in 1912. For 
more than a century it successfully delivered more than 600 ships and ves-
sels for the Russian Navy and foreign customers. Production plan of the 
shipyard includes ships and vessels of various purposes such as mine coun-
termeasures ships, patrol ships, missile corvettes, work boats and passen-
ger vessels. Shipyard is capable of Bldg. ships with following dimensions: 
length – up to 110 m, width – up to 16 m, launching weight – up to 2700 
tons. Today the shipyard keep paying special attention to implementation of 
innovative technologies of shipBldg. starting from design on to dismantle-
ment and scrapping, which is a key factor of market success.
.........................................................................
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Е 509 

STAN
Russia, Moscow, ul. Sushchyevskiy Val, D.18
+78003338889
info@stan-company.ru
stan-company.ru
 
”STAN” Company leader of Russian machine builders industry. “STAN” 
Company is the managing company of five leading Russian machine-tool 
builders THE ACTIVITIES OF THE COMPANY: Development and man-
ufacture of metal-processing equipment Technological audit Service during 
engineering upgrade of production facilities Design and process prepara-
tion of production Implementation of projects related to PLM solutions Re-
pair and upgrading of equipment Training of experts and staff.
.........................................................................

F7 195 
STEELPROM
Russia, Magnitogorsk
+73479241900
office@steel-prom.ru
steel-prom.ru
 
LLC “StalProm” company is the major manufacturer of the lifting equip-
ment (lifting beams, clamps, different types of slings, spare parts for dif-
ferent slings production, including webbing ect.). Our products are of high 
quality, reliable and easy to use and suitable for all lifting, handling, stacking 
and fastening tasks. StalProm is able to design and manufacture unique lift-
ing equipment to solve this tasks.
.........................................................................

G8 156
Stroitelnaya i Tekhnicheskaya izolyatsiya
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126777104
info@citi-izol.ru
citi-izol.ru
 
The company LLC “CITY” supplies products in 3 areas: construction, tech-
nical and ship insulation and provides services: Selection of optimal techni-
cal solutions in the field of thermal and fire insulation according to the needs 
of the customer, development of technical albums. isolation units and work-
ing design documentation for insulating structures. Formation of the budget 
for insulation and specifications for the purchase of materials. Organization 
of work on the installation of thermal insul.
.........................................................................

G2 399 
Stroyleaderplus
Russia, Astrakhan, ul.yanovykh ul., Str 2_4
+79673318444
info@slplus.pro
slplus.pro
.........................................................................

G7 198 
STT Marine Service
Russia, Vladivostok, Kaplunova st., 7
+74232610971
info@stt-marine.ru
stt-marine.ru
 
STT Marine Service is the leader in the supply and maintenance of marine 
electronic equipment in the Russian Far East. For 15 years of work, we have 
been cooperating with major suppliers of equipment and services. We are 
providing a full life cycle of marine electronics, starting from the project of 
installation and including guarantee and post guarantee service. We have 
trustworthy relationship with suppliers, modern service center and of 
course huge experience ready to be used around tht world.
.........................................................................

G8 223
SUDOMECHANISM
Russia, Moscow, 4 Avtozavodsky 1St Passage Bldg.1
+74957103040

info@sudo.ru
sudo.ru
 
JSC “Sudomechanism” specializes in the supply of ship components for 
shipBldg.. Our partners are companies that occupy leading positions in the 
shipBldg. market, therefore, the products we offer have quality certificates 
from manufacturers and have been approved by the RMRS and RCS. Our 
company is the official exclusive representative of the companies “VUL-
KAN Kupplings-und Getriebebau GmbH”, “Loipart AB”, “Accomar”, “IDE 
MARINE”, “BAST MARINE”. As part of the import substitution program, 
Sudomekhanism JSC has mastered the production of domestic stainless 
steel ship furniture.
.........................................................................

H2 308 
SUDOPLASTSERVICE
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Gelsingforsskaya ul., D.4, K.1
+78123333245
sale@sudoplast.spb.ru
sudoplast.spb.ru
.........................................................................

F7 075 
SudTehService
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123349116, +78123349530
info@sts.marine.ru
sts.marine.ru
 
The company SudTechService LLC was founded in June 2002 as a small 
(up to 100 people) ship repair enterprise for repairing: Electrical machines; 
Electrical equipment; Means and automation systems (electric, electronic, 
pneumatic, hydraulic) on ships of sea and river fleet. As the company grew, 
the list of services provided (works) was expandeD.So, a new direction 
appeared: Electrical installation of electrical equipment and automation 
equipment on ships and floating structures, repair and design of control 
systems for electronic technological management system.
.........................................................................

G5 073 
Systema
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123861166
sales@tnsystem.ru
tnsystem.ru

T

F2 339 
TALATU
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Novye Zavody ul., D.56, K.3, Str.1
+78123349519
company@talatu.com
talatu.com
 
TALATU – company developer and supplier of premium quality industrial 
and decorative coatings. Materials quality is ensured by many years of indus-
try expertise of TALATU entire team, including R&D division, own research 
center, testing laboratory and paint shop. Many years of coatings expertise 
allow TALATU to succeed in development of anti-corrosion materials and 
adapt compositions to customer requirements in shipBldg., oil and gas sector, 
construction, fire protection and other industries where anti-corrosion and 
protection coatings make sense. TALATU – WE PAINT THE WORLD!
.........................................................................

Н3 365 
Tatexport
Russia, Kazan, Peterburgskaya ul., D.28
+79872700691
tatexport@yandex.ru
fpprt.ru
.........................................................................
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G2 079 

Tazmar Maritime
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 10 Srednyaya Podyacheskaya st., Lit.A
+78126333401
info@tazmar.com
tazmar.com
.........................................................................

H1 444 
TC Nord Project
Russia, Arkhangelsk, Severnoy Dviny Nab, D.57
+78182293992
info@tcnordproject.ru
tcnordproject.ru
 
TC Nord Project specializes in sea cargo transportation along the Northern 
Sea Route. We perform a year-round cargo delivery to the Far Northern 
ports and along the Arctic coast. Our fleet includes dry cargo, bulk carrier 
and tanker vessels, as well as service vessels. All vessels have an Arctic class 
and ice strengthened hull. The company transports general, bulk, mixed and 
non-standard cargo, as well as, vehicles, equipment, containerized cargo 
and dangerous goods of all categories.
.........................................................................

F3 054 
TC RM-steel
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123180015
info@rm-steel.com
rm-steel.com
 
RM-Steel Company Group has been in business since 2005. We are the 
largest Russian producer of metal profiles for shipBldg. industry and offshore 
shipBldg. today. We produce sections for ships and blocks of hull structures 
for shipBldg. weighing up to 160 tons. CG RM-Steel a offers wide nomencla-
ture of round, flat, structural shapes non-ferrous metals and alloys. We are 
present in several Russian cities: Saint Petersburg, Vladivostok, Vladikavkaz.
.........................................................................

F4 158 
TD Technodar
Russia, Petrozavodsk
+78142798242
info@skrt.biz
technodar.group
.........................................................................

E 450 
TDS
Russia, Gatchina, st. 120th Gatchina Division, 1A
+78126422902
sales@tds-spb.com
tds-spb.com

We produce cabinets for control of power and engineering equipment, 
standard or according to your technical task and specification. Our capa-
bilities are not limited to the product catalog, we produce a control system 
for marine vessels, coastal structures and large sewage treatment plants. 
We solve tasks of various levels of complexity on a turnkey basis, from the 
development of documentation to installation supervision at the facility. All 
manufactured equipment undergoes strict inspection in the technical con-
trol department. We provide a warranty of up to 3 years for all manufac-
tured product.
.........................................................................

E 450
TDS NEWINEX
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Zastavskaya ul., D.7, Lit.A
+78007707289
info@newinex.ru
newinex.ru
 
Supplier of industrial electrical equipment, machines, equipment and mate-
rials. Inverters and soft starters.
.........................................................................

G3 163 
Techelectro North-West
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78124268701, +78124268702
info@tesz.ru
techelectro.ru
 
The Techelectro company has been known in Russia for more than 25 
years as a reliable supplier of electrical products. The company is the 
copyright holder of the trademark KVT, which has been known in Russia 
and CIS countries for more than 20 years. It has worthily passed the test 
of time and won positive recommendations from consumers by combin-
ing the most important factors for them – the ratio of quality and price, 
an assortment of more than five thousand items and an individual ap-
proach to customers. Today, the company’s strategic plans are to expand 
the share of domestic manufacturers in the Russian electrical market, 
increase the share of services and quality of service for our consumers. 
To fulfill the tasks set, we place the main emphasis on our personnel – 
qualified, talented and enthusiastic. With their help, we hope to maintain 
and strengthen the status of a reliable supplier of quality products of the 
KVT trademark.
.........................................................................

Н2 368
Technical Engineering Systems
Russia, Irkutsk, Semena Lagody ul., D.4_6
+79021703565
users@techengsys.com
teswork.com
 
Limited Liability Company “Technical Engineering Systems”Technical Engi-
neering Systems Engaged in the design of marine ventilation and air condi-
tioning systems. Refrigeration systems. Manufacture of ship seats according 
to customer requirements. Refrigerated installations.
.........................................................................

F5 025 
Technoflot
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123324290
info@technoflot.com
technoflot.com
.........................................................................

F1 083 
Technopole Company
Russia, Dubna
+74962163120
technopole@dubna.ru
technopolecom.ru
 
Technopole Company, 5-183 Entuziastov Str., Dubna, Moscow reg. 
141980, tel: 8 (49621) 63120, fax: 8 (49621) 27996, e-mail: techno-
pole@dubna.ru, www.technopolecom.ru System integration, engineer-
ing, consultancy, development, manufacturing and delivery of equipment 
for following applications: ocean exploration, oceanology, oceanography, 
hydrography, seabed data imagery, navigation and positioning at sea and 
under water, dredging, inspection of underwater objects, hydrology and 
water quality.
.........................................................................

F7 043 
TECHSERVICE
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 2, Mezhevoy Canal
+78122511861, +78124909636
ts@techservice-sp.ru
techservice-sp.ru
 
Service of marine and river vessels, oil platforms. Company is approved by 
RS, RKO, IRS, BV, ABS, RINA, CCS, KR. ISO 9001:2015. Branches at 
Novorossiysk, Astrakhan, Rostov-on-Don, Murmansk, Vladivostok, Kalin-
ingraD.Carry out jobs: 
• annual and 5-year testing of lifeboats, davits; 
• inspection, supply of liferafts, MES; 
• service of safety and fire-fighting equipment; 
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• calibration of gas detectors, bilge alarm systems,UTI; 
• radio survey of GMDSS equipment; 
• installation, inspection of VDR; 
• UTM 
• laboratory analysis 
• repair jobs, automation
.........................................................................

G5 269
TERMODAT
Russia, Perm, Dokuchaeva ul., D.31, K.B
+73422139949
mail@termodat.ru
termodat.ru
 
Instrument engineering facility “Termodat” specializes in the industrial 
automation devices development, manufacture and sale. The company’s 
products are devices for measuring, controlling and regulating the speed 
of engine shafts, liquid and oil temperatures, and devices for indicating tem-
perature on a ship under the brands TERMODAT© and MERADAT©. The 
devices are supplied with the acceptance of the Russian Classification Soci-
ety (RCS) and the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping (RMRS).
.........................................................................

G5 010 
Tetis Pro
Russia, Moscow, ul. Polyany _P. Sosenskoe_, VlD.54, Str.1
+74957869855
tetis@tetis-pro.ru
tetis-pro.ru
 
TETIS PRO is a modern manufacturing company that has gained rec-
ognition in the market of search and rescue equipment and underwater 
technical equipment. For 30 years, the TETIS PRO company has been 
steadily providing the supply and production of remote-controlled unin-
habited underwater vehicles (ROV), diving complexes of various bases, 
equipment and equipment for diving operations, the implementation of 
development work. TETIS PRO – engineering solutions for underwater 
projects!
.........................................................................

G4 403 
Tianjin Hairun Marine Technical Co., Ltd.
China, Tianjin City, Binhai New Area, Tanggu, Xingang 2Nd Road, No 2278,
+8613234111969 (whats app/wechat), +8602266277678
business@hairunaw.com, anton@hairunaw.com
tjhairun.com/ru
 
During decade development, TJ Hairun has always focus on ship techni-
cal services, which including the sale, installation, repair, inspection of ra-
dio equipment and navigation, rescue and fire-fighting equipment, satellite 
communications, as well as material supply, research and development of 
software systems. TJ Hairun has the approvals for inspection issued by 
the world-famous top 10 Classification Societies: RS, CCS, ABS, NK, LR, 
DNV-GL, BV, KR, RINA, IRS. The registered capital of the company is 
50.9 million yuan. The structure includes 1 branch, 12 subsidiaries.
.........................................................................

H4 388 
Tianjin Pumps & Machinery Co., Ltd
China, Tianjin, No 10, Guoyuan Nan Road, Beichen District,
+862259088478
tianjinpumps@tianjinpumps.com
tianjinpumps.com
 
Tianjin Pumps & Machinery Company was established in 1956, it is a pro-
fessional design manufacturer which development and production of screw 
pumps, centrifugal pumps, Gear pumps. It covers an area of 14800 square 
meters, have over 650 employees, In 1984.we signed a contract with All-
weiler Germany for importing Triple Screw pump technology. In 1993, 
we imported Twin Screw pump and Single Screw pump technology from 
Bornemann Germany. In 1993, we imported Marine Centrifugal pump and 
gear pump from Taiko-Kikai Japan.we can provide various pump with all 
main marine certificate.
.........................................................................

H4 389 
Tianjin Puyou Mech. & Elec. Equipment Corporation
China, Tianjin, No.7 Beijing st. Jinnan Economic Development Area_West 
Area
+862228571168
marketing@puyou.com.cn
puyou.com.cn
 
Tianjin Puyou Mech. & Elec. Equipment Corporation was established in 
1997, focusing on a professional company specializing in submersible mo-
tors, pumps, underwater dredging skids, and supporting equipment. The 
company’s products are widely used in marine platforms, channel dredging, 
underwater engineering, specialized fire protection, mining, naval supplies 
and equipment, environmental protection, water treatment and other fields. 
They have a certain market share in relevant industries in China.
.........................................................................

H4 380 
TIS
Russia, Moscow, Butlerova ul., D.17
+74955104275
info@caishen-distribution.ru
caishen-distribution.ru
 
TIS is a reliable supplier of solutions and services for the automation of Rus-
sian production. We offer high-quality and certified products for the ship-
Bldg., energy, food, railway, transport, oil, gas and other industries. We are 
official distributors of such companies as SUPU Electronics, Torrin Drive, 
UPUN, Shenler, STEP. We have a wide network of dealers and represent-
ative offices in 20 cities of Russia.
.........................................................................

Н3 357
TITIAR-Rus
Russia, Vladivostok, Bestuzheva ul., D.21A
+79147042025
kornilova2025@gmail.com

The company “TiTiAr-Rus” LLC is the exclusive official dealer and business 
partner of the South Korean company “Ra In Ho Co., Ltd.”, the world’s leading 
developer and manufacturer of heavy lifting and transport equipment on the 
territory of the Russian Federation.LLC “TiTiAr-Rus” fulfills its obligations to 
provide consulting, adaptation works and services for the equipment of “Ra In 
Ho Co., Ltd.” in Russia. TiTiAR-Rus LLC is also responsible for the organization 
of production together with Russian partner companies of lifting and transport 
equipment and other lifting, transporting and loading and unloading equipment.
.........................................................................

G5 105 
TMS
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78124490269
info@tms-spb.com
кабель-судовой.рф
 
LTD “TMS” is engaged in the supply of cable and wire products, pipes for 
hydraulic systems, fittings, pipe fasteners, doors, windows, panels for the 
shipBldg. industry.
.........................................................................

Н2 307 
Togliatty ship-repairing plant
Russia, Tolyatti, Nikonova ul., D.1 A
+78482450547
tsrz@list.ru
tsrztlt.ru
 
1. docking and repair of vessels with displacement up to 2000 t., up to 140 
m LOA, up to 22 m wide. 
2. Fault detection and repair:  
• hull, propulsion and steering complex of vessels with restoration of details;  
• ship auxiliary and deck mechanisms;  
• pumps repair;  
• systems, coppers, electric equipment, automatic equipment;  
• raising of the double bottom (due to MarPol), overbending hull elimination;  
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• capital repair of the ship diesels NVD 48, NVD 26, YaMZ 236M2, YaMZ 
238M2, 6Ch 18/22;  
• hull sandblast cleaning and coloring. 
3. Construction of new vessels using elements of old vessels or renovation 
of the existing vessels, construction of new small size vessels. 
4. Modernization and repair of the high-speed fleet, hovercrafts. 
5. A winter dry placement of small size vessels with carrying out mainte-
nance and repair works. 
6. Production of the non-standard equipment and metalwork. 
7. Interior works. 
8. bearings babbit lining. 
9. Production of pistons for 48 NVD, bearings, ejectors, marine boiler lances. 
10. non-ferrous metals of varying complexity foundin.
.........................................................................

Н1 189
Tomskcable
Russia, Tomsk
+73822498989
marketing@tomskcable.ru
tomskcable.ru
.........................................................................

F3 012
TOP MARINE Company
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78126790571
mail@topmarine.ru
topmarine.ru
 
TOP MARINE Group was founded in 1995 as a ship chandler company in 
port Saint Petersburg. Today, hte main areas of work include:  
• production and mainfenance of SOLAS equipment;  
• tests and analysis of fuels, oils and fire;  
• extinguisshing liquids;  
• Bldg. of work, fishing and oil recovery boats. 
TOP MARINE Group is approved by Russian Maritime Register of Shipping 
(RMRS) and Recognition certificate Russian Classification Society (RKO).
.........................................................................

G7 300
Totalzed
Russia, Moscow, Kievskoe Shosse 22-Y _P Moskovskiy_ Km, DvlD.4, Str.2
+74953630029
info@totalz.ru
totalz.ru
 
Company TOTAL Z (LLC “Totalzed”, Moscow) – is a leading Russian developer 
and manufacturer of the newest industrial FDM, FGF, SLS 3D printers with a 
printing area from 250 to 12000 mm. TOTAL Z’s equipment is operated at lead-
ing scientific and industrial enterprises of various industries: aerospace, defense, 
mechanical engineering, foundry, agro-industrial complex. TOTAL Z takes an ac-
tive part in R&D on the development of 3D printing from innovative materials and 
the creation of unique equipment for specific customer requirements.
.........................................................................

F5 153 
TRANSAS
Russia, Saint Petersburg
+78123253131
info@transas.org
transas.ru
 
Integrated IT solutions on the onboard equipment market, supply of elec-
tronic cartographic systems, radio communication and radio navigation 
equipment, production of ship navigation equipment and security systems.
.........................................................................

G3 028 
Transport Lighting Solutions
Russia, Moscow
+74957815758
tcp@tcp.msk.ru
tcp.msk.ru
.........................................................................

F8 048 
TransTechnology
Russia, Kursk
+74712770271
transcomp01@list.ru
transotboy.ru
 
LLC “TransTechnology” has been successfully operating since 2005 and 
has established itself as a reliable supplier of rubber products for ships 
and berths. We manufacture and supply rubber fenders for mooring de-
vices such as: mooring fenders, arched fenders, fender protectors for tugs, 
W-shaped fenders, M-shaped fender, side fender D-shaped, square 
fenders C-shaped and D-shaped, block fenders, solid rubber fender; 
rubber compounds of our own production for various industries; cast port 
equipment: bollards, pedestals, anchors.
.........................................................................

Н1 214 
TRANSVIT
Russia, Veliky Novgorod, Bolshaya st. Petersburg st., House No. 51
+79116301695
marketing@transvit.ru
transvit-m.ru
 
The GC «Transvit» unites Russian enterprises for the development, 
production and sale of electrical and lighting products for the industries 
and trade of the Russian Federation, Europe, Asia. Ship transformers 
of the TM «Transvit» are designed for installation in alternating current 
power systems with a frequency of 50 Hz and a voltage of up to 660 
V for ships of the sea and river fleet of an unlimited navigation area, to 
provide power to coastal and port lighting circuits, automation and alarm 
control circuits in the coastal zone. The products comply with the re-
quirements of regulatory documents RMRS, STO, SPI. Climatic version  
OM5.
.........................................................................

F7 172 
Treartex
Russia, Moscow
+74951281050
corp@treartex.ru
treartex.ru
 
Since 2004, Treartex has been a supplier and manufacturer of flame-re-
tardant fabrics, artificial leather, Innotex non-woven fire-retardant material, 
non-combustible mattresses and bedding for leading design bureaus, ship-
Bldg. and ship repair enterprises. The fabrics are flame retardant through-
out their lifetime and are suitable for making curtains, curtains, bedspreads, 
upholstery and mattresses.
.........................................................................

E 471 
Trionix LAB.
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shvetsova ul., D.23, Lit.B
+79811609407
info@trionix-lab.ru
trionix-lab.ru
 
Trionix LAB. – a young team of scientists and inventors. The main speciali-
zation is underwater robotics: 1) Children’s educational kits 2) Professional 
compact drones for exploring the underwater world 3) Scientific research 
and experiments in the field of underwater technology The company has its 
own manufacturing, which includes a machinery and a group of 3-D print-
ers.
.........................................................................

G4 213 
TRITMENT
Russia, Vyborg, Vyborgskaya ul., D.23A
+78126790325
tritment@vbg.ru
tritment.ru
 
For 30 years TRITMENT LLC has earned a reputation as a partner 
that guarantees the quality of goods and the fulfillment of contractual 
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obligations in the field of providing ship pipeline fittings to civil and 
military shipBldg. and ship repair enterprises. The company is certified 
by Russian Maritime and River Registers of Shipping. Acceptance of 
products manufactured for the needs of the MIC is carried out un-
der the control of the military representative office of Russian Defense 
Ministry.
.........................................................................

F4 158 
Truwel
Russia, Petrozavodsk, 185034, Kareliya Respublika, Petrozavodsk G, Kly-
uchevaya R-N, 6-Y Gvardeyskiy Per.
+79212210173
info@truwel.ru
truwel.ru
 
The company has been engaged in the implementation and maintenance of 
fuel consumption control and transport monitoring systems for more than 
10 years. We work throughout the Russian Federation and abroaD.Experi-
enced personnel carry out the installation and further maintenance of fuel 
consumption monitoring and transport monitoring systems on ships of any 
type!
.........................................................................

G2 466 
TTP MARINES
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Shpalernaya ul., D.37, Lit.A
+78123367677
inform@marines.su
marines.su
 
Marines Language Centre operates in two areas of business:  
• technical translation services: we specialize in translating technical, legal 
and contractual documents and operate across a range of sectors including 
defense, shipBldg., machine Bldg., electronics and others. 
• foreign languages training services: we offer a wide range of General and 
Business language programs and maintain high standards in teaching Rus-
sian as a foreign language to meet your personal or profession-oriented 
goals.
.........................................................................

G4 232 
TURBO MEDITERRANEO
Turkey, Istanbul., Postahane Mah. Nalbant Is Hani, Istasyon Cad., No_53-1 
B Blok Daire_7
+905411908601
info@turbomediterraneo.com
turbomediterraneo.com
 
TURBOMEDITERRANEO holds a leading position in the international 
market and specialises in supplying spare parts for Marine Engines, Tur-
bochargers, as well General Ship parts. Over the course of 46 years, the 
company’s upward development resulted in the creation significant number 
of subsidiary companies and workshops in key ports around the worlD.The 
company’s goal and task are the continuous and uninterrupted supply of any 
Merchant Fleet around the world through the timely supply of ship spare 
parts for any turbocharger maker and type to any ports worldwide. Spare 
Parts Supply: 
1. Main Engine 
2. Turbocharges 
3. Auxiliary Engines 
4. Main & Auxiliary Boiler Incinerator 
5. Heat Exchanger 
6. Heater Fresh Waster Generator 
7. Purifiers/Separators 
8. Air Compressor/Air Conditioner 
9. Crane/Grab & Hydraulic 
10. Pumps 
11. Filters 
12. Automation Electrical/Pneumatic 
13. Deck Machinery In addition, we can provide full technical sup-
port and provide scheduled or emergency repairs for Marine Engines, 
Turbochargers and thus ensure a long, safe and sustainable vessel  
navigation.
.........................................................................

F4 352 
TURKISH SHIP YACHT AND MARINE SERVICES 
EXPORTERS’ ASSOCIATION
Turkey, Istanbul., Yenibosna Merkez Mahallesi Sanayi Caddesi No_3
+902124540500
gemi@iib.org.tr
gyhib.org
 
Turkish Ship Yacht and Marine Services Exporters’ Association was estab-
lished in April 2010. Its mission can be defined as to contribute sustainable 
economic development to Turkish Ship and yacht sector through improving 
exportation. It has over 1500 members as of 2022.
.........................................................................

F4 453 
Turkish Shipbuilders Association 
(GISBIR)
Turkey, Istanbul., Postane Mah. Cinarli SoK.No_34 34940
+902164460680
gisbir@gisbir.org
gisbir.org
 
Turkish Shipbuilders’ Association (GISBIR) was established by shipyard 
owners on 07.07.1971 in Istanbul. GISBIR is one of the oldest non-govern-
mental organizations in Turkey and representative of the Turkish ship and 
yacht Bldg., repair and maintenance industry. Improving the Turkish ship-
Bldg. industry, helping the Turkish shipyards to take place in the world mar-
ket, finding solutions for problems of shipyards through relevant authorities, 
associations, and organizations, representing the Turkish ShipBldg. Indus-
try in national and international areas are among the missions of GISBIR. 
Turkish Shipbuilders’ Association (GISBIR) has.
.........................................................................

F2 190 
Typhoon
Russia, Kaluga, Grabtsevskoe Shosse, D.174
+74842718585
info@typhoon-jsc.ru
typhoon-jsc.ru
 
Typhoon JSC is one of the leading enterprises in the development and man-
ufacture electric drives, incl. based on switched reluctance motors, electric 
drive control systems, frequency converters, equipment for filtering har-
monics in the supply network, voltage and current converters.

U

F5 440
UBM MARINE
Turkey, Istanbul., Aydintepe Mah. Batu SoK.No_27 Evora T Blok
+905323563805
info@ubmmarine.com
ubmmarine.com
 
UBM Marine is active in Tuzla and Yalova Shipyard Zone in Turkey since 
2005. Main business new Bldg., repairing and conversion projects for 
commercial vessels and yachts.
.........................................................................

G3 301 
UMATEX
Russia, Moscow, Volgogradskiy Prosp., D.42, Korp. 13
+74957770123
info@umatex.ru
umatex.ru
.........................................................................

G6 234
UNCOMTECH Trading Company
Russia, Moscow, P.5,46,Bolshaya Ordynka st.
+78006001020
sales@uncomtech.com
uncomtech.ru
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Uncomtech Holding is the largest Russian manufacturer of cable and wire 
products. The Holding’s production enterprises – JSC Kirskabel and Irkut-
skkabel – produce over 200,000 sizes of cables for various purposes. The 
holding’s products are widely demanded by major enterprises in key sectors 
of the Russian economy: energy, oil and gas, defense, transportation, machine 
Bldg. and shipBldg., metallurgy, construction industry and agriculture.
.........................................................................

G6 300 
Uniflex
Russia, Romanovka, Inzhenernaya ul., D.21
+78123200582
zakaz@uniflex.su
uniflex.su
 
Uniflex LtD.is a manufacturer of air ducts for various systems – aspiration, 
air cleaning, smoke extraction, produces high-temperature, abrasion-re-
sistant, fire-resistant and chemical-resistant air ducts. The company pro-
duces special air ducts for shipBldg. and ship repair companies to capture 
pollutions during the production (repair) of ships.
.........................................................................

H3 331
UNIKA
Turkey, Istanbul., Yeni Sul.un SoK.No_5
+902122782353
info@unika.com.tr
unika.com.tr
 
UNIKA CABLES is manifacturer of Shipboard electrical cables.
.........................................................................

G5 401 
UNIT MARK PRO
Russia, Moscow, Marksistskaya Str., 34/10
+74957480907
promo@umpgroup.ru
umpgroup.ru
 
UNIT MARK PRO (UMP) is an official distributor of the leading companies 
from Europe and the USA, producing equipment and consumables for in-
dustrial marking, safety solutions (BRADY corporation), dot peen and laser 
marking (SIC Marking corporation). Also we specialize in the supply of tools 
and equipment for electrical installation work (trademarks Cembre, Safak, 
Klauke, TML-UMP, GLW), cable product (TF Kable), industrial chemistry. 
UMP was founded in 1998 and supplies Russian and CIS markets.
.........................................................................

H2 409 
Uralelectro
Russia, Mednogorsk, Motornaya ul., D.1A
+73537934501
mail@uralelectro.ru
ural-motor.ru
 
JSC “MEZ “Uralelectro” is a large domestic enterprise of 1941 with a full 
technological cycle of production of low-voltage equipment(starters, con-
tactors), as well as asynchronous electric motors according to the Russian 
GOST standard and the European DIN standard, with a VOV(axis of rota-
tion height) of 63-180 mm, with a power from 0.12 to 30 kW. Along with 
the general industrial purpose, Uralelectro electric motors are produced 
for the needs of the fleet, NPP, the Ministry of Defense of the RF.
.........................................................................

G5 180 
URALGRIT
Russia, Ekaterinburg
+73432168600, +78007775910
uralgrit@uralgrit.com
uralgrit.com
 
Uralgrit company is a leader in the production and sale of abrasive powders 
(cooper slag, nickel slag) for high-performance abrasive blast cleaning of 
surfaces. 35 years of experience in anti-corrosion protection in the field 
of shipBldg. and ship repair. Direct deliveries from the manufacturer from 

its own factories (Rezh, Sverdlovsk region, Karabash, Chelyabinsk region, 
Orsk, Orenburg region) and more than 20 warehouses from Kaliningrad 
to Nakhodka. In the “Uralgrit Educational Center” you can order training, 
with a visit to the customer’s production, in the specialties “Sandblaster”, 
“Painter”, “Painting Supervisor”.
.........................................................................

Н3 327
Ushakovo yards
Russia, Ushakovo, Portovyy Per, D.1
+79683993559
info@real-ships.ru
real-ships.ru
 
The shipyar “Ushakovo Yards” is a modern full-cycle yacht production, 
working in accordance with all the rules and canons of Dutch shipBldg.. 
Since 2012, the shipyard has been producing luxury steel displacement 
yachts and passenger ships in the Kaliningrad region. The company is 
equipped with modern equipment that allows the production of motor 
yachts and commercial vessels up to 26 meters length.
.........................................................................

Е 495 
UVAS-TRANS
Russia, Kerch, ul. Kirova, D.22, Korp. 1, Of. 1
+73656153390
mail-2002@mail.ru
uvas-trans.com

V

F7 142 
Valcom
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 10 Lomanaya st.
+78123209833
info@valcom.ru
valcom.ru
 
Valcom is the only Russian developer and manufacturer of high-precision in-
telligent sensors and integrated automation systems for specialized vessels, 
bulk carriers, tankers and LPG/LNG gas carriers.The company’s products 
are used in shipBldg., military industrial complex,oil and gas petrochemical 
industry,nuclear and thermal energyindustry.Among the company’s clients 
are the largest Russian shipBldg. companies and shipping companies.
.........................................................................

H2 313 
VATI-AVTO
Russia, Volzhskiy, Aleksandrova ul., D.69A
+78443210977
vati-auto@vati.ru
auto.vati.ru
.........................................................................

E 474
Venta
Russia, Vyborg, Gatchinskiy Per.
+78123246861
vbg@venta-russia.com
venta-russia.com
.........................................................................

G1 085 
VEZA
Russia, Fryazino
+74959894720
more@veza.ru
veza.ru
 
VEZA is the only enterprise in Russia with a full technological production 
cycle, from the development and testing of prototypes, to the introduction 
of the developed equipment into large-scale production. For more than 25 
years, VEZA has been a leading domestic manufacturer and supplier of 
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ventilation equipment for air conditioning systems, air heating, fire protec-
tion, ventilation systems for various purposes, refrigeration equipment in 
the widest nomenclature list.
.........................................................................

G5 146 
VIBRATOR
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 5 2Nd Upper Lane, Lit.A
+78126220482
zavod@vibrator.spb.ru
vbrspb.ru
 
The VIBRATOR plant develops and manufactures measuring, control and 
regulation devices for industrial applications and naval and commercial 
shipBldg. for more than 90 years. The VIBRATOR offers following meters 
and systems: devices for measuring insulation resistance (replacement of 
imported analogues) portable electrical measuring devices (multimeters 
and megohmmeters), multichannel electronic recorders (REGIGRAF), 
measuring converters, synchronoscopes, frequency meters, phase indica-
tors, wattmeters, warmeters, tachometers, switchboard equipment.
.........................................................................

G6 094 
VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT RUSSIA
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 4 Ponsse st.
+78124935924
viking-ru@viking-life.com
viking-life.com
.........................................................................

Н3 221 
Villina
Russia, Penza, 1 Germana Titova st.
+78412981428
villina@villina.ru
villina.ru
.........................................................................

F5 062 
Vineta
Russia, Nikolskoe, ul.yanovskaya Road, 5G
+78124935048
info@vineta.ru
vineta.ru
 
Vineta LtD.is a dynamically developing engineering plant with more than 25 
years history. The enterprise designs and produces items for the navy and 
civil fleet, nuclear and oil and gas industry, transportation, enterprises of 
the fuel and energy sector. We produce the following goods in lots:  
• water treatment systems  
• filters of various types  
• fuel-preparation equipment  
• heat-exchange equipment  
• gas- and air purification equipment  
• water-supply equipment  
• small vessels out of composite.
.........................................................................

G4 468 
VIS VANA
Turkey, Istanbul., Turkoba Mahallesi Ataturk 2 Caddesi No_232
+902128590071
sales@visvana.com
visvana.com
 
is Vana has begun its journey of quality production with casting and industri-
al valves manufacturing since 1983.Vis Vana is marine and Vis Vana has be-
gun its journey of quality production with casting and industrial valves man-
ufacturing since 1983.Vis Vana is marine and industrial valve manufacturer 
located in Istanbul Turkey. Today, there are hundreds of type DIN,ANSI 
and JIS standard valves in production programme. 80% of production is 
exported to all around the worlD.Vis Vana has own foundries approved by 
Bureau Veritas, Lloyds Register, DNV-GL for materials Cast Iron,Ductile 
Iron, Cast Steel,Stainless Steel,Bronze,Ni-Al Bronze.
.........................................................................

G4 213
Vitalfarm
Russia, Sinyavino, Sadovaya ul., D.2
+78123350585
media@vitalfarm.ru
vitalfarm.ru
 
Vitalpharm is a medical research and production company, on the market for more 
than 20 years. We produce a wide range of first aid kits and medical products:  
• first aid kits by orders of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation;  
• first aid kits for various industries (marine, anti-fire, for the transportation 
of dangerous goods, etc.);  
• universal first aid kits  
• first aid kits for the Ministry of Emergency Situations and GO  
• stretchers, gip. packages, harnesses, etc.
.........................................................................

F2 233 
VNIIR- Progress SPb
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 18 Bogatyrsky Prospect, Bldg.1
+78123275193
office@vniir.spb.ru
abselectro.com
 
VNIIR PROGRESS specializes in design, production and supply of various 
marine switchgears, integrated automation systems and other kinds of ship-
board electrical equipment to national and foreign markets.
.........................................................................

G3 192 
Volgograd ship’s engineering plant
Russia, Volgograd, 2 Arsenyeva st.
+78442988591
gorshkova@mmzso.ru
vzsm34.ru
 
Volgograd ship’s engineering plant, possessing many years of production 
experience, the necessary design and technological documentation, a fleet 
of machine tools and a team of highly qualified specialists, is currently the 
manufacturer of stamped ship closures (doors and covers) with acceptance 
by the RF Ministry of Defense on the territory of the Russian Federation.
.........................................................................

G1 316 
Vostokproektverf Far Eastern Design Institute
Russia, Vladivostok, Svetlanskaya ul., D.72
+74232302327
vpv@vpv.su
vpv.su
 
The Vostokproektverf Far Eastern Design Institute performs the general de-
signer’s functions for the shipBldg. companies in the Russian Far East and Si-
beria and is the primary regional engineering firm for construction of the ship 
repair, shipBldg., and machine industry projects in Primorsky Krai. As of today, 
the Institute offers all design, engineering surveys, and engineering services.
.........................................................................

G4 213 
Vsevolozhsk Crane Factory
Russia, Romanovka, ul. Inzhenernaya D.21
+78123465454
info@werker.ru
werker.ru
 
Vsevolozhsk Crane Factory has been producing lifting equipment since 
2007. The main types of manufactured equipment: overhead and suspend-
ed cranes, console and gantry cranes; hydraulic platforms, transfer carts. 
The plant produces following ship equipment: 
• Deck cranes with rigid or telescopic boom 
• Overhead cranes for engine rooms 
• Retractable electrical loading and unloading devices 
• Cargo booms 
• Marine version electric hoists 
• Marine version disc brakes
.........................................................................
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F7 037 

Vyborg Machinery Plant
Russia, Vyborg, Primorskoe Sh., D.2B
+78137823735
info@vmz1.ru
vmz1.ru
 
Vyborg Machine-Bldg. Plant LLC has been operating on the market since Feb-
ruary 2014. The main activity is the production of lifting and transport equipment 
(OKVED 28.22). During its history, the plant has mastered a wide range of prod-
ucts for shipBldg.. In particular, the design and production of systems of cable 
ladders and trays, deck panels, ship doors and portholes, air heads, winches and 
others have been mastereD.The process of product line diversification continues.
.........................................................................

F1 475
Vympel, design office for shipBldg.
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, Nartova ul., D.6, K.6
+78314334149
info@vympel.ru
vympel.ru
 
JSC DO «Vympel» is universal design organization specialized in designing 
and technical assistance of shipBldg. of various class and purpose ships and 
floating engineering constructions, such as: icebreakers and arctic vessels, 
floating offshore facilities for shelf development; research and fishing ves-
sels, tankers, multi-purpose dry cargo ships, auxiliary and special-purpose 
vessels for the Navy, ferries, passenger ships and air-cushion vessels; nu-
clear technology maintenance vessels.
.........................................................................

G5 162 
Vzljot
Russia, Saint Petersburg, 2 Trefoleva st., Lit.Bm
+78003338887
mail@vzljot.ru
vzljot.ru
 
”Vzljot” Group of Companies is a leading Russian manufacturing enterprise, 
a leader in the development and manufacture of metering devices for the 
flow of liquids, gas and heat energy. Since its inception, “Vzljot” has gone 
from a small enterprise to a group of companies whose activities cover the 
whole of Russia, various countries of Europe and Asia.

W

G3 300 
Weldexpe
Russia, Kaliningrad, st. Dzerzhinsky, 136
+78007757267
mailbox@weld-expert.com
weld-expert.com

WeldExpert is a distributor of leading manufacturers of welding equipment 
and materials: EWM, ESAB, ESVA, Fanuc, KUKA, TEKA, Optrel, KOIKE 
and others. Since 2007 we have been engaged in the sale and mainte-
nance of equipment for welding and cutting metal. We have a direction, 
WE Robotics - solutions for robotization of your production. We cooper-
ate with factories and have the opportunity to order unique automation and 
mechanization solutions. The parent company is located in Kaliningrad, has 
branches in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Chelyabinsk and Kazakhstan.
.........................................................................

Н1 230 
WallCare
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, Kominterna st.
+79030602681
ipaymasov@mail.ru
.........................................................................

H4 415 
Weite
China, Free Trade Zone (Hubei), No.6 Gangcheng Road
+0867177256059

info@weite.tech
weite.tech
.........................................................................

G1 316
West Nautical Service
Russia, Dolgoprudnyy, Yakova Gunina ul., D.1
+79850314717
zx552@yandex.ru
wnservice.ru
.........................................................................

G3 201 
Wilckens SR
Russia, Rostov-on-Don
+78633009282
info@wilckens.ru
wilckens.ru
 
Marine protective paint coatings of the european producer company Wilck-
ens Farben/Nippon Marine Paints.
.........................................................................

H4 454 
Winkong Marine Engineering Co.,Ltd.
China, Qingdao, Liaoning Road Zhongxin Bldg.No. 263
+86053283835759
biz@winkong.net
gb.winkong.net
.........................................................................

G4 298 
WOOJU ENTEK CO
Russia, Vladivostok, Vladikavkazskaya ul., D.5
+79140788426
woojujs@daum.net
deckmachinery.org
 
LLC “Wooju Entek” is a leader in shipBldg. and ship repair, specializing in 
the production of high-quality equipment for vessels, especially fishing and 
crab-catching vessels, using innovative technologies. We offer a wide range 
of services, including equipment repair and commissioning, crew training 
for fishing vessels, and assistance in non-standard sea situations. Our man-
agement is committed to modern standards and innovations, making us a 
reliable partner for your company. Collaborating with us will lead to suc-
cess in your daily operations and business development. Contact us to learn 
more.
.........................................................................

H4 418 
WUXI MNET EQUIPMENT TECH CO., LTD
China, Wuxi, Furong Zhongsi Road _203
+8651068557507
shiwm@wxdelin.com
wxmnet.com
 
MNET is a leading manufacturer in China, 1) oceanography&offshore 
equipment and solutions for deep sea operations, like oceanography winch, 
CTD winch, A-frame, LARS, etc; 2) Fin stabilizer, anti-rolling/heeling 
system, gyro stabilizer, etc; 3) Deck machinery like mooring winch, towing 
winch, capstan, etc; 4) Hydraulic/electric watertight sliding door, hydrau-
lic/electric side door/hatch, electric roller shutter; 5) H120/A60/A0 steel 
door, A60 window, A60 hatch cover, etc; 6) Refrigeration system;
.........................................................................

H4 372 
Wuxi Ruifeng Marine Propulsion
China, Wuxi, Unit16, Lihu Business Park, No.2008 Lihu Avenue
+8651082231883
wxruifeng@vip.163.com
wxruifeng.com
 
Wuxi Ruifeng Marine Propulsion Co.,Ltd professionally designs, develops 
and manufactures azimuth thruster. The production base of the company is 
the largest and the most professional power transmission device produc-
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tion base in Wuxi, Jiangsu. The company professionally produces marine 
propulsion, reduction gear boxes and clutches. It owns a group of profes-
sionally designer and develop marine propulsion device. There are about 
120 employees.
.........................................................................

G4 107 
Wuxi Weilit Marine Boiler Co.,Ltd
China, Wuxi City, Huishan District, No.30, Zhenya Road
+86051083830668
weilit@weilit.cn
weilit.cn
 
We are Wuxi Weilit Marine Boiler Co., LTD.We are specialized in the de-
sign and production of Marine boilers and their supporting products. At 
present, we have 13 types of products, such as bunker fuel auxiliary boiler, 
bunker fuel exhaust gas combined boiler, bunker exhaust gas boiler, bunker 
heat conduction oil boiler and bunker hot water boiler (see the sample book 
in the attachment for product types).

X

H4 432 
XINGLUN ROPE CABLE CO., LTD
China, Shanghai, Yebo Bldg.No27 Meisheng Road
+86-21-61765236
jessica@xinglungroup.com
xlrope.com
 
Xinglun Rope Cable Co., Ltd is established in China, The company has more 
than 10,000 square meters of modern factory. received the type approval 
certificates from DNV, ABS, NK, LR, RS, RINA, BV etc. We have set up 
four overseas supplying bases in Singapore, Dubai, Rotterdam and New 
York. The rapid supply network has spread Africa, Europe, Africa and the 
Americas. And we will establish supply bases in Houston and Durban, and 
gradually improve the construction of supply bases in the United States and 
Africa in order to build an efficient supplying network across the world.
.........................................................................

H4 417 
Xinxiang Filson Filters Co.,Ltd
China, Xinxiang City, Zhou Village
+8615736958886
sales@filsonfilters.com
filsonfilters.com

Y

F4 158
YACHMARKET
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod
+78312128222
info@yachmarket.ru
yachmarket.ru
.........................................................................

F4 348 
YAF DIESEL SPARE PARTS & ENGINEERING
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mah. Rauf Orbay CaD.No_39-2 Yaf Group 
Is Merkezi
+905327124034, +905331516027
info@yafdiesel.com.tr, y.bakir@yafdiesel.com.tr
yafdiesel.com.tr
 
Yaf Diesel was established in 2008 Turkey, China , Korea, Germany and 
Dubai/U.A.E by experienced marine engineers especially in diesel engines, 
gear boxes, turbocharger parts supplying, reconditioning and repair. Our 
head office, workshop and freezone warehouse are located near shipyard 
area in Tuzla where the most major shipyards are locateD.We also have 
warehouse in Shanghai/China,Busan/Korea,Bremen/Germany and Abu 
Dabi/U.A.E. so we are able to provide competitive prices, quick and correct 

supply to the customers. We keep more than 10.000 kinds of engine parts 
in our warehouses from well-known high-quality manufacturers.
.........................................................................

H4 302 
YANGZHOU SUPER 
INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD
China, Yangzhou, Rom 902, 6Th Bldg., Runyang Plaza
+8613605509360
jiashun.xu@aseg-cn.com

Our company has been the driving force behind many world’s most re-
nowned shipbuilders and ship owners since 1989. After 35 years, we’ve 
become a professional supplier that develops, manufactures and provides 
lighting solutions for global marine, offshore and nuclear markets.
.........................................................................

F4 356 
YAPAS ZINCIR
Turkey, Ankara, Malikoy Anadolu Osb.Mah.10.CaD.No_18
+903123542179
yapas@yapaszincir.com.tr
yapaszincir.com.tr
.........................................................................

G4 263
YILDIZ ENDUSTRIYEL
Turkey, Istanbul., Evliya Celebi Mahalesi Rauf Orbay Caddesi No_29_B 
34940
+902164472083, +905336520038
info@yildizendustriyel.com
yildizendustriyel.com
 
Yıldız Industrial which started its commercial life in 1993 has always provid-
ed the best products and the best service quality to its precious customers 
and works in an efficient and planned way with an increased pace in order 
to make its services sustainable in the future.
.........................................................................

H4 385 
YUHUAN HUAJI MARINE ELECTRICAL 
APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
China, Talzhou City, Qinggang Industrial Yuhuan
+8613757699890
sales1@tzhuaji.com
tzhuaji.com
 
Our company is located in QingGang Industrial Yuhuan County Taizhou City 
Zhejiang Province. Our company has strong technical research and de-
velopment team, completely producing facilities, advanced manufacturing 
technology, rigorous testing methods and scientific management system! 
And our pledge is “QUALITY IS OUT CULTURE”! The company mainly 
specialized in producing: 10A, 16A, 32A marine copper connectors, nylon 
connectors, candescent lights, navigation lights, spot lights, fluorescent pen-
dant lights, incandescent pendant lights and ceiling lights.

Z

F1 475 
ZAVOD “KRASNOE SORMOVO”
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod, Barrikad ul., D.1
+78312296127
info@krsormovo.ru
krsormovo.nnov.ru
 
PJSC Krasnoye Sormovo Plant is one of the oldest Russian shipyards, 
founded in 1849. The plant has written a special page in the history of do-
mestic military shipBldg. and commercial shipBldg.. For 75 years, Krasny 
Sormovo has built and modernized more than three hundred submarines 
and rescue vehicles, 25 of them nuclear-powereD.Today, the plant builds 
commercial fleet ships that meet the requirements of international conven-
tions for reliability and safety.
.........................................................................
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F7 041 

Zavod AKS
Russia, Saint Petersburg, ul. Mikhailova, 11
+78123248555
mail@zavodaks.com
aksspb.com
.........................................................................

Н1 281 
Zavod Aviatsionnyh Profiley I Prokata
Russia, Lyubertsy, Proektiruemyy 4296 Pr-D, VlD.3, K.2
+74956699999
info@aozapp.ru
aozapp.ru
 
ZAVOD AVIAPROFILEY is the largest Russian distributor of non-fer-
rous rolling metal products. There are >3500 tons metal, most have the 
Product Conformity Assessment (RT-Techpriemka), >500 tons are air-
craft metals (7075-T6, 7475-T7351, 2124-T3, 6061-T6). We produce 
high-quality workpieces from slabs and billets with an accuracy of ±0.1 
mm. Before setting on the CNC machines extra modifications are not re-
quireD.Perfect repeatability and accuracy. We produce common work-
pieces uncommonly well!
.........................................................................

G6 134 
ZAVOD GORELTEX
Russia, Novosaratovka village
+78001001004
mail@exd.ru
exd.ru
 
GORELTEX is the largest Russian manufacturers of modern explo-
sion-proof electrical equipment. Our plant offers the widest range of prod-
ucts among all Russian manufacturers of explosion-, dust-, and waterproof 
equipment. Goreltex products have required certificates of quality protec-
tion, as well as TR CU, IECEx, ATEX, nuclear and defense industry certifi-
cates of conformity, Russian River Register and Russian Maritime Register 
of Shipping type approval certificates.
.........................................................................

G8 112
Zavod Hermes
Russia, Perm
+73422008826
info@ntm-hermes.com
ntm-hermes.com
.........................................................................

Н3 291 
Zavod im.Gadzhieva
Russia, Makhachkala, 51 ul. Yusupova
+78722681379
aozg@mail.ru
zavodgadzieva.ru
 
JSC “Plant named after Gadzhieva” founded in 1932, is the largest man-
ufacturer and supplier of steering gears, pumping products (marine, for 
oil production, mine), oil and gas fittings. Our marine equipment has been 
widely used on sea and river vessels, mixed navigation vessels, fishing ves-
sels, lighter tankers, auxiliary vessels, port tugs, floating dredgers, as well as 
on military ships and boats. The plant is the main supplier of the specified 
equipment in the Russian Federation and the CIS countries. We guarantee 
reliable mutually beneficial cooperation. Our goal is to satisfy your needs as 
much as possible.
.........................................................................

G7 109 
Zavolzhsky Metalware Plant
Russia, Zavolzhye, 
1 Zheleznodorozhnaya st.
+78122429385
info@zmetiz.ru
zmetiz.ru
.........................................................................

H4 151 
ZHENJIANG BAOHAI SHIPS HARDWARE CO., LTD
China, Guozhuang, Gecun, Jurong
+8651185118101
qihai@baohai-marine.com
baohai-marine.com
.........................................................................

H4 392 
ZhouShan NavHouse Import & Export Co., Limited
China, Zhoushan, No.31, Zongbao Seven Road, 
Zhoushan Bonded Warehouse, Beichan Village, Dinghai District
+865808290816
info@navhouse.cn

Located in Zhejiang Free Trade Bonded Zone, Zhoushan Navhouse Im-
port & Export Co., Limited with a bonded warehouse of 4,000 square 
meters, provides one package services of bonded import and export busi-
ness, logistics and ship spare parts supply. Relying on a bonded ware-
house of 4,000 square meters, the company provides services of du-
ty-free imports of foreign products to be stored in the bonded warehouse, 
tax declaration for customs entry when needed, and duty-free customs 
transfer and shipping.
.........................................................................

G1 316
Zvezda Far Eastern Yard
Russia, Bolshoy Kamen, Stepana Lebedeva ul., D.1
+74233551140
dvzzvezda@dvzz.ru
dvzz.ru
 
It is the leading company in the Russian Pacific Fleet submarines repair 
and the only one in the Russian Far East specializing in repair and refit 
of nuclear-powered submarines and warships. Zvezda Yard is a well-
equipped complex with extensive technical and production capabilities 
that allow the company to perform works in all major areas of the com-
pany’s activities.
.........................................................................

G1 316 
Zvezda ShipBldg. Complex
Russia, Bolshoy Kamen, ul. Alleya Truda, ZD.19V
+74233541175
sskzvezda@sskzvezda.ru
sskzvezda.ru
 
The Zvezda ShipBldg. Complex is the first shipyard in Russia focused on the 
serial large–tonnage construction of special vessels and marine equipment, 
including ice class for the development of the Arctic shelf. At the moment, 
the order book of SSK Zvezda has more than 50 vessels, among which 
there are previously not produced in Russia. Zvezda is a strategically impor-
tant project for the Far Eastern region and the domestic shipBldg. industry. 
A shipBldg. cluster is already being formed around it, which localizes the 
technological chain for the realization of shipBldg. products in Primorye as 
much as possible.

3D

Н3 237 
3D CONTROL
Russia, Kaluga, ul. Suvorova, 10
+78002015575
info@3dcontrol.ru
3dcontrol.ru

3D Control offers comprehensive services for the design, development 
and implementation of quality control systems. Our team of experts spe-
cializes in creating innovative solutions, using advanced technologies and 
equipment. We guarantee high accuracy and reliability of measurements, 
allowing our customers to improve their production efficiency and com-
petitiveness.
.........................................................................
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EXHIBITORS – ALPHABETICAL
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10:00-17:00 Sports Programme
NEVA 2023 Team Tennis Table Tournament of the Shipbuilding Industry

Pavilion H, 
Conference Hall №1/1 

11:00-14:00 International Strategic Session
“Marine Robotics: Projects And Practice”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2

11:00-13:00 International Event
International Business Dialogue “Russia—China”

Pavilion G,
Conference Hall №22-24

14:00-16:00
Strategic Session
“Legislative Novels And Formation Of Ship Repair In The Russian
Federation”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №10

14:00-18:00
Conference
“The Register in the context of the current time. Engineering and
Consulting Center of the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №7

14:00-16:00 Pitch Session
“Investment In Tourist Shipping, Cruises And Water Recreation”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №9

14:30-17:00
Strategic Session
“Lighthouse Project: Autonomous Navigation – Demand For New
Technological Solutions And Business Opportunities”

Pavilion G,
Conference Hall №22-24

15:00-18:00
Conference
“Human Resources In Shipbuilding: Overcome The Shortage And
Increase Potential”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2

16:00-18:00
Seminar
“Infrastructure solutions and innovative technologies for the maritime
industry”

Pavilion H,
Amphitheater at the Stand
of the St. Petersburg
Committee for the Arctic

17 SEPTEMBER

18 SEPTEMBER

BUSINESS PROGRAMME

09:30-11:30
Conference
“Renovation and Development of the Fishing Fleet: Constructive Dialogue
for the Common Cause”. Part 1

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №10

10:30-13:00 Pitch Session
“SME-Suppliers For Shipbuilding And Ship Repair”

Pavilion H,
Amphitheater at the Stand
of the St. Petersburg
Committee for the Arctic

19 SEPTEMBER
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BUSINESS PROGRAMME

11:00-13:00 Strategic Session
“Russian Ports: New Impulse for the Port Service Development” 

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №9

11:00-11:45 Official Programme
Official Opening Ceremony Of The NEVA 2023 Exhibition And Conference Passage opposite Pavilion F

11:30-13:00
Conference
“Renovation and Development of The Fishing Fleet: A Constructive Dialogue
For The Common Cause». Part 2

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №10

11:30-13:00 International conference
“International Experience in Unmanned Surface Vehicles” 

Pavilion G,
Conference Hall №22-24

11:45-13:00 Official Programme
Official Tour Of The NEVA 2023 Exhibition 

14:00-16:00 Plenary Session
“Russian Maritime Industry: New Priorities Amid Global Challenges” 

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2 

16:30-18:00
Roundtable
“Sea Transportation in the Direction of the Kaliningrad Region: Specifics
and Rules for the Application of Preferential Rates”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №10 

16:30-18:00
Strategic Session
“Implementation of Comprehensive State Support Measures and
Development of Import Substitution in Shipbuilding” 

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2

16:30-18:00 Strategic Session
“Development of Cruise Shipping”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №9

16:30-18:00 International Event
International Business Dialogue “Russia-Turkey”

Pavilion G,
Conference Hall №22-24

16:30-18:00
Roundtable
“Floating Power Units as a Modern and Environmentally Friendly Way to
Supply Energy to Coastal and Remote Areas and Industrial Facilities”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №8

09:30-11:30
Business Breakfast
“Renovation and Development of the Fishing Fleet: Constructive Dialogue
for the Common Cause”. Part 3 (participation by invitation)

Pavilion H, 
Conference Hall №100 

10:00-15:00

Conference
13th International Conference: “Innovative Welding Technologies in
Shipbuilding, Production of Marine Equipment and Construction of
Onshore Facilities”

Pavilion H, 
Conference Hall №10 

20 SEPTEMBER
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BUSINESS PROGRAMME

10:00-16:00 Conference
“Dock Facilities in Russia: Current State and Prospects” 

Pavilion G,
Conference Hall №22-24 

10:00-17:00 Sports Programme
NEVA 2023 Сlosed Billiards Tournament of the Shipbuilding Industry

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №1/2

10:00-17:00 Sport Programme
Open Tennis Table Tournament of the Shipbuilding Industry 

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №1/1

PROGRAMME OF THE SECOND YOUTH DAY AT NEVA

10:00-15:00 Career Development Center Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №10 

10:30-11:00 Official Opening of The Second Youth Day at NEVA Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2 

11:00-12:00
Plenary Session:
“Youth of the Maritime Industry: from a Schoolchild to a Successful
Specialist”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2

21 SEPTEMBER

11:00-13:00
Conference
“Northern Sea Route as a Basis for Economic Sovereignty and a Factor
of New World Logistics: Fulfilling the Potential of the Highway”. Part 1 

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2

11:00-13:00 Conference
“Marketing in Shipbuilding: Strategies and Practice”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №9

14:00-16:00
International Conference
“Digitalization of Shipyards and Additive Technologies in the Modern
Shipbuilding”

Pavilion G,
Conference Hall №22-24

14:00-15:30

Conference
“The Northern Sea Route Аs А Basis For Economic Sovereignty And
A Factor Of The New World Logistics: Realization Of The Mainline
Potential”. Part 2

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2 

14:00-16:00
Roundtable
“Ensuring the Safety of Linear Offshore Underwater Facilities and
Communications by a Special-Purpose Fleet”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №100 

15:30-17:30 Roundtable
“Efficiency of Shipbuilding” 

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №8 

15:30-18:00
Roundtable
“Optimal Methods of Testing Materials Designed for the Arctic Zone and
Development of Russian Standards in This Area” 

Pavilion H,
Amphitheater at the Stand
of the St. Petersburg
Committee for the Arctic 
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BUSINESS PROGRAMME

All 4 days of the Exhibition will be accompanied by an up-to-date business program, which will include the Plenary Session 
“Russian Maritime Industry: New Priorities amid Global Challenges” and more than 30 business events: conferences, 
roundtables, strategic and working sessions.

Key topics of the discussion include measures of state support for the maritime industry and the implementation of import 
substitution in shipbuilding and ship repair, continuation of international cooperation in the new realities, modernization of the 
fleet, development of new routes and logistics chains, development of port services, fishing industry, introduction of innovative 
technologies, implementation of offshore projects, improving efficiency of education and human resources training for the 
shipbuilding and shipping industries.

Among the speakers are high-ranking representatives of state authorities and official bodies, top experts and industry 
professionals – heads of leading Russian corporations, shipyards, enterprises, design bureaus, scientific and educational 
institutions, industry associations and the media, as well as international organizations. To get acquainted with the entire Business 
Programme of the “NEVA 2023” Exhibition and Conference, scan the QR code:

12:00-14:00 Lectures with the Participation of Young Scientists and Specialists of the
Maritime Industry 

Pavilion H,
Amphitheater at the Stand
of the St. Petersburg
Committee for the Arctic

12:15-13:45 Popular Science Platform “Knowledge Bay ” Pavilion H,
Conference Hall №2

12:30-15:30
Foresight Session
“Possibilities of Implementing AI Technologies in Russian Civil
Shipbuilding”

Pavilion H,
Conference Hall № 100

12:30-13:00 Officia l Opening of the Young Sailors Gathering Passage opposite Pavilion F 

14:00-16:00
Roundtable dedicated to the 100th Anniversary of V.A. Emelyanov
“Continuity of Generations. The Role of Mentors in Preserving Maritime
Traditions”

Pavilion H,
Amphitheater at the Stand
of the St. Petersburg
Committee for the Arctic

14:00-16:00 Official Closing of The Second Youth Day at NEVA Passage opposite Pavilion F
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CAFE OPENING HOURS

18-20 September 21 September

Cafe, Passage (close to Pavilion E) 8:30-18:00

Restaurant on the 7th floor, 
Pre-booking by phone 8 (921) 329-99-55 10:00-20:00

Cafe, Passage (In front of Pavilion H) 10:00-20:00

Lighthouse Restaurant, Pavilion D1 (Delegates only)

Breakfast 09:00 -11:00

Lunch 12:00-16:00

Coffee, Tea, Desserts 10:00-18:00 10:00-17:00

Five Oceans Restaurant, Pavilion D2 (VIP only)

Breakfast 09:00 -11:00

Lunch 12:00-16:00

Coffee, Tea, Desserts 10:00-18:00 10:00-17:00

Business Hall “Marine and Arctic” (VIP only)

Snacks, drinks 10:00 - 18:00

Lounge, Passage (VIP and Delegates only)

Coffee, Tea, Snacks 10:00 - 18:00

Billiard Club, Pavilion Н (VIP only)

Snacks, drinks 10:00-18:00 10:00-17:00

Snack bar, Pavilions F, G 10:00-18:00 10:00-17:00

Cafe, Pavilion Н  10:00-18:00 10:00-17:00
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